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n 1996 the original Diablo was released to the world and immediately (like all

Blizzard games), it reshaped the computer gaming landscape. Diablo was a real-time

role-playing game that had compelling gameplay—-something that had previously

been unheard of. Not only was it a great single-player game, it also offered a unique

way of playing with other gamers from all over the world with its revolutionary

Battie.net system. After Diablo
1

s release, all similar games were destined to be compared

to it, and in most cases the efforts were not even worthy of comparison* Even to this

day, Diablo is still staggeringly popular on Battle.net, and now after over three long

years of waiting, D/aMo II bursts onto the shelves (and millions of hard drives) with

everything that a sequel should possess—fabulous movies, an engrossing story, spine-

tingling special effects, gut-wrenching battles, and gameplay that will make Diablo II the

king of this genre for years to come*

What makes Diablo II such a fantastic game is the loving attention to detail that

Blizzard put into balancing the gameplay so that each of the 150 character skills would

have value in the game* Indeed, the largest chapter of this book (Chapter 2: The

Characters) contains details on all 150 skills and how to use them in both single and

multiplayer action (when applicable)* The complexity of the five character classes and

their skill sets is astounding, and is the primary reason why Diablo II will be replayable

hundreds of times.

This book draws on the wisdom and experience of the entire Blizzard crew that helped

to create and test Diablo IL Many long hours were spent on-site at both Blizzard's San

Mateo and Irvine offices consulting with the resident experts' who specialize in each of

the game s various aspects.

In creating this book, we attempted to make it as useful to the reader as possible; there-

fore, there was a heavy emphasis placed on each of the skills, and the basic flow of each

of the quests. The Bestiary will give you what you need to know about all of the hideous

monsters you'll meet in Diablo II—including the Bosses and Unique monsters* The

Weapons & Armor section will explain how weapons are created, improved (socketed

items), and even has the details for such highly sought-after information as the unique

Item Sets! For those interested in Battle*net play, there is a chapter dedicated to getting

the most out of the multiplayer experience. Finally, check out The Basics chapter for the

low-down on the potions, scrolls, difficulty levels, and even the effects of each of the

Shrines that you'll encounter in the world of Diablo IL

Let this book be a reference to guide you whenever you have a question or are having

difficulty. After all, Dkibfo 1/ is so rich, complex, and huge that there will certainly be

times when even the most independent of gamers will need to grab a hint or two from

this guide!
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The Diablo Storvj

I

n the first game, Diablo spent two centuries slowly working to corrupt the Soulstone that

imprisoned him. In time, he was able to extend his influence into the surrounding area and

corrupt both King Leoric and his archbishop, Lazarus. The King proved too strong to fully

control so the Demon took possession of his son, Prince Albrecht. Diablo then began to shape

an outpost of Hell within the catacombs that ran beneath the town of Tristram. By spreading

terror into the surrounding countryside, the Demon was able to attract many heroes who came

to cleanse the land of evil By the time the strongest of these heroes reached this goal though,

he had become fully influenced by the will of Diablo. In his twisted state, this adventurer

believed that the only way to fully control the Demon was to plunge the shard of the Soulstone

into his own head. This, of course, was exactly what Diablo had planned as the Demon now

had an even stronger body to use in the completion of his ultimate plan.

Now, in Diablo II Diablo has headed east to the desert outside of the city of Lut Gholein,

intent on freeing his brother, Baal The possessed body of the fallen hero has taken on an

increasingly Demonic appearance. For this reason, the Demon brought with him a mortal com-

panion to go amongst the people of the city, listening for information, and securing what mun-

dane necessities the Lord of Terror still required. Diablo soon found himself pursued by even

greater mortal heroes as he raged across the lands to wake his brothers.

IPs from this point that you begin DKtbfo II, choosing a character from one of five different

classes: Amazon. Barbarian, Necromancer, Paladin, or Sorceress. After your character has

been chosen, you will work your way through four Acts and 21 quests while en route to destroy

Diablo, Along the way youll go through many sets of armor and weapons. You’ll also meet

hideous monsters, valued allies, and evil overlords. Only those that are true of heart will be

able to make it through the game to defeat Diablo II, but then, only those that are true of heart

would accept the challenge 1

Major Characters
These are the major characters in the Diablo 11 storyline, as outlined by the game’s designers

at Blizzard North. This is not a detailed listing of each character’s motivations and personali-

ty. Instead, it is merely meant to tell you a little about each character so that you can identify

where they ‘fall' in the storyline as you work your way through the game.

D iablo : Youngest of th e Prime

Evils and She Lard of Terror,

Duriclt The Prince of Pain and

one of the Lesser Evils.
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Izual: The Angd who bore the

^r.eblade “Azure Wrath" in an

sssault on the Hell Forge, He was

&erJuaHy corrupted and first gave

demons information about the

Sou(stone. He noiv serves as a

heu tenant in Hefl.

Baal: One of the Prime Evils and
the Lord of Destruction.

Mephisto: The tost of the Prime

Evils and the Lord of Hatred

.

Tal Rashs: A Horadrlm mage
wha was in the group pursuing

Baal He voluntarily imprisoned

himself to supplement the power of

the Soulstone that contained Baal.

Tal Jtasfta was eventually corrupt-

ed and revealed the secret of

Mazulere to the three Prime Evils

.

Tyrea!; An Archangel in the ranks

of Heaven, he has always been

especially concerned for the wel-

fare of humanIty. He has also

dealt extensively w/fh the

Soulstone anti Mazulere over the

ages. It was he who forged the

angelic wneblade “Azure Wrath"

that hual used in his tragic attack

on the Hell Forge.

retired Cain; The Horadric leader

that pursued and eventually cap-

tured Diablo.

section reviews much of the information you may already have learned in the manual

m playing the game; however, there are several bits of advice that even experienced

; gamers might find useful., so read on, brave warrior.

tfENTORY
- inventory is a limited space that houses everything from potions and scrolls to weapons

armor that you pick up as you work your way through the game. The items that you pick

xr as you kill monsters can either be used, sold, or stored. Selling items is a great way to

r;c r gold, especially if you sell a Unique or magically enhanced weapon that you other-

-z wouldn't want to use. Of course, the Inventory is a finite space, meaning that it will

fill up with items, and then you won’t be able to pick up new items that you find,

lent trips back to town via Town Portals or Waypoints is highly recommended because

l of those average items that you sell will eventually add up to one very expensive and

fill item!

:e vour inventory fills up so quickly, it would be nice to have another storage place for your

t items, and thankfully there is—your Private Stash. This is a permanent storage chest that

: in each of the four towns and allows you to store some extra treasures. Although your
*- ate Stash is limited in space, it is also protected from others, even if you die! Probably the

advice is to sell or trade what you don’t need and keep only the really cool items (like if

re trying to put a special set together) in your Private Stash for later use.

Once qou have obtained

the Horadric Cube, you

can keep it in qour main

Inventory Although it

takes up four squares, the

Horadric Cube has 12

squares inside it, so qou

can actually gain eight

storage spaces bq beep-

ing items inside the

Horadric Cube! 8e warned,

though, that items in the

right combination can be

altered if qou hit the

Transmute button, so be

careful when using this

storage technique.

Basics



NOTE... Horadric Cube Recipes
OJhen you die in Hardcore Horadric Cube is a powerful artifact that has the ability to transmute items into other

Mode, you lose everything
0bjectSi while some of these are vital to solving the mysteries of Diablo U, others are sim-

ir 4our stash!
, yery use&1 _ Somc of these con1 bi nations (also called recipes) are well known, but many

have been lost to the sands of time. Check out the last page of this guide s Diablo 11 Tome of

Knowledge to discover a few of these secret recipes.

‘Mousing' Over
If vou ever want to know something about any item in D/ahfo I/, you need only move your

mouse cursor over the item (or button) in question and a handy dialogue box will pop up

containing all the information you'll want to know about it Unidentified Items are the

exception to this rule. These items will have descriptions that appear in red and you won t

be able to equip them.

Armor & Weapons
This is a no-brainer. If you have armor in your inventory that

could be equipped (put on your body) to improve your

defense rating, equip it! You never know when a few extra

points of defense will mean the difference between a close call

and a gruesome death, so always equip the best set of armoi

and weapons that you have in your inventory. It's also a good

idea to keep your armor and weapons in good repair; if the

durability of an item falls to zero, that item becomes useless

and cannot be wielded until it is repaired. Managing your Inventory and
making sure I hat you are well

equipped are two critical com-

ponents to success.

The Belt
The Belt is critical to your success because you can store potions and or scrolls for quick and

easy access. You are automatically given four slots to hold items, but if you wear a larger

belt or sash you will likely have more spots available. The number keys of 1, 2, 3, and 4 acti-

vate the potion or scroll that’s in the corresponding belt slot. If you arc using a larger belt

with slots above, the potion or scroll that was above will automatically slide down into the

location you just accessed.

By pressing one of the four number keys (1-4), you can quickly and automatically use

potions and scrolls—without having to worry about moving your mouse then right-clicking

on an item (not to mention opening your Inventory), You can place Scrolls, Mana Potions,

Health Potions, Antidote Potions, Rejuvenation Potions, and Stamina Potions on your belt

in any spot. Throwing potions are the only exception to the potion/scroll rule they cannot

be placed in your belt and must be equipped in your hand to use instead.



Scrolls
-ere are two kinds of standard scrolls in Dioblo II, Town Portal Scrolls and Identify Item

5;ro[is. Both of these can be purchased individually or in books called Tomes. For the pur-

r : ^es of saving space in your inventory, picking up a Tome is very handy because you can

fjve literally IS inventory slots by filling an Identify Item Tome with 20 scrolls! Here's a lit-

7 more insight into each of the two scrolls:

Identify Item: This scroll permanently shows you the magical properties of one item.

An item that would sell for 100 gold pieces before identification might sell for several

thousand gold pieces after it has been exposed as a highly magical item.

Town Portal: When activated, a Town Portal scroll opens a doorway back to the town

in the current Act. The importance of this scroll cannot be overstated; not only does it

provide a quick and easy way to get back to town to store loot or sell items you’ve

acquired during your conquests, but it also allows you to escape from nasty situations*

In Chapter 3: The Quests we will sometimes suggest that you open a Town Portal

before you face a particularly tough enemy. Doing this will expedite your escape if your

situation becomes desperate.

Potions
" irons are literally the lifeblood of your character in Diablo H. The two that you will use

- : ;; frequently are Healing potions and Mana potions, which their names imply, replenish

: .'health and mana. There are, however, other potions in Diablo II that are worth looking

•
- because you’ll more than likely find the need to use them all from time to time. Here’s

: :s: of the potions and what they do:

Healing Potions: These potions replenish your health and come in five flavors—Minor,

Light, Healing, Greater, and Super Healing. Each of these potions does more healing

than its predecessor, but only the Minor healing potion can be purchased in normal

mode—the others must be found within the game. The better healing potions can be pur-

chased in Nightmare and Hell games.

Mana Potions: Mana potions replenish the energy that courses through each charac-

ter’s body. Even though characters regenerate mana on their own, sometimes it’s neces-

sary' to augment this natural replenishment with a Mana potion. These potions also

come in five varieties of increasing strength: Minor, Light, Mana, Greater, and Super

Mana.

Antidote Potion: This potion will cure poison instantly. However, you may want to

stock up on these potions if you're facing a great number of poison-spewing enemies

recause they only cure poison, they don’t protect against it.

Rejuvenation Potion: This potion instantly refills one-third of both your mana and

neaith at the same time!

Full Rejuvenation Potion: This potion instantly tops off both your mana and health,

.Then you have lots of mana and health points at higher levels this can be a huge

benefit.

TIP.

In multiplayer games. I

Town Portals arc some-
|

times used in numbers, !

one or two screens apart, L

so that ljou can run and

escape from difficult situ-

ations euen if one of the

Town Portals is surrounded

b^ enemies.

&a note
It is important to remember

that a placer can have

onl^ one Town Portal open

at a time.

Basics



E&NOTE";"
U?hen ^ou use a Healing

potion, Ihe effects of it

tahe time to improve your

health, so don t wait too

long to use a potion; it

may not respond fast

enough to replenish your

health in time to stave off

an enemy's attach.

Stamina Potion: Simply put, this potion restores your stamina instantly. It is essential

if you must engage in excessive running.

Thawing Potion: There's nothing worse than getting frozen in a tough battle. If this hap-

pens, you can use this potion to instantly thaw your character out and continue fighting!

Oil Potion; This potion (which must be thrown) causes an explosion and resulting fire

that heavily damages enemies.

Exploding Potion: This potion (which must be thrown) causes an explosion that does

damage within a small radius. It is highly effective when thrown into a tightly-packed

group of enemies,

Rancid Gas Potion: This potion (which must be thrown) causes poison damage on any

enemy near it when it detonates.

Choking Gas Potion: This is a more damaging version of the Rancid Gas Potion.

Strangling Gas Potion: This is the ’big-daddy’ of the Gas Potions, and will deal a large

area of poison damage that lasts a considerable amount of time.

&I1L
The Horadric Cube can

help provide you with a

steady supply of

Rejuvenation Potions. See

the last page of this

guide's Diablo II Tome of

Knowledge for details.

Shrines
Throughout Diablo II you will find Shrines and Wells that will aid in youi journeys by tem-

porarily increasing statistics, granting abilities or rejuvenating your character. These Shrines

and Wells are randomly placed, so don’t assume that you’ll be coming up against monsters

that will attack with fire simply because you’ve come across a Resist Fire Shrine! Heres a

breakdown of each of the Shrines you’ll encounter in Diablo II and whether it will recharge

after it has been used:

Refill Shrine (Recharges): Fully refills both your health and your mana.

Health Shrine (Recharges): Fully refills your health.

Mana Shrine (Recharges): Fully refills your mana.

Mana Recharge Shrine (Recharges): Increases the rate at which your mana refills by

50%.

Armor Shrine (Recharges): Boosts your armor by 100%.

Combat Shrine (Recharges): Increases your To Hit by 200%, and your maximum dam-

age by 200%.

Resist Fire Shrine (Recharges): Increases your resistance to fire by 75%.

Resist Cold Shrine (Recharges): Increases your resistance to cold by 75%.

Resist Poison Shrine (Recharges): Increases your resistance to poison by 75%.

Resist Lightning Shrine (Recharges): Increases your resistance to lightning by /5%.

Skill Shrine (Recharges): Increases all skills that you have already developed by two

levels. This is a very powerful shrine since you gain +2 to every skill you have learned!

Recharge Shrine (Recharges): Recharges your mana at a rate that’s 400% faster than

normal.

Stamina Shrine (Recharges): Gives you unlimited Stamina while active.



Experience Shrine (Does Not Recharge): Gives you 50% more experience per kill. This

is a very useful Shrine and if you find one, activate it and then go pick a few fights so that

ou can get your Experience up quickly.

Monster Shrine (Does Not Recharge): When you touch this Shrine, the nearest enemy

becomes a Unique monster!

Fire Shrine (Does Not Recharge): Numerous firebolts erupt in a ring of death and dam-

ace anything nearby—including monsters, you, and your allies.

Poison Shrine (Does Not Recharge): A double-edged sword, this Shrine poisons you

v. hen you touch it, but also emits between five and ten Gas potions.

Exploding Shrine (Does Not Recharge): Similar to the Poison Shrine, this Shrine will

cause damage when touched, but will also release a horde of Exploding Potions.

Gem Shrine (Does Not Recharge): Upgrades one gem selected at random from the

r aver's inventory and drops it onto the ground. If there is no gem to upgrade, it drops a

random chipped gem.

jcore Mode
As mentioned in the manual, Hardcore mode is for players

who like to live on the edge. When in Hardcore mode you

have only one life, and if you die, you die; there’s no resur-

recting a Hardcore character. With this in mind, your

Hardcore character should always have plenty of health or,

better yet, rejuvenation potions handy, and you should stick

to attacks that keep you out of harm's way Also, avoid games

with heavy lag or people you do not trust! To even become a

. Hardcore character involves somewhat of a challenge

wnew character an* tli te because you must first defeat Diablo II on the normal diffi-

Hardcore variety. culty setting. Once you have completed this enormous task,

you’ll be given the option to create a Hardcore character.

aided bonus, you will also get a special title for your character based on which level

rame you’ve completed. For Normal difficulty level you get Lord or Lady as a prefix,

X i'tmare difficulty level you get Count or Countess, and for the Hell difficulty level you

or Queen. Considering the challenges involved in defeating Diablo II on the Hell

r_lrv level, a title like King or Queen will be well earned!

NOTE.
Although death in

hardcore mode is perma-

nent, you can allow

another player to get your

items and gold by loot-

ing' your body The main

catch is that this player

must be in the game when

you die. You must allow

looting before you die,

however! Keep in mind

that being able to loot

your body might actually

be an incentive for some-

one to hill you, as well



Difficulty Levels
There are actually two difficulty levels above the default skill level (which this book was writ-

ten on). However, there are some important things to know about the Nightmare and Hell

levels of play. Fortunately, Eric Dodds, Carlos Guerrero, and Geoff Frazier of Blizzard

Entertainment have decided to impart their vast knowledge of how to compete in the two

upper difficulty levels of Diablo 11 (Nightmare and Hell). Here’s what they have to say:

Q It’s best to hang out in Act IV for a while, cleaning it out a few times before you move on

to the next difficulty level. This will help to make your character(s) stronger and better

suited to fight the tougher monsters to come.

fit You get the most experience from monsters no more than five levels lower or higher

than your character’s level until you reach Level 25. After that, anything goes!

S Melee classes have trouble hitting monsters that are much above their level, so you

may want to postpone going to Nightmare skill level until your character is at level 25

to 30; avoid Hell until you’re at level 50. In general, if you find yourself having diffi-

culty hitting monsters, go back to a previous difficulty level for a while.

i The monsters in Normal - Act IV go up to level 30, so you should optimally leave

Normal difficulty somewhere between level 27 and 32.

Q The monsters in Nightmare - Act IV go up to level 55, so you should optimally leave

Nightmare difficulty somewhere between level 45 and 55.

'fi! You can move on to the next Act earlier, but since the experience loss for death is high-

er in each successive difficulty level, you want to make sure you are ready to go to the

next difficulty level. Take your time and build your levels.

5 You can hang out in a difficulty level longer than it would normally be valuable for you

to do so by playing in games with lots of players, thus upping the experience reward

for killing monsters. It should also be noted, however, that the monsters also become

more difficult when there are more players in the game.

fit In the higher difficulty levels you can find exceptional items (better versions of the

items found in normal difficulty). These are the items you want Charsi to imbue when

you complete the Horadric Malus quest on higher difficulty levels.
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The Characters



T
he Diab/o 71 environment allows you to embark on your quest using one of five

character classes: the Barbarian, Sorceress, Necromancer, Amazon, or the Paladin*

As you might expect, each of these characters has their own strengths and weak-

nesses, but further to their innate abilities are the three skill sets that each character can

improve upon* Each set of skills can be enhanced as the character matures and gains

experience within Diablo 17, but the ability to improve skills is limited. This limitation

means that you can fully develop only one skill line, with the other skill lines partially

developed or ignored, leaving the door open for significant variation between charac-

ter’s abilities by game’s end.

This feature is what makes the character development in Diablo 17 so very impressive.

You can have two Amazons that start the game at the same time, but based on the

choices each player makes with regard to skill assignments, these two characters can

end up having considerably different skill sets by the end of the game* For example, one

may have mastered every skill in the Bow and Crossbow skill set while the other has

become adept at Healing and Movement skills giving her very different abilities, such

as Decoy (the ability to duplicate herself)-

This chapter will touch on the basic traits, strengths, and weaknesses of each of the five

character classes. More importantly, it will also delve into the intricacies of the skill sets

for each character, giving strategies and information about each skill*

CJioosms a Character Class
Before examining which skills to develop and in what order, you must first decide which

of the five characters you will guide through the complex and challenging world of

Diablo H. Which character you choose will depend on a number of factors including

your preferred style of fighting, the amount of magical abilities you want to have, skills

that can be developed (they’re different for every character) and of course, personal

preference (gender, looks, attitude). In order to help you make your decision, here is a

brief description of the style of combat for each of the five character classes.

Amazon— The Amazon is a powerful and versatile character who excels at using magic

spells, magic missiles, arrows, and other methods of combat that cause damage from

afar. In short, the Amazon likes to stand back and shoot, making her the fire and for-

get” character. If you don’t want to be repairing armor damaged from constantly taking

hits, the Amazon is a good choice. That said, although she usually handles missile

weapons, the Amazon is very strong and can fight in hack-and-slash battles surprising-

ly well when necessary. This extra toughness makes her a popular character.



Barbarian— The Barbarian is the master of hack-and-slash, hand-to hand attacks. He’s

-e bloodthirsty warrior who literally lives to face death in intimate combat situations.

He likes to fight with large swords, shields, whirling blades, and sizable armor—and

; . en has a few special moves that can help him to do damage from afar. The Barbarian

5 a character for those of you who like a straight-up fight with lots of up-close and

personal combat, and with ultra-cool moves like Leap Attack, there are some things a

Barbarian can do that other character classes can only dream of.

Necromancer— Like the Amazon, the Necromancer prefers to fight from afar but can

engage in heavy combat if need be. As his name implies, the Necromancer can taise

_ndead to do his battle for him. The undead minions that have been summoned by the

.'ecromancer will fight to the ‘death’ for their new master, while he follows behind them

nnd picks up the bounty of their efforts.

Nlzzard employees often call the Necromancer The General’ because of his ability to

-.-He up an army of undead Skeletons, revived enemies, and elemental Golems to do

-; 5 bidding. Despite the Necromancer's ability to create his own personal army, he’s a

capable fighter in his own right, and properly equipped will give any group of monsters

run for their money in melee combat.

Paladin— The Paladin can best be described as self-reliant. He can fight in heavy bat-

: es or attack from afar, but he also has abilities that allow him to heal himself. These

healing skills usually mean that the Paladin does not have to go back to town as often

.is the other characters to heal his wounds,

iany of the Paladin's skills are best utilized in multiplayer action. His Auras, although

effective in single player, really shine when they can work to add benefits to the

party that’s traveling with the Paladin. A Paladin is an absolute ‘must’ in a multiplayer

party, but can certainly hold his own in the single player version of the game as both a

capable fighter and a user of magic.

Sorceress— The Sorceress is a frail being, always attempting to keep as far away from

combat as possible. She Is all about magic. Equipped with the fire, ice, and lightning

attacks, she is indeed an incredibly powerful mage who will use her devastating magic

to take out monsters in bunches. This is the character you’ll want to take if you enjoy

casting fantastic magical attacks rather than getting involved in the minutia of hack-

and-slash combat characters.



Character Development
One of the great things about Diablo II is that the 150 different skills (30 for each of five

characters) make character skill development an important part of the game. Your

choices in this regard can create dramatically different characters with only a few dif-

ferent skill choices. For example ,
a Necromancer that puts all of his skill points into

Raise Skeletons, Skeleton Mages, and Skeleton Mastery will be very different (and

require different strategies) than a Necromancer who specializes in Curses and Poison

and Bone skills.

In the entire course of a single-player game, you are likely to get in the neighborhood

of about 35 skill points to distribute. This may sound like a lot, but when you consider

that each skill can take 20 skill points, you will obviously only be able to use a few skills 1

in any one game. This means that Diablo 11 has nearly infinite replayabiiity, even as a
j

single player game! The permutations and combinations of skill mixes is huge, and as

such we suggest that you pick the skills you think will benefit you most, then build them
,

up and experiment with their use. This chapter contains detailed information about
;

each of the skills for each character class. In addition to mere descriptions of the skills,
j

we've provided strategies for how to use and combine the skills to your advantage.

NOTE
As 40U put skill points into

specific shills, t^ou will get

various benefits in that

particular shill area. To

learn just what the next

level of a shill will give ljou,

move *|our mouse cursor

over the shill icon. This will

display the current shill

status, as well as details

regarding the next level.

Wherever relevant, we've included information about the skills as they pertain to

multiplayer action or single-player action, or indeed, certain locations within Diablo II.

Much of the information for this chapter came from the Blizzard Quality Assurance

team, most of whom are listed in the acknowledgements of this book, A large chunk of

information was also supplied by Jason Hutchins, Senior QA Analyst.

The Skill Tree screens show you at what level

your skills aref as well as what the next skill

level offers you ,



ic Necromancer
Necromancer is a dark spell caster whose incantations are geared

i
. ard the raising of the dead and the summoning and control of various

ires for his purposes. Although his goals are often aligned with those

i the forces of light, some believe that these ends cannot justify his foul

Long hours of study in dank mausoleums have made his skin

and corpselike, white his figure has more in common with a

.eton than a man. Some shun him for his peculiar looks and ways,

none doubts the power of the Necromancer, which Is the stuff of

iares.

Necromancer Skills

are three skill sets that the Necromancer can develop as he

ves forward in Diablo II. As with the other characters, the skills that are

rloped will substantially affect the Necromancer’s abilities throughout

same. The three skill sets are Curses, Poison and Bone, and

-toning and Control. There is good reason to invest at least some skill

in each of the skill areas, but ultimately you’ll have to make a

on as to which kinds of abilities you want your Necromancer to

Should he have a powerful Golem, or should Skeletons do his

ns? Read on to find out the pros and cons of each skill.

„on and Bone

= Poison and Bone skill set incorporates various magical attacks that are associated

- quite literally, poison and bone. These skills/spells serve a variety of purpose—

ding defense (Bone Armor), attack (Teeth), trap (Bone Prison), and Corpse

; :

on, which is a powerful skill that does damage to nearby enemies according to

--'.any hit points the corpse had (before its death).



Ei Teeth (Level IJ

This fires multiple magic teeth from another realm. As you

add points to this skill, Teeth increases the number of

‘teeth’ that are released and the amount of damage that

each tooth does. The advantage of Teeth is that it inflicts

‘blow through’ damage—it goes through the first target and

will then hit another target (or targets) behind the first. For

these reasons, Teeth is best used against rooms full of ene-

mies, especially at higher skill levels where the amount of Teejh^a magicaf

damage it inflicts is substantial. the Necromancer.
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TIP.

If you re going to be using

it For melee combat,

assign a hot hoy to Gone

ftrmor so you can recast it

frequently. This shill eFfec-

tiudy absorbs the enemy's

attach damage* but it

won’t last long against the

toughest monsters or

large groups of foes*

e Bone Akmor (Level 1)

Invoking this skill creates a protective shield of rotating bone that absorbs the damage

enemies inflict on your character. As you put skill points into Bone Armor, you begin to

see significant gains in the amount of damage this skill can absorb, making it a valu-

able tool when fighting with groups of enemies. Bone Armor is especially important if

you choose not to use a lot of summoning to aid in your quest through Diablo II.
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Poison Daggek (Level 6)

,'rh a weapon of the dagger class in hand, the use of this spell poisons the target you

The bonus of this is that you will not only do damage to the enemy with the dagger
Poison Daggef is on!li fol

but the poison will continue to work and do damage for a certain number of hand-to-hand (meM

c.-. nds (depending on skill level). After you’ve put five or six skill points into Poison
r • - - have an effect with a dag*

?a^ger, it can become a "fire and forget* type of weapon—you will need only walk up to ger that is thrown.

j enemy, hit them once with the Poison Dagger, then move away and let the Poison do

vork. The more skill points you invest in Poison Dagger, the longer the poison lasts

- m0re importantly, the greater damage it does. The mana cost for Poison Dagger is

ast insignificant, so as long as you have a dagger handy (which is mandatory for this

ill), you’ll be able to inflict plenty of damage on your enemies after landing only

r hit.
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EE Bone Prison (Level 24; Duration = 48 sec.)

When invoked, this unique skill raises a ring of bone around the target. This ring is

designed to prevent the target from getting at you (or moving anywhere for that matter),

but it will also prevent you from getting to the enemy, which can make it difficult to ta e

them out. The Bone Prison is best used to trap an enemy just long enough for you to

escape (if running is your choice). Basically, Bone Prison is not unlike Bone Wall except

that it forms a circle around the enemy rather than forming a wall.

Multiplayer Tip: Corpse

Explosion is particularly

effective in large multi-

placer games, because

the enemies become more

powerful when there are

more placers in a game.

Since Corpse Explosion

does damage according

to the hit points of the

monster corpse it’s used

on, it becomes consider-

ably more powerful in

these situations.

IS! Corpse Explosion (Level 6)

This skill gives you the ability to turn an enemy corpse into

a bomb! Once an enemy is dead, you need only target

the spell and the enemy’s body will violently explode,

damaging (or killing) all nearby enemies. As you put skill

points into Corpse Explosion, the radius of the explosion

increases, thus making it an excellent area of effect skill.

An exploding corpse will do damage equal to between

60-100 percent of its hit points (before it died), making this

skill one of the most powerful in the Necromancer’s

arsenal!

Corpse Explosion is often used when the Necromancer comes up against a large group

of enemies The Necromancer will kill just one of the enemies, and then invoke the

Corpse Explosion either killing or heavily damaging any nearby enemies. It’s so power-

ful that Blizzard QA has deemed this Necromancer skill a must.

Corpse Explosion is one the

most important skills for the

Necromancer because it does

damage that's linked to the hit

points of the corpse it explodes

.
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S Bone Wall (Level 12; Mana Cost = 17; Duration = 48 sec.)

Xhls skill creates a barrier of bone that shoots up as a

length of wall. The ‘bone wall’ that's created by this skill

-revents any enemies from passing through it, although

wall only last for just over 45 seconds and the number

:: hit points they have Is limited by the amount of skill

points that you have put into the skill For example, a level

3one Wall has under 20 hit points, so an enemy from Act _ _ _ _

HI isn't going to take more than a few seconds to break
away frJ^ a p€r.

*h*oush the wall and come after you! Because Bone Wall sistm enemy by creating a
~ 5

. , physical barrier.

roesn't actively harm the enemy, it has limited use, so you

shouldn’t put too many of your valuable skill points into it.

TIP.

Bone fl?ail is best used as

a temporary measure that

will buij 40U time if you

have a large group of ene-

mies following 400. for

example, if 40U enter a

room thats full of mon-

sters and ^our health is

low, 40U may want to

baeh out and throw up

several Bone flfolls to slow

the enem^ down while

i|ou retreat.
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TIP.

3one Spear ts a great

weapon to use in an under-

ground passage or an^

area where you're fighting

man^ enemies in a narrow

corridor, tPhen in such a

situation, ijour Bone Spear

will blow through the tar-

geted enemi^ and continue

on, damaging all enemies

behind it!

Wt Bone Speak (Level l 8)

Bone Spear summons a bone missile of magic that flies forth from the Necromancers

hands and inflicts a solid amount of damage on the enemy it hits. The real advantage

to Bone Spear is that it will pass through the enemy at which it is aimed, and then pro-

ceed to damage any enemy that it strikes behind your target. This makes Bone Spear

very handy for both one-on-one ranged fights, as well as attacking a group of enemies.
^
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11 Poison Explosion (Level IS; Mana Cost = 8)

This skill is basically Corpse Explosion, except that it does poison damage. It’s a very

powerful spell and does a whopping amount of damage to nearby enemies. The bonus

of Poison is that it continues to do damage over time—not only when it first hits, but as

long as the enemy remains poisoned, as well. There’s a reason why this skill is not

accessible until your character is at level 18, and it’s because Poison Explosion is a

‘must have’ skill that’ll go a long way to helping you complete Diablo II.

Like Corpse Explosion, Poison Explosion is best used against tightly grouped packs of

enemies. When the corpse explodes, it will leave every nearby enemy taking heaps of

poison damage with every passing second. Poison Explosion is also highly effective

when used on a Corpse that’s in a small room or narrow corridor; in short, its similai to

hurling a strangling or choking gas potion into a confined area.
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Poison Nova (Level 30; Majva Cost = 25)

: skill sends a ring of poison that explodes outward 360 degrees from the

rromancer. It’s a very powerful spell that will poison all nearby enemies when

;.<ed. As skill points are added to it, the Poison Nova

a considerable amount of damage per second to

enemy in its wake. Poison Nova is another skill that

:rves serious consideration for any Necromancer

r_se it enables you to begin inflicting any nearby ene-

with poison damage at any time. Unfortunately, the

on Nova has a fairly high mana cost so you can’t real-

_-e it as a staple skill, but it comes in handy whenever poison Nova is a skill that can

need to attack several enemies at once. It can also be single-handedly take out large

groups of enemies. The power
. :o replace Poison Explosion if need be, and it doesn’t of poison should not be over-

re a corpse for you to use it!
looked.
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Hk Bone Spirit (Level SO)

Bone Spirit releases a spirit (in the form of a shimmering ball) that tracks the target (c

finds one), hunts it down, and hits it. It is essentially a high-power seeking missile th-

will inflict massive damage to any enemy. This skill isn’t available until you he

reached the lofty heights of Level 30, and although it’s tempting to pour points into

the fact that it can only be used against a single enemy makes it a very specialized sk

that isn’t particularly effective against groups of enemies. It does increase dramatics.:

in damage at a fast pace, however, and will outstrip Bone Spear in damage poten.

with the investment of a few skill points. Ultimately, it's probably better to pour yc

skill points into Bone Spear if you're going to be fighting large groups of monsters wn

out the help of friends or summoned creatures.

Curses

The Curses are a set of skills that affect the enemy hoards in various ways. As a re

Curses are used in conjunction with other attacks, such as skeletons or golems. In mt

tiplayer games Curses work to the benefit of the entire party, not just the Necrcman*.

using them. For example, an Amplify Damage curse invoked on a group of tough mor

sters will literally make It twice as easy for your group to take out those enemies.

f&j Amplify Damage (Level 1; Mana Cost = 4)

Amplify Damage is a valuable skill because it increases the

amount of non-magical damage the cursed unit receives.

No matter which level Amplify Damage is at, it will always

increase the damage taken by 100 percent. This means

that every hityou or one of your minions lands on a cursed

unit will do the damage of two hits! As skill points are ^ _— —
added to Amplify Damage, the duration and the effect

radius increase substantially. level i, « can make a huge

difference in Diablo H.



_'_-aign a hot key to Amplify Damage so you can switch to it at a moment’s notice. When

; u employ this skill on a group of enemies they will all be cursed, taking twice the

.linage they normally would from each hit your Necromancer or his skeletons/golems

end. Because the mana cost for this skill is small, it’s an absolute must-have for all

Necromancers.
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0: Dim Vision (Level 6; Mana Cost = 9)

r in vision reduces the sight radius of the targeted enemy down to one yard. This liter-

i . means that they can barely see past their noses. If you have the ability to launch a

-znged attack (with Teeth or with Skeleton Mages), you can sit back and take the cursed

-;-rrnies out without them ever seeing you! Dim Vision is also often used to blind ene-

nes that rely on ranged attacks (such as Dark Archers) so that they cannot fire their

veapons at you or your party.
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gift,
NOTE

If you must escape Dim

Vision can also prouide the

cloak of cover you need to

get past a particularly dif-

ficult enemy, whether

you’re underpowered or

simply too injured to con-

tinue the fight. Casting Dim

Vision on a tough enemy

will blanket them in dark-

ness and giue you a

chance to get away before

the curse wears off.
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EE Weaken (Level 6; Mana Cost = 4)

Weaken reduces the amount of damage the cursed unit can do to you or your minions-

When it is used on an enemy (or group of enemies) ,
it reduces the enemy’s attack by one-

third. This skill is best used in a defensive situation where you are surrounded by a great

number of enemies and are taking hits from multiple sides. By using Weaken in this!

crisis, you can reduce the damage you take while you hack through the enemy group.
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EG Iron Maiden (Level 12; Mana Cost = 5)

This skill forces the cursed monster to take the damage that it inflicts through its attack

on others. Although Iron Maiden has a fixed radius (4.6 yards) that doesn't change

the addition of skill points, it can still affect multiple enemies with one use if those ene-

mies are nearby your Necromancer. Iron Maiden is a great skill for quickly shortening

the life of the enemies it affects because each and every time they land a hit on you,

party member, or your minions, they take that much damage back on themselves! In thi>

regard, it truly will hurt them more than it hurts you when they land a blow!

PERCENT DAMAGE RETURNED
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Terror (Level 12 ; Cost = 7; J^djus = 2.6 yards)

r makes the cursed monsters run away in fear. Although the radius of this skill

er changes with the addition of skill points, the duration of the curse extends by one

eccnd for each skill point. More than likely, a skill like Terror is not something you'll

re using frequently, but when you’re in a tight spot and need to force a group of ene-

rfes away quickly, this curse will do the job.

URATION (SECONDS)

l^NOTE.

Terror does not work on

Unique monsters or

Gosses, so don't waste

anq time attempting to get

a powerful monster to run

awaq from qou—use qour

mana for offensive shills

instead.

El Confuse (Level 18 ; Mana Cost = 13)

Confuse will affect the enemy by essentially driving them

^.sane and causing them to attack nearby monsters (or you

and your team members) randomly. It's important to

remember that these attacks are random, and can mean

:hat an enemy that wasn’t attacking you before it was

cursed may now turn its anger toward your character (in

multiplayer). Still, this is a highly effective curse when used

n a group of enemies because it will cause them to drop Confuse will make monsters

whatever they were doing (most likely chasing you), and random , but that includes you

attack each other+ The chaos that ensues will greatly reduce (ifyou’re nearby)i

their collective hit points—they may even kill each other.
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U?hen one of ^our minions

(skeletons or golems) hits

the eneimf they will not

return 50 percent of the

enemy's health to you, but

they will take that health

for themselves, thus giving

you a way to heal your

minions.

ES Life Tap (Level 18; Mana Cost = 9)

This curse is an effective way to replenish your life. When you curse an enemy with Life

Tap, they give up the life they lose to you with every hit you land on them! The amount

of life that you’ll steal back from the enemy is always 50 percent of the attack that you

land, so the harder you hit, the more life points that will slide over to your character.

Obviously, this is a skill that can change your fortunes quickly if you re running low on

life, but it can also be of.great benefit to your fellow party members (in multiplayer) who
j

can also heal from this curse.
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E3 Attract (Level 24; Mana Cost = J 7; Radius = 6 yards)

This skill is a highly effective tool for wearing down or eliminating one particularly tough

monster. When Attract is used on an enemy, it becomes a target for other enemy forces,

and will therefore be attacked as aggressively as you would be. It should be noted, how-

ever, that Attract makes the target one that is of equal interest to the enemies; not

greater interest. Therefore, when you use Attract on a particular enemy, the other ene-

mies will attack whoever they are closer to—you (or your party), or the enemy that

you've cursed. Still, if you can use this curse and then run away quickly, the enermesj

will go after the cursed creature and leave you alone.



L Decrepiey (Level 24; Mana Cost = 11)

1 r.Tepify is a curse that will slow down the enemies it affects.

_
' .i is one of the few skills in the game that will slow enemies

Am, that doesn’t use cold or freezing to accomplish this end.

-i skill points are added to Decrepify, both the duration and

- e area of effect of this curse are improved. When used in

multiplayer action, this skill is a powerful tool that will slow

: . ,vn enemies long enough for your ranged-weapon party

members (or Skeletal Mages) to get in a flurry of shots before

re enemy can approach your position.

Aside from cold spells,

Decrepify is the only skill that

slows the enemies ,

Ll Lower Resist (Levee 30 ; Mana Cost = 22)

5any of the Necromancer’s skills (as well as other character’s skills) rely on magic to get the

. b done. At certain points in the game, however, you’ll run into enemies that have a sub-

stantial resistance to magic, thus making some of your skills like Teeth and Bone Missile con-

- derably less effective. When Lower Resist is used, the cursed enemies have a reduced

-esi stance to magical attacks, making them easier to deal with. Likewise, other resistances

such as fire) are also lowered, making other skills and minions (such as Fire Golems) more

effective. As you add skill points to Lower Resist you’ll greatly improve the radius of effect,

duration, and even the percentage that the resistance is lowered. Even in its lowest form,

lower Resist will take greater than 30 percent of the enemy's resistance away!
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Summoning and Control

The Necromancer, as his name would imply, has the ability to raise the dead and

employ them to do his bidding. The Necromancer’s power extends not only over the

dead, but also over the elements, which means that he is also capable of summoning

Golems from the ground beneath his feet, calling up the fires of hell, or even creating a

Golem that steals life for your cause.

NOTE
It should be noted that all

Skeletons, Golems, and

Raised Dead that the

Necromancer summons (or

controls] will contribute

experience to the

Mecromancer that created

them. In short, whatever

the Necromancer's min-

ions hilt, those experience

points pour into the

Necromancer s experience

pool, which often makes

leveling up easier in multi-

player games.

Hi Skeleton Mastery (Level 1)

Skeleton Mastery is a very important skill if you have any intention of using Skeletons

to help your Necromancer make it through the game. It’s a very good idea to put at least

a few points into Skeleton Mastery because it dramatically Improves the effectiveness

of the Skeletons fighting for you (including Skeleton Mages). With each point that you

invest in Skeleton Mastery, you will increase your minion’s hit points and the damage

they inflict: however, in higher levels your Skeletons will have a hard time keeping up

with the enemies they’ll face.
It's oh to use Skeletons

early in the game, but

once you get into Act III.

your Skeletons will begin

to have a harder time

defeating the enemies and

you'll find yourself creat-

ing replacement Skeletons

very Frequently. In the

testing department at

Girard, the testers tend

not to rely on Skeletons in

higher levels, instead

choosing to augment their

Skeleton minions with a

Golem.
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i ftuSE Skeleton (Level 1; Hit Powrs 21; Damage 1-2)

the name implies, this skill raises a skeletal warrior that

fight to the death for your Necromancer. Using this

hfcii. the Necromancer can create a small army of Skeletons

ft 2: will follow him and fight any enemy that gets in their

l When combined with Skeleton Mastery, the Skeletons

created using this skill can become very powerful, and

.rceed they can do the lion's share of the killing for the

necromancer in the first two acts.

r : V

Raise Skeleton is a powerful
skill that enables you to liter-

ally create a small army of
Skeletons to do your bidding

.

because one more Skeleton can be raised with every new skill point you put into Raise

Skeleton, the temptation is to put in as many points as you can so that you can create

[j: arge army of Skeletons to fight for your cause. The problems with this strategy are

ioiold. First, it’s difficult to manage all those skeletons, especially in a tight environ-

int such as an underground cavern. Many Skeletons will get lost or won’t be able to

Ickly follow the Necromancer through the narrow corridors. Secondly, as you

gress through the game (into Act III and beyond), you’ll find that the relatively weak

celetons get destroyed quickly by the tougher enemies, and it becomes a challenge to

dead bodies with which to resurrect new Skeletons.

for the above reasons, it’s usually best to put a few points into Skeletons and even more

feo Skeleton Mastery. This tactic will provide you with stronger Skeletons and will still

-ow you to put points into the Curses and other Summoning skills, such as the

jlems.
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GS.NOTE
The important thing to

remember about Golems

over Skeletons is that thcq

do not require an enemq

corpse in order for the

Hecromancer to raise

them. In certain situations

this can be important

because there are not

always dead enemies near-

bq for the Mecromancer to

raise, making a Golem

(which can be created out

of thin air) uerq handq

indeed.

O Clay Golem (Level 6)

This skill raises a Golem from the earth to fight for the

Necromancer, but unlike the Raise Skeleton skill, you can

raise only one Clay Golem at a time. One of the great

advantages to Clay Golems is that they heal themselves

automatically. After a bloody battle, you can sit back and

wait while your Golem recovers or simply create another

Golem. A level one Golem has an impressive 100 hit

points, but a level 20 Clay Golem has over 750 hit points

and can do over 35 points of damage with a single hit

—

and that’s without any points in Golem Mastery! For this

reason, it’s better to move from your Skeletons to a Golem

(along with Golem Mastery) as you move to higher levels.

Clay Golems are tough and
can do more than just inflict

damage to enemies; they can

also act as decoys a ( higher

levels.
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m Golem Mastery (Level 12)

Boiled down, Golem Mastery can best be described as a skill that increases the health

and speed of Golems. Indeed, if you're going to be using Golems to help you as you

wind your way through Diablo II, it will certainly pay to have put some skill points into

this area. Some Blizzard employees arc fond of putting all of their skill points into

Golems and Golem Mastery, thus creating a sort of super-sidekick that can fight with

the toughest of enemies. By the time you have put five points into Golem Mastery,

you’ve doubled your Golem’s hit points, so it's well worth the investment.
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Raise Skeletal Mage (Level 12 ; Hit Points = 61)

> skill is similar to Raise Skeleton, except that (as the name implies) it raises a

fieton Mage to fight for your Necromancer. A Skeleton Mage is a skeleton with a

-rgecl attack (shoots over a distance) that can be one of

c _r classes: Fire, Cold, Poison, or Electrical. Each of these

-~ advantages and disadvantages, but unfortunately you

zsr:'t choose which kind of Skeleton Mage will appear

ren you raise it. If you have only one Skeleton Mage,

j- vever, you can keep raising one after another until you

the kind you want; the only cost of doing this is mana,

ng with enemy bodies from which to raise these Mages.

CT^tip.

Skeleton Mage with poison will do poison damage to the

Sfcdeta/ Mages give the

Necromancer a minion that

ta/x use ranged attacks * In
A , combination with Skeletons,

my, whereas each of the other three classes win do skefefal Mages provide a great

c;- r age according to their class. For example, a cold one-two punch.

-celeton Mage will shoot blasts of cold at the enemies, and each blast of cold will have

i chance of freezing the enemy, or even breaking the enemy into chunks of ice! Skeleton

* _-£es are great to have in conjunction with regular Skeletons because they add the

ty to attack from afar, rounding out your Necromancer's party*

Oi common tactic at

Blizzard QA is to put shill

points into Skeletons,

Skeleton Mages, and

Skeleton Mastery so that

you can have seueral

Skeletons for melee com-

bat and a pair of Skeleton

Mages to stand bach and

fire from afar This combi-

nation works very well,

especially when enough

points have been put into

Skeleton Mastery, which

improves the abilities of

both the Skeleton Mages

and the Skeletons.
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KT, note
You can have onty one

Golem active at a time,

meaning i^ou can’t have

an Iron Golem and a Blood

Golem working in tandem.

For this reason, it’s best

not to split ijour shill

points between two hinds

of Golems. Choose which

type i^ou want to use and

stick with it; put points

into other Golems onty if it

means opening up i/our

skill tree.

Blood Golem (Level 18; Hit Points = 201)

Blood Golem raises a Golem that’s connected to you in health. This means that when

the Blood Golem hits an enemy, he’ll steal life from the enemy and it will be reflected

in your health bar (your health will go up). The Blood Golem may sound like it presents

a win-win situation that steals health with its attacks, but there’s a downside as well.

When the Blood Golem takes a hit, you’ll take a hit with it! The key is that the Blood

Golem will usually steal more health than he’ll lose for you by taking hits. The excep-

tion to this occurs when the Blood Golem is surrounded by a large group of enemies

and is taking hits fast and furiously while only dishing out a small amount of punish-

ment. When this happens, you’ll wish your Blood Golem was somewhere else.

Fortunately, it can be if you simply re-create a new Blood Golem as you’re running away

from the action.
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Summon Resist (Level 24)

Summon Resist is a unique skill that increases the elemental resistance for all of your

summoned creatures. This means that any Golems, Raised Dead, or Skeletons that you

have in your party will benefit from increased resistance to fire, cold, electrical, and poi-

son attacks. If you are going to progress through the game while using summoned crea-

tures, then it’s well worth putting at least one point toward Summon Resist—even al

level 1, it dramatically increases your resistance to any elemental attacks. As you

progress into Acts III and IV, having some resistance to elemental magic attacks will be

a great asset to your summoned creatures.

£
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Iron Golem (Levee 24; Mana Cost = 35; Damage = 7-19; Hit points = 367)

j skill raises a Golem from a metal item that you throw onto the ground (or an item

.-‘s lying on the ground). The cool part about Iron Golem is that it will take on the

rerties of whatever item you create it from! Therefore, if you create and Iron Golem

: of a set of chain mail armor, you’ll end up with a Golem that has a very high amount

:
points and defense rating. On the other hand, if you create an Iron Golem out of

ord that has ice damage on top of its normal damage, then the Iron Golem will also

: -hose attack properties. This is an incredibly creative way to create special Golems

unique skills, and it gives you a great motivation to hang on to unique weapons

: armor that might otherwise not hold your interest.

LT1P-

If you find a great weapon

early m die game that you

can't u$e [or don't want to

use)t it may be worth put-

ting it in your Persona!

Stash so that you can use

it later to create a power*

ful Iron Golem!
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Fire Golem (Level 30)

This skill creates a Golem of fire that will draw strength from

fire attacks. This kind of Golem becomes more valuable

later in the game when you must deal with more fire-related

attacks (as you get closer to Diablo). With Fire Golems, the

more skill points you put into them, the more damage they

absorb from fire attacks. It should also be noted, however,

that they become more expensive with every skill point

you invest.

Fire Golems are excellent

against enemies that will i

fire against you (like those

youV find in Hell),

MANA COST

level l LEVEL 2

LEVEL II LEVEL 12

pR NOTE.
Remember that a$ you

invest shill points into

Revive, the mana cost oF

reviving goes down [which

is a good thing], and the

hit points and number of

monsters you can revive

goes up [which is also

good).

C Revive (Level 30)

This skill literally resurrects a dead monster to fight for your Necromancer. These res-

urrected enemies are not like Skeletons or Golems, however, and they won’t follow you:

as religiously as the other creatures you summon. Revived creatures will fight for you,;

but they are only a shadow of what they were before they died, meaning that at lower!

skill levels they have only about 10 percent of the original number of hit points they had
j

when they were living. However, if you put enough skill points into Revive, you can ere-
j

ate revived monsters that are actually more powerful than their living counterparts (level I

10 and up). Revived monsters last for only 180 seconds (three minutes) after you cre-j

ate them, so unlike other summoned creatures they will not serve you indefinitely.
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are two other important aspects of Revive that are important to remember. First,

?n Mastery points go toward improving revived monsters. Secondly, although you

surrect tough enemies, you cannot bring bosses back to life to fight for your cause.
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The Amazon
This powerful woman warrior belongs to nomadic bands of fighters that roam the are;

near the South Sea. The Amazon is accustomed to fighting to defend her own, and he:

lifestyle has made her fiercely independent and able to endure severe hardships in he:

quest for survival. The Amazon is highly skilled in bowmanship, but is also adept ir

the use of spears and various throwing weapons. Despite the Amazon’s skills a:

ranged fighting, she is still very dangerous in hand to hand combat, and can fend ie:

herself impressively.

Amazon Skills
There are three skill sets that the Amazon can develop as she climbs in experience ir

Diablo II. Which skills are developed will ultimately affect her abilities as the quest

toward victory progresses. The three skill sets are Bow and Crossbow, Passive anc

Magic, and Javelin and Spear. The Amazon’s large list of passive skills makes her a

tempting character; this is because passive skills, once you put skill points into them

are always “on". By putting skill points into passive skills as well as active skills

you will get more mileage out of your skill points. However, there are advantages

and disadvantages to every skill choice you make.

Bow and Crossbow

These arc all ranged weapons, meaning that they are fired from a distance anc

keep the Amazon away from the enemy). Seven of the skills in this skill group

arc specific weapons, such as the Cold Arrow, the Immolation Arrow, and the Magic

Arrow. The other three skills—Strafe. Multiple Shot, and Guided Arrow—are modifiers i.

of existing arrow weapons (either from a Crossbow or from a Bow). These don t offer up

,

new distinct missile weapons, but rather they make your existing missile weapon bet-

ter. For example. Multiple Shot sends out several (more when skill points are applied

to it) arrows for every one arrow you fire. How you apply your points in the Bow ant.

Crossbow category will greatly affect how you fight through the game, so choose to sui:

your style.

Magic Arrow (Level j)

The Magic Arrow skill shoots an arrow created entirely from mana, meaning that you do
j

not need to have any arrows in your quiver to fire, This is a very important skill, especial-
J

ly early in the game when you may find yourself running out of arrows, and will help you

to extricate yourself from many sticky situations. It can be used as an emergency backup

or used to save conventional arrows whenever you have an excess supply of mana or
|

mana potions. This arrow’s damage is the same as a normal arrow. As skill points are

;

added to it, the damage it causes goes up while its mana cost actually goes down. At leve:
|

13, the Magic Arrow’s cost goes down to ZERO, making it an entirely free weapon.



P_:hough Magic Arrows aren't guided, they never miss their target. Consequently, it is

excellent skill to have if your Dexterity rating is low.
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2 Fire Arrow (Level 1)

Mien active, Fire Arrow modifies one of your arrows by

c’ing fire to it (you’ll need arrows or bolts to make this

Bork). When it hits, the Fire Arrow causes both normal

- fire damage, making it much more effective than using

L 7 lain arrow. As with all skills, the more skill points you

Cn-i into Fire Arrow, the more effective it will ultimately

le—especially when combined with Critical Strike.

The fire Arrow gives the

Amazon a ranged attack that

provides both normal and fire

damage.

MANA COST J,
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The Magic Arrow shill is

best paired with Critical

Strike, This is because the

Magic Arrow newer misses

and Critical Strike will

often double the damage

of the hit. Use a high-

powered 8ow or

Crossbow (which adds to

the damage of the Magic

Arrow] and you'll have an

u her-weapon that can

tahe you through the

entire game!

EJL tip.

The Fire Arrow can be

used as a hind of

"advanced scout" when

Fired into the darhness of

a dungeon. £ach Fire

Arrow is its own light

source, lighting up the

area around it as it flies

through the air. In this

way, it can be a great way

to get a peek at what's

coming before it emerges

from the darhness.

FIRE DAMAGE
.EVEll LEVSL2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVELS LEVEL E LEVEL 7 LEVEL E LEVEL 7 LEVEL

»
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cold, slowing it down for a period of time (depending on the number of skill points

invested). The more skill points, the greater the chances that it will actually freeze and

shatter the enemy into bits of ice (which subsequently melt). The Cold Arrow is a pow-

erful ranged weapon because it will usually turn its target blue (make them cold) when

it hits, slowing the enemy down considerably. This is an important tool when you’re try-

ing to keep your distance from an enemy, so that you don’t have to get into melee com-

bat. One tactic that works well is to hit each enemy in a group with a Cold Arrow, caus-

ing them all to move slowly, then pick them off one at a time while they plod toward

you. Like the Fire Arrow, the Cold Arrow is also its own light source, which means that

you can use it to see into the dark when you’re stuck in dingy dungeons.

m Multiple Shot (Level 6)

Tip Multiple Shot magically splits one arrow into multiple arrows at a mana cost to your

w Multiple Shot character. As you put more skill points into this skill you’ll get more arrows produced

high attach rating with every shot, and the arrows eventually form a 120-degree arc that fans out from

nagical bow/cross-
posjtion when you fire. As you might expect, this can be a highly effective weapon

s when used against groups of enemies, especially those in wide open spaces. Vv hen you

combine Multiple Shot with Critical Strike, a highly level of Dexterity, and a magical

bow/crossbow of some sort, this skill can become your bread and butter for dealing with

the enemy hoards you will frequently face in Diablo IL
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UMBER OE ARROWS
i/ E LI LEVELS LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVELS LEVELS LEVEL 7 LEVELS LEVEL 9 LEVEL 10

; EL LI LEVEL 12 LEVEL IS LEVEL U LEVEL IS LEVEL 16 LEVEL 17 LEVEL I « LEVEL }9 LEVEL 20

/C£ Arroiv (Level 18)

• Ice Arrow differs from the Cold Arrow in a specific way—rather

slowing the enemy with cold, it completely freezes the oppo-

nt for a time. Indeed, Ice Arrow causes some cold damage while

?ping the target in its tracks. The duration of the freeze depends

the number of skill points you’ve poured into this skill. Once an

3nent is frozen, the likelihood that they’ll get smashed into

- jnks of ice on the next hit is reasonably good. For this reason two

is with Ice Arrow often send even the strongest enemies tumbling to the ground as melt-

hunks of ice. The Ice Arrow can be used in conjunction with the Valkyrie skill, allow-

you to stand back and freeze opponents while the Valkyrie hacks them to pieces.

E«3Ltip.

fee Arrow will freeze

enemies in their place—
sometimes it will even

smash them to bits!

The Ice Arrow can be a

uery effective weapon

when fighting enemies

that can be respawned

after they die. This is

because an enemy that is

turned to ice and then

smashed cannot be resur-

rected from death, making

your job of clearing out

enemies considerably

easier.
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B Gujded Arrow (Level 1 8)

The Guided Arrow is the ultimate tracking arrow because it will literally make 90-degree

turns to find its target. In fact, you don't even need to specify a target with the guide

arrow; once you fire it, it will make the necessary turns and adjustments to hit the near-

est enemy (assuming that there is an enemy nearby}* A great way to use this skill is to hide

in a corner of a room or at an intersection of a dungeon where the arrow can fly in multh]

pie directions, then fire randomly. The Guided Arrows will fly toward the enemies and hi:

them even if they are in other rooms. Guided Arrow is best used when getting close to the
J

enemy is something you absolutely don't want to do!

MANA COST Hp£
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TIP* Exploding Arrow (Level 12)

OTien firing an €xf>bding This arrow explodes, causing fire damage around the area of impact. It will do damage I

Arrow into a group of , _ „ j t .

1

enemies, always aim at the
enemies near the foe you ve targeted, making it a great weapon for dealing with

enemy in the center of the crowds of bad guys, The higher the skill level, the more damage the arrow will inflict!

9roup
' As you might also expect, it will light up the area it explodes in, thus making it ye:

another way you can cast some light down a dark corridor or light up a darkened room,
j

;
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Strafe (Levee 24 ; Mana Cost = 11 )

afe is a unique skill that fires a missile at each of the targets near your location. As

. pour skill points into the Strafe skill, the number of enemies that will be hit by a

;ie shot increases. It’s not uncommon to have Strafe up to eight missiles—if eight

•*mies were onscreen, each of them would take a hit by activating this skill. As with

• _lt;iple Shot, this is an important skill for fighting against several enemies, but it's par-

iarly effective when you’re fighting in large open areas where foes are approaching

from all sides. Most importantly, this skill works with any missile class weapon-

eluding arrows, bolts, spears and javelins!
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Immolation Arrow (Level 24)

is an arrow that creates an area on the

nd that ignites and bums for a set amount of

-t depending on the level of the skill,

i-ough Immolation Arrow causes an area of

around the impact point, it also does fire

; when it hits its target. This is an excellent

_ :o use on groups of tightly packed enemies

r in narrow doorways where the enemies will try

• f ie through and attack you. As you add skill

-.is to Immolation Arrow, the explosion dam-

: initial hit damage), the fire damage, and the

ailon of the burning all increase dramatically

only a one-point-per-level increase in mana cost. Immolation Arrow is a must for the

zon, and best of all, the fire it creates will not hurt you or any members in your party

Sngle or multiplayer).

The Immolation Arrow is tike an arrow

w/fh a fire bomb on its tip!



ISjLtip
Although Freezing Arrow

becomes very expensive

[maria -wise} as you put

shill points into it, its

attach value and area of

effect damage mahe it an

absolutely invaluable tool

later in the game when

you meet up with multiple

powerful and dangerous

enemies. If yoifre going

to follow the Sow and

Crossbow shill tree, you

should strive to put a few

points into Freezing Arrow

IEx MANA COST
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^ Freezing Arrow (Level 30; Duration = 2 sec.)

This skill launches an arrow with a cold damage area of effect that will not only dam-

age, but also often freeze the enemies it hits—even enemies that are nearby! The resui:

is a very powerful skill that can literally turn the enemy into chunks of ice with a single

hit. At the very least, it will freeze the enemies and slow them so that subsequent hit?

can do enough damage to finish them off.
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>sive & Magic

Passive and Magic skills are the most important of the three skill trees for the

zon. The passive skills of Dodge, Avoid, and Evade are critical to your survival in

er levels. They give your character a chance to avoid being hit every time an enemy

*cks, while the Valkyrie gives you a partner in battle that will not only fight to the

i. but will also heal her wounds over time. How you choose to use your skills in this

tree will greatly affect how you do battle and how effective your other skills will be.

! Inner Sight (Level 1; Mana Cost = 5; Radius = 13.3 yards)

skill places a small light source on all monsters within a radius, which appears

kittle ‘sparkles’ dancing above their heads. Because it illuminates the enemies to

ne degree, this skill allows the Amazon to see dangers in dark places, and can be

v handy in dungeons and underground passages. Adding a small amount of light

-ne to an enemy is a handy feature, but the real benefit of Inner Sight is that it dra-

fcstically lowers the enemy’s defense rating, making it considerably easier for you to

nage them. Essentially, Inner Sight makes the enemy easier to see in dark places

l decreases their armor class, which makes your life a heck of a lot easier.

L TIP.

DURATION (SECONDS) M® -
i vaw»«
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Multiplayer Tip: It's great

to have an Amazon in the

group that has a couple of

shill points invested in

Inner Sight because every

member of the party will

benefit from the enemy

having a substantially

reduced defense. In short,

it’s a great way to mahe a

little mana go a long, long

way with your party.

The

AmAzon



E Critical Strike (Level 1

)

Critical strike creates a chance that you will do double physical damage when yo.

attack an enemy with either ranged or thrust attacks. As you add points to this skill, thg

chances that you’li do double damage go up. In fact, by the time Critical Strike is a

level 10, you will have a better than a 50 percent chance of getting a double-damage hr

(with every weapon you use). Since Critical Strike is a passive skill, you need neve:

worry about activating it because it’s always on. This allows you to concentrate on fight

ing, knowing that many of your hits will carry substantially more weight.

Because of its passive

nature and its ability to

double the damage of

almost every hit you land

(at higher levels), Critical

Strike is one of the most

important shills an Amazon

can learn. Successful

Amazons nearly always

have some investment in

this shill.

E£ Dodge (Level 6)

This skill ensures a chance that the Amazon will move out

of the way of a hand-to-hand enemy attack. Dodge works

only when the Amazon is not moving, but it may make the

difference between life and death for your character when

you’re in a heavy duty fight. If an enemy swings at you

and a hit is imminent, your Dodge skill kicks in and you’ll

still have a chance to step out of the way from that attack.

The more points you put into Dodge, the harder it will be

for the enemy to hit you; if you put points into Dodge up

to level 12, the enemy will have less than a 50 percent

chance of hitting you.

You
1

1! know that you

dodged an enemy attach

when you see your

Amazon jump aside as she

makes a yip
1

sound.

Dodge will give the Amazon
(passively) a greater chance of

dodging oat of the way when
an enemy attacks in hand-to-

hand comhat.

m Slow Missiles (Level 12; Mama Cost = 5; Radius = 13.3 yards)

This is an active skill that, when used, slows nearby enemies' missiles by one-third. This

skill comes in very handy when you’re facing groups of enemies that are firing projec-

tile weapons, as it gives you time to step out of the way of oncoming attacks. As you

pour skill points into Slow Missiles, the length of time that the skill is active increase?

substantially—by level 10 you can get more than a minute’s worth of effect. The Slow

Missiles skill is best used when you’re in open areas and multiple enemies are firing

ranged weapons at you. In conjunction with Avoid, this skill makes it very difficult for

enemies to damage you with ranged attacks.
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ORATION (SECONDS)
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*<1 30 4* 4® 54 60 66

Avoid (Level 12)

is similar to Dodge, except that it works for ranged attacks. This means that if an

throws or shoots a ranged weapon at you, and it is going to hit you, Avoid will

se your chances of stepping out of the way of the enemy attack. As you might

:c:, having points in both Avoid and Dodge (as well as Evade) will help to make the

ion a very difficult target for your opponents to hit.

iANCE TO DODGE MISSILE
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EKJltip
SUhen you get into Act (II

and Act ft? of Diablo II the

enemy packs a much

harder punch, making

every chance you have to

avoid one of their hits very

important, for this reason,

anyone using the Amazon

should have at least one

point in each of Dodge,

Avoid, and Cvade,

Penetrate (Level 18)

ate gives your Amazon an increased attack rating with her ranged attacks. This skill

r powerful because your attacks (such as arrow or spear attacks) carry an increased

rating between 35-225 percent, depending on how many skill points have been

t :o it. Ifyou have chosen to follow the Javelin and Spear skill tree, then putting points

the passive Penetrate skill is critical. The development of this passive skill along with

t! Strike is an awesome combination. If you develop these two skills, then you’ll not

have the chance of your ranged weapons doing double damage with Critical Strike,

->u’ll also be able to increase the attack rating on top of that with Penetrate.

m\NGED ATTACKS AR (+%)
r

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL £ LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL % LEVEL 9 LEVEL 10

45 55 75 % 95 to 5 MS 125

level 12 LEVEL 13 LEVEL I* LEVEL IS LEVEL IS LEVEL 17 LEVEL IS LEVEL 19 LEVEL 20

145 55 165 '75 (85 <95 205 215 225

Ltip,

Many Blizzard QA testers

use a combination of

Penetrate, Critical Strike,

and Cuade/Auoid/Dodge

to make their characters

powerful enough to dis-

patch any Foe in the

game.

1m



02 Decoy (Level 24)

This skill creates a duplicate copy of your Amaze

Although the decoy that’s created does not fight in you

stead, it will draw fire from enemies, as it appears to

1

you! Even in multiplayer the Decoy that’s created whe

you use this skill will look like you to your enemies, mak

ing it an effective tool in both single player, cooperatf

multiplayer, and player vs. player. Ultimately, the Decoy i

best used when you get into a situation where you’re beir

enemy off your back because
overwhelmed by enemies; invoking the Decoy at this poin

J^Uy
C

<M^Uve^rgrt°bJide will be useful in distracting enemies while you attack ther

you for your foes to attack.
from your position . The downside to the Decoy is that

will not last very long (10 seconds for a level 1 Decoy). However, as you add skill poin:

to this skill you may access the Decoy for nearly two minutes at a time.
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Q Evade (Level 24)

Evade is a particularly valuable skill because it gives your Amazon a chance to escape

any attack while moving. This differs from Avoid and Dodge. Those skills apply on 1’

when your character is standing still, whereas Evade works when your character is r

the run. For this reason you can see why combining Evade, Avoid, and Dodge can ma

it very difficult for enemies to land a hit. Evade is highly effective once you get to lev

12 because it provides a 50 percent chance that the enemy will not land their attack,

level 18, Evade gives a chance for your character to avoid area of effect spells/attac

which means that in some instances clouds of poison or areas of burning ground c

be negotiated without taking a hit!

“IECHANCC TO DODGE ANY ATTACK
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Ymkyrie (Level 30; Mana Cost = 25)

i one of the Amazon's most powerful

Indeed, the Valkyrie is a very formidable

o have fighting by your side. When

red this skill summons a magical Valkyrie

:r to fight for your cause. Even at level 1

Tie has over 350 hit points and packs a

tial punch as an offensive force. As you

points into the Valkyrie she gains a great

of strength. For example, a level 5 Valkyrie

over 650 hit points and also has 100 per-

modifiers on attack, defense, and

bonuses!case
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The Valkyrie is perhaps the Amazon's best

skill. When created, the Valkyrie is very

tough and fights fiercely in your name.
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D Pierce (Level 30)

This is a passive skill that gives the Amazon a chance that any ranged weapon you

be it a spear or an arrow, will hit its target and then continue through toward the

target. As with Penetrate, this skill is important if you choose to fight the enemy r

distance at all times. Pierce, however, requires 15 skill points before it reaches a

cent chance of passing through an enemy, so it’s not always a worthwhile use of y

skill points just to slightly improve your chance of piercing an enemy.

16
33 3 <»

38 39
<J2 42 <12

Javelin and Spear

This group of skills enhances the abilities of the Javelin and Spear class of weapons

Each skill in this tree in some way improves upon the Javelm/Spear attacks or mort

specifically, they improve upon weapons that use a thrusting or throwing attack. T*

higher level skills such as Fend and Lightning Fury provide an excellent power punch

while the skills such as Power Strike and Plague Javelin help to provide a backbone <M

skills that will serve you well as your Amazon progresses through Diablo .

TIP.

The damage inflicted on

the enemi
j
when using )ab

is actually lower in the first

few levels of jab. Indeed,

it’s not until i^ou get up to

level 7
jab that 40U start

to see an increase in the

damage modifier (mean-

ing that ijou must put shill

points into jab for it to be

most effective).

I? Jab (Level 1)

Jab delivers multiple hits in a single attack, and is an essential requisite if you choose 1

follow this arm of the skill tree. By perforating the enemy multiple times wtthm the span J

a notmal attack, you can sometimes finish the creature off in one fe 1 swoop, rather th

having to attempt to hit it multiple times. The downside to the lab skill is that each su

cessive hit is slightly less powerful, and not evety jab is guaranteed to hit However, as*

add points to the lab skill it quickly becomes mote effective in terms of attack rating

the amount of damage it inflicts on the enemy.
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£ Power Strike (Level 6)

Tre Power Strike is a straight-forward skill that simply adds lightning damage to an

p-a.-k Adding a different type of damage to an attack is always good because it

p-troves both the damage done and the attack strength for thrusting attacks. Although

p-.ver Strike has a mana cost, it is nominal and relatively insignificant compared to the

Benefit supplied by the spell. This skill is best used when fighting small groups or sin-

lie enemies because the Lightning damage will only affect a single targeted enemy.
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Poison fauelin leaves a trail

of poison clouds in the

area behind it as it Pies

through the air. For this

reason you can use a

Jauelin throw to block a

narrow hallway or valley

so that any enemy passing

through it will become

poisoned. This technique

can be very effective, but

timing is important since

the poison cloud lasts

only a few seconds.

Poison Javelin (Level 6)

In short, Poison is a great way to damage a

group of monsters in a short period of time, so

it stands to reason that if you can combine

Poison with a Javelin attack you can create

some serious carnage. Poison Javelin increases

the damage done to an enemy (over and above

the normal damage your attacks inflict), but it

also poisons the target and any nearby targets.

The poison then continues to damage the

enemy as long as it lasts; the duration of the poi-

son effect increases with every skill point used

for this ability.

A Poison javelin is best used in areas

where there are plenty of enemies.
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Impale (Level 12; Mana Cost = 3)

skill is a more powerful single attack that, especially at the higher levels, inflicts a

‘h greater amount of damage on the enemy you re attacking. As you put more points

Impale the attack rating goes up considerably, but with a higher cost on the dura-

- of the Javelin you are using. Despite this increased strain on the durability of the

"cular weapon you are holding when you use Impale, this skill is well worth the

a cost. As with Power Strike, Impale is best used against small groups or single ene-

Ijghtn/ng Bolt (Level 12)

ning Bolt turns the Javelin you are throwing into a lightning bolt that does a large

c ent of damage to the enemy it hits. As Lightning Bolt increases in level, it causes a huge

nt of damage, and the mana-cost associated with this skill at those high levels won t

your mana bank (so to speak). Due to the nature of lightning, the bolt that’s created

ar excellent source of light. As with other similar weapons, you can use the Lightning

:o illuminate unexplored or darkened areas, such as caves and tombs. If you're lucky,

even hit an unsuspecting enemy!
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damage to whatever enemies they encounter. These bolts

are not guided, so there's no guarantee that they'll hit any

enemy; however, when you're in close combat and fight-

ing against a group of enemies, using Charged Strike can

inflict the kind of damage that' 11 make your job much

easier. The first few levels of this skill see a substantial

increase in the effectiveness of Charged Strike, so if you

choose to put one point into it, you should be

prepared to add at least a few more to make it effective in

Charged Strike packs an electri-

cal punch that will wreak havoc

on enemies.

the later levels of Drabfo ll

H? Plague Javelin (Level 1 8)

This weapon is very similar to Poison javelin, but it also creates an expanding cloud of

poison around the target it hits* Like the Poison Javelin, this skill leaves a trail of poi-

son that can be used as a deadly barrier in crowded areas or narrow passageways, bu.

the Plague Javelin also inflicts an area of damage when it impacts the enemy* Thi>

explosion of poison means that firing a Plague Javelin into a group of enemies will leave

all of them poisoned as their final breaths leave their wracked bodies.
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2 Fend (Level 24; Mana Cost = 5)
_
-;s skill is for hand-to-hand combat only and is very effective when you are sur-

: _nded by a group of foul creatures. Fend attacks multiple adjacent targets quickly, hit-

t ’
g every adjacent enemy! With a few skill points in Fend you can take down a fever-

- group of enemies in a few hits, because each time you strike each adjacent enemy

_;-:es a hit. As skill points are added to Fend, it becomes increasingly effective as both

pT . Attack and Damage modifiers increase dramatically. TIP
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Assign a hot her
j

to the

Fend shill so you can use it

if you suddenly become

surrounded by a group of

enemies. A few uses of

Fend can thin out the

enemy ranhs very guichly

and, at the very least,

open up a pathway for

your escape.



It s important to note that

with both Lightning Strihe

and Lightning Fury the ini-

tial hit is weaker than the

chain lightning hits that

follow It s not uncommon

for the enemy you hit first

to remain standing while

those behind him fall at

the hands of the sparhs.

For this reason it isn't

always the best idea to hit

the toughest enemy first

when using these shills.

m Lightning Strike (Level 30)

This skill turns your Javelin into a lightning bolt as soon as it makes contact with tin

enemy. When you hit your foe. Lightning Strike will release chain lightning that travel

from enemy to enemy within range. This skill is very similar to Lightning Fury, excejJ

that it's not nearly as powerful and it requires you to be adjacent to the enemy in ord

to start the chain of lightning. This is an excellent skill to master if you enjoy getting ini

melee combat with your Amazon, but if you prefer to fight from afar, put your poin

into Lightning Fury.
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Lightning Fury (Level 30)

Lightning Fury is a skill that turns your Javelin into a

chained lightning bolt as soon as it leaves your hands. The

result is a single thrown Javelin that can take down or seri-

ously injure an entire group of enemies, depending on the

level of the skill and the strength of your enemies. This is

a ranged skill and is best used that way, although you can

certainly use it in melee combat If necessary. Ideally, you'll

want to stay out of harm's way, fire Lightning Strike at the

lead* enemy, and then sft back and watch the tentacles of

electricity rip through the enemy ranks. Lightning Fury can

^sed in the same way a grenade is lobbed into an enemy area. If you fire a Lightning

: lt at an enemy who's the first of many behind him, the resulting chain lightning will

Ht through every enemy within range and possibly even clear out the room for you!

& clever trick with

Lightning Furif is to

bounce it off a wall when

attaching enemies. This

can be effective because

the lightning attacks that

spread out after the

bounce are more powerful

than the original attach.

There's a reason that

Lightning Fury is a Level 30
skill—its powerful

!
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The PaUbiti
The Paladin is a battle-ready warrior for whom faith is a shield; he fights for what

believes to be right. Furthermore, his steadfastness gives him powers to do good u:

friends, and wreak cruel justice upon foes. There are those who cal:

Paladin an overwrought zealot, but others recognize in him

strength and goodness of the Light. The Paladin is a crusading bel

er in all that is good, just, and holy. He stands tall and intimic

with a deep, commanding voice that sounds appropriate coming i

either the pulpit or the battlefield.

Paladin Skills
There are three skill sets that the Paladin can develop as he progresses]

Diablo II. As with the other characters, which skills are developed in

area will ultimately affect the Paladin’s abilities in the game. The three

sets are Combat, Offensive Auras, and Defensive Auras.

Combat

As the name implies, this set of skills aids the Paladin in his ability to en;

in combat against the evil forces he will face. From multi-faceted attac

such as Smite (which not only damages, but also knocks back

stuns), to melee enhancing skills like Zeal, this line contains im

tant skills that the Paladin must use in order to be successful.

If you have a life-stealing weapon that will replenish lost life with every hit, tb

Sacrifice becomes a very practical and powerful skill. However, if you do not have si

a weapon or item, it would behoove you to keep health potions on hand at all time

you’re going to use this skill.

Sacrifice (Level J)

This is an odd skill because it gives you the ability to do more damage to the enemy

improving your attack rating; but it does so at the cost of 8 percent to your health,

upside of Sacrifice is that it greatly increases the damage you do, and the cost is alwa

only 8 percent of your life, regardless of your level of Sacrifice. Still, the cost of drain:

some of your own life in order to do damage must always be weighed against the 1

efits of having a more powerful attack.
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! Smite (Levee 1; Mana Cost = 2)

is best described as a shield bash,

this skill is used, it knocks back and

:oes the enemy. The real benefit, howev-

t
in its ability to stun the enemy. When

Smite an enemy, they become stunned

: short time (increasing as more skill

-:s are spent on this skill), and during this

:hey cannot move, attack, cast spells, or

abilities. By the time Smite reaches level

ou’re doing a crushing amount of dam-

225 percent more) and the enemy is

> stunned for a full three seconds, which

is that you can continue to hit them

cut fear of retaliation.

Smite not only knocks the enemy back, but it

also stuns them and does damage, as well.

You can tahe even a tough

enemy out by simply con-

tinually using Smite on

them. Euery time you use

Smite, the enemy will be

knocked bach, stunning

them for a brief period of

time. If you Smite them

repeatedly, you can push

them bach against a wall

and simply continue to

Smite them or trade a

sword attack with a Smite

attach until they are dead.

Using this technique will

prevent your foe from

fighting bach because

they will be perpetually

stunned.
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Holy Bolt can also be used

to heaf hidings that youve

picked up in one of the

towns. Although they heal

slowly on their own, this is

the only way you can

directly influence the

healinq of a hiding.

Holy Bern (Level 6)

Holy Bolt is a powerful bolt of divine energy that damages undead monsters, often to the
|

point of destroying them in one shot. However, as an attack this is really only effective

against the undead. If you have skill points in Holy Bolt, but are not fighting the undead,

you can still use Holy Bolt to heal members of your party by shooting them with it! This

is a very unique skill because it can be used as both a weapon and an instrument of heal-

ing. For this reason, it’s worth having a skill point or two invested in Holy Bolt.

felNOTK..-^
Zeal also works effectively

against one enemy. If you

have a level 3
Zeal that

has four hits, it will hit a

single enemy four consec-

utive times without hesita-

tion. This is a great way to

lane enemies out in one

attach.

_ Zeal (Level 12; Mana Cost = 2)

This skill is extremely effective when you are in a situation where you are surrounded

because it enables you to quickly strike multiple adjacent enemies with one attack. As

you add points to this skill you’ll be able to land more hits with a more powerful attack

making this a valuable tool in dose quarters fighting with a group of enemies. Zeal car.

also be used to make a weapon with a very slow attack speed, such as a spear, mucr

faster so that you can do the large amount of damage that a slow weapon offers at

vastly improved rate of speed.



Charge (Level 12: Mana Cost = 9)

is a skill that's related to Smite since it uses a shield bash to hit the enemy. Charge,

/er, also substantially increases the amount of damage the smash does and clos-

^und on the enemy by making your Paladin run up to the enemy and then hit it

a hard shield smash. The enemy is not stunned as with Smite, but the attack is

powerful enough to take an enemy out in one or two Charges. This is a good skill

to dose distance on an enemy quickly and surprise them.
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Vengeance (Level 18; Mana Cost = 4)

is a very unique skill that not only does standard damage, but also adds fire, light-

2 . and cold damage to the attack. This is an important skill because it will deal a

iced blow to an enemy that has no resistances, but it will also be effective against mon-

:s that have specific resistances. For example, if an enemy has resistance to fire, then

Vengeance attack will still hit them with standard attack, cold attack, and electrical

ack. This is a skill well worth employing at any time, and when a few skill points have

en invested in it, the enemies you hit will be slowed by cold for several seconds as well.
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Blessed Hammer (Level 12)

The Blessed Hammer creates a spinning mallet that spirals outward, damaging any ene-

mies it encounters, while doing double damage to undead creatures. This is not a tar-

geted weapon, but when it hits an undead creature it will do a heap of damage, ofter

killing the undead in one hit* As skill points are added to Blessed Hammer it gains

great deal of attack strength, but since its mana cost also increases and it can be diffi-

cult to use in close quarters, it is not a skill in which points should be heavily invested
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NOTE.
You can convert multiple

enemies to fight for you at

the same time, bul you

must convert them one at

a time. Hence, you won't

ever be able to achieve

the numbers of followers

that the Uecromancer

summons with Revive.

|| Conversion (Level 24; Mana Cost = 4)

This skill gives a chance that you’ll convert a monster to

fight for your Paladin, but only for a short period of time,

The duration of this effect is extended when more skill

points are invested in the skill, along with the chance of

successful conversion. This skill works with your normal

melee weapon attack, with the enemy being damaged by

each hit. However, there’s a chance that your attack will

also convert the enemy to your side; if this happens, a Conversion temporarily i

, . , , . , your enemy an ally.

small symbol will appear over the head of the enemy and

they’ll become your ally for the prescribed amount of time.
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Holy Shield (Level 24; Mana Cost = 35)

Shield magically enhances your shield to absorb damage while increasing your

to block an enemy’s attack. The drawback is that it takes a whopping 35 mana,

in the first few levels, doesn’t provide a huge benefit to your Paladin. However,

Holy Shield gets up to level 10, it becomes a substantial defensive skill that lasts

i full two minutes and gives almost a 200 percent defensive improvement.
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Fist of the Heavens (Level 30)

is a skill that not only does a substantial amount of damage with a lightning bolt,

it it also releases Holy Bolts after the initial hit. These Holy Bolts then go about doing

reir own damage to any nearby undead, or, if you have party members nearby, the

:ly Bolts will heal them! This is a high-level skill that carries a steep mana cost, but

len you’ve invested 10+ skill points into it, you’ll be able to take some tough enemies

lawn in one or two shots. This skill is a must-have when fighting against any group of

idead because of the radiating Holy Bolts that will extend from the initial lightning

ike area.
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Offensive Auras

This set of skills is aimed at improving existing combat skills, but also provides som;

unique attributes that will wreak havoc with the enemies. For example, Holy Fire wil

periodically hit any nearby enemies with a blast of fire, while Thorns will return dam

age to the monster that’s inflicting it on you! Where the Offensive Auras really shine,

however, is in multiplayer action. A multiplayer team without a Paladin versed in thesi

skills will be at a considerable disadvantage.

LIGHTNING DAMAGE
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rgtup
Activate Might when play-

ing in a tight group during

a Fight with tough mon-

sters in Multiplayer. This

aura will increase your

offensive power (as a

group] enough to alter the

outcome of a close battle

n your favor.

gjjj|
Might (Level 1)

This aura increases the amount of damage caused by your character and friendly units

Might, like all auras, is best used when it can help an entire party rather just you

Paladin; however, it is still a very powerful aura by itself. Indeed, at level 7 it is alread

doubling the attack value of any hits you land on an enemy monster.
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totv Fjke (Level 6)

_jra is a very powerful skill that, when active, period-

roasts unfriendly units with a hit of fire! The amount

-iage that it will do on the nearby enemies varies with-

-_mge for the level of the skill. By putting more skill

: into Holy Fire, you will not only increase the amount

amage that you inflict on nearby enemies, but also

ase the radius of effect. A great way to use this skill is

n into an area with a large group of enemies, drink

a stamina potion, then simply run around and avoid the enemies while the Holy

-.its them every few seconds. This technique comes in very handy when your armor

naged or you are near death, but still need to kill off a group of enemies.

.DIUS (YARDS)
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When active, this skiff

launches a fire attack on all

nearby enemies.
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fim note
Once you reach Act I

Holy fire wtft not be efttc-

tive enough to use consis-

tently—the damage *

inflicts may not take out

the tougher enemies youl

face.
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Thorns (Level 6)

, is (in the opinion of many Blizzard employees) the most powerful aura the Paladin

l at his disposal. This aura returns damage to any enemy that inflicts damage on you

Lny ally that is within the raduis of effect. The key to this skill is just how much dam-

; is returned! Indeed, if an enemy hits you and inflicts 10 points of damage, and you

/ e Thorns at level 1 , the enemy will take a 250 percent hit, or 25 points, back! Marvel

the numbers: Thorns at level 10 will return over 600 percent damage to the enemy!

: one downside to Thorns is that it is effective only with melee attacks, and does not

to damage inflicted by ranged weapons or magical effects.

: \DIU5 (YARDS) TEi
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MOTE*
At higher level* having

Thorn* on can be enough

for enemies to hill them-

selves with one successful

hit against you. For exam-

ple, at leuel 10, if an

enemy hits with a 10-point

attach, it will take a 61-

point hit itself.
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H Blessed Aim (Level 12)

This aura increases your attack rating, while doing the same for all nearby allies. The

bonus to your attack rating increases as you add points to Blessed Aim, and the radius

of effect is also improved. Although it can be effective in the singie-playergame, Blessed

Aim is one of the auras that’s more important during multiplayer action where it can

help to improve the attack rating of the entire group.

E3 Concentration (Level 18)

Concentration gives you a chance that your attack will be not be interrupted, and add

to the damage your attacks will do. This is an important aura because when you’re ::

a pitched battle, taking many hits from multiple sides, your attacks will get interrupts;

and you’ll find it hard to land a blow on an enemy. Concentration increases the chana

that your attacks will follow through even if you’re being interrupted by an enenr

attack. As skill points are added to Concentration, your chance of being interrupts;

decreases. Use this skill in tense situations where you need your attacks to find pur

chase on enemy flesh!

ATTACK MODIFIER (+%)
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l: :v Freeze (Level 18)

freeze acts somewhat like Holy Fire—it will affect units within its radius every few

jds. However, instead of inflicting cold damage, it merely slows the enemies down.

h all auras, this is a very valuable skill to use in a group situation because it will

_ all nearby enemies, making them slower and ultimately more manageable for

J rarty members to destroy. Also, Holy Freeze is an attack powered by the faith of

fcladin and not elemental magic, so resistances against cold do not protect enemies

this spell.
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Holy Shock (Level 24)

Shock hits unfriendly units with a spark of electricity

few seconds. The amount of damage that this aura

inflidt on the nearby enemies varies within a range for

level of the skill, but the addition of skill points will

ease the amount of damage that you deal on nearby

nies, as well as the radius of effect. You can clear an

i filled with a large group of enemies by drinking a stanv

notion and then running around while avoiding the ene-

; as Holy Shock hits them every few seconds. This tech-

cue is especially useful when your armor is damaged, your weapon has broken, or

are near death but you still need to kill off a group of enemies.

TMs skill periodically hits

nearby monsters with an elec

trical spark /
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ES Sanctuary (Ievel 24)

Sanctuary is a special aura that essentially prevents undead monsters from reaching the

Paladin. It does substantial damage to the undead and, as a rule, will destroy them

before they have a chance to get close enough to cause you damage. This aura is espe-

cially useful in places like the Graveyard or the Tombs where the undead thrive. As you

add points to Sanctuary, both the damage inflicted on the undead and the radius of effect

increases dramatically. However, because many of the tougher monsters you face in

Diablo II are not undead, it’s not advisable to put all of your eggs into this one basket.
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^ Fanaticism (Level SO)

Fanaticism boosts the attack rate and power for the Paladin and nearby party membei

(within a radius of 7.3 yards). This aura moderately increases these attack factors, but

after level 2 the amount that the rating increases may not be worth the cost of a skil

point to you. This is an excellent aura to use in multiplayer when your party wants ta

quickly hack through a large group of enemies; the increase in attack rate will alio

your party members (and yourself) to strike quicker, do more damage, and keep tfi

enemy from attacking.

ATTACK RATE (+%) ;\
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xviction (Level 30)

iction is an aura that reduces the armor class and maximum resistances of ene-

that come within its radius of effect. For example, an enemy within 6 yards of a

fcn with level 1 Conviction active has its defense rating lowered by 49 percent, and

Lximum resistances reduced by 26 percent. Because this affects any enemies with-

radius, it can benefit other party members in multiplayer if they are fighting close

position.

IMUS (YARDS)
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fensive Auras

&is set of skills is aimed at improving existing defensive combat skills. For the Paladin,

Defensive Auras are of great importance in multiplayer games because of their abil-

to protect/affect other party members. Again, as with the Offensive Auras, the

fensive Auras are great in single-player action, but really shine when they can be

lied to a team.



NOTE.

1

In multiplayer, the Paladin

can simply stay behind

other party members and

leave the Prayer shill

active in order to heal

everyone as they tahe

hits. This shill underscores

the importance of having

a Paladin in a multiplayer

party.

Prayer (Level I

)

This is one of the Paladin's most powerful skills because it has the ability to heal you

and your nearby allies passively, simply by being active. When it heals you or a mem-

ber of your party, Prayer takes mana from your reserve, but only when it heals; other-

wise it is simply on' passively waiting for your health to fall below optimum. When

used in a multiplayer party, Prayer is incredibly important, especially at higher levels,

because it can heal everyone in the party simultaneously.
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Q Resist Fire (Levee I

)

This skill increases your resistance to fire, along with any friendly units within

radius of the aura. Once again, this is a great way to protect yourself and your p«

members in a multiplayer game when you're up against enemies that deal out flre-ba;

damage. Note that this skill doesn’t require the expenditure of mana, so it can be k

on indefinitely.
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Defiance (Level 6)

efiance boosts your defensive rating substantially when active. It also does the same

r party members in the same amount (between 70 and 260 percent, depending on skill

el), making it an excellent tool for multiplayer games. As you add points to Defiance,

j'll increase the radius of this aura’s effect, as well as the amount of defensive boost

: affords you and the other allies under its influence.
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m

ft

t/0 Cleansing (Level 12)

Cleansing reduces the amount of time that poison will affect you or any members of

your party within the aura’s radius of effect. This aura is important in places like the

Tombs or the Spider Cave where you’re likely to face several enemies that can infect yoq

with a dose of poison. Because poison can be so devastating, especially to a party 4

they all get poisoned, this aura is a huge asset in multiplayer games.
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Resist Lightning (Level 12)

As with the Resist Fire and Resist Cold auras, Resist Lightning affords you and the nez

by members of your party some level of protection from lightning attacks. Of coura

when more skill points are added to Resist Lightning, you’ll acquire increased rad:,

and resistance ratings, making this a powerful aura when you’re taking electrical dan

age from enemies.
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'.'igor (Level 18)

aura boosts the stamina regeneration rate

: a and your allies so you are able to more

t.dv recover from running. Stamina recovery

riv one part of the benefits of this aura, how-

- because it also increases your maximum

-ina and walk/run speed! As an added

-us, any nearby allies will also fed the effect

gor (depending on how many skill points

re been added to this skill). Vigor is best used

situations where you and/or your party mem-

s need to be nimble, moving quickly to hit

enemy before running away.

Vigor is a skill that boosts the stamina
regeneration rate for both you and

your allies.
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[g Meditation (Level 24)

This aura increases the mana recovery rate for your Paladin and nearby party members

In the first level, Meditation speeds up mana recovery by 60 percent; however,vi a

you've put 20 skill points into this aura, you can get a mana regeneration rate t a $ o

percent faster than normal! In a group of Sorceresses and Necromancers, this abi lty i

regenerate mana quickly is a highly prized skill-

M

& Redemption (Level 30)

Redemption is one of the most powerful skills in the game. When it is left on, this aa

will reclaim the bodies of fallen enemies and turn them into mana for your 1 aladin.

.

only is this a fantastic way to restore mana, but it also works to permanently reme

dead monster corpses that could otherwise be resurrected by certain enem -

Redemption is a powerful aura and should be used whenever there is a lack of manai

you



SuvAHON (Level 30)

aura protects you and any nearby allies from all enemy elemental damage

—

ding cold, fire, and electrical damage. Each skill point you add to Salvation grants

snail bonus to the amount of damage that is diverted from these attacks. Paladin

d in multiplayer battles will enjoy the dramatic increase in the radius of effect for

ition. By the time you’ve invested 10 skill points into this aura, you’ll have an effec-

rrotection radius of nearly 20 yards, which means that your party member can

v farther from you and still be protected under the effects of this aura.
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The Sorceress
One of the rebellious women who have wrested the secrets of magic use from the male

dominated Mage-Clans of the East, the Sorceress is an expert in mystical creatic

ex nihiio. Although she lacks hand-to hand comb;

skills, she does have fierce combative magic

for both offense and defense.

Both solitary and reclusive, the Sorceress ac

based on motives and ethics that often seem fid

and even spiteful. In reality, she understands the strugg.

between Order and Chaos all too clearly, and uses this

balance and fit into her role as a warrior in the battles

Diablo 11.

Sorceress Skills
The three skill sets that the Sorceress can develop are Fire, Lightning, an

Cold. As with the other characters, the skills that are developed in each a:;

will ultimately affect the abilities the Sorceress ends up mastering in Diablo

The Sorceress is the master of magic. So if you’re looking for some bor

crushing melee combat, the Sorceress is probably not your best choic

However, if you want visually impressive and extremely powerful magi

this is the character for you.

Fire

These spells give the Sorceress command over the powerful realm of fire, and inch

the very effective spells Fire Wail and Blaze. In addition she has Meteor, which

instantly eliminate almost any tightly grouped pack of enemies.

While all of the fire spells are worthwhile, perhaps the most important is Warmth,

ability helps to improve the Mana recharge rate for the Sorceress, which is the lifebk

of this spell caster.



Fire Bolt (Level 1; Mana Cost = 2.5)

Fee Bolt shoots a bolt of fire that causes fire damage to a

K-gle enemy. The Sorceress starts the game with a staff

kt grants this skill. Fire Bolt increases in power as you

hit skill points into it, but its Mana cost stays the same at

13 Mana points.

. , . This is the bread-and-butter

ifcrhough Fire Bolt uses little Mana, it can only nit one
spel j fortf,e sorceress that can

e- ’mv and its damage is limited. This means that there are effectively be used throughout

~:bably other skills in the Fire skill tree that you will want

explore, especially when you are fighting larger groups of toughei monsteis.
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2 Warmth (Level 1)

Ikarmth is a passive skill that increases the Mana recovery rate of the Sorceress. It is

imperative that you add points to this skill because the Sorceress requires plenty of

lana to cast her spells.

fcarmth increases the Mana recharge rate by a percentage. When you reach Level 7 of

irmth, you’ll see a recharge rate that is greater than double the standard recharge

;:e. which obviously makes this one of the most important skills in the game.

geMANA RECHARGE RATE (+%) /.
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£ Inferno (Level 6; Mana Cost = 6/sec.)

Inferno resembles a flame-thrower that follows the direction that you move your mouse

:ne front of the Sorceress). The more points that you put into Inferno, the greater the

mnge of the flame and the more damage it will cause.

Liter adding just a few skill points to Inferno, you can increase the damage points per

.-econd to around 37-47! This kind of power can cut a path through a line of enemies

ery quickly. This is a great spell to employ when you are backed into a comer and

grounded by multiple enemies.

FSKtip
Don't wait to put points

into Warmth. The benefits

of hawing at least Five

points in this shill will hold

you in good stead from

the very First Act
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Eg Blaze (Level 12; ManaCost =11)

Blaze leaves a wall of fire wherever the Sorceress goes.

This wall of fire inflicts a significant amount of damage

every second the enemy is inside it, so there are a couple

of important uses for this spell.

First, you can use Blaze to enclose a group of enemies by

invoking the spell and then running around them in a cir-
gam£ Blaze leaves a trail

de This forces the enemies to pass over the deadly fire to ' highly damaging flames

, . behind the Sorceress as st

get at you or, at least, keeps them trapped while you get moves

away or prepare another spell. You can also use Blaze

when you’re running away from a group of enemies. As you flee, the enemies will cha

you and get trapped in the fire that you leave behind. Since Blaze causes a large amo.

of damage every second, most enemies will succumb in short order.

DAMAGE (PER SECOND)
•

‘ ' " •^ .... , , level a level 9 ICV6L
LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVELS LEVELS LEVEL 7 LEVEL ft JEStl

8-37
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131-15°

DURATION (SECONDS)
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Fire Ball (Level 12; Radius = 2 yards)

spell is like a Fire Bolt with a wide area of effect. Fire Ball shoots orb of flame that

s fire damage around the impact point, thus damaging anything within the area.

ged spell, Fire Ball is great to use against groups of enemies that are even a short

ce away. If you get too close, however, it may prove difficult to invoke the spell

enemies swinging at you. Mana cost for this spell is nominal.

AMAGE
i V- In??<*--»

•Cl I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL S LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL 8 LEVEL 9 LEVEL IQ

rtq IJ-2I 20-28 27-35 3<T<»2 41-49
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I ^*#4 85-91 90-98 97-10U I IO<}-| 12 I 1 1 1-1
1 9
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Enchant (Level 18)

chant magically enhances a weapon with fire damage, and increases the attack rat-

This spell is a necessity during hand-to-hand combat. If you don’t take part in a lot

; melee combat, it’s best to stick with one level of Enchant rather than sinking many

its into it.

the other hand, if you plan to use Enchant on a regular basis, it’s definitely worth

cing skill points. Invest 20 skill points into Enchant and you’ll be able to imbue a

apon with impressive fire damage for nearly 10 minutes.

MANA COST

ELI LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL S LEVeL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL 8 LEVEL 9 level 10

DURATION (SECONDS)
•> -• ••• -V ir'.T •-

LEVEL 2

E9
LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 level s LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL 8 LEVEL 9 LEVEL IO

level 12 LEVEL 13 LEVEL 14 LEVEL IS LEVEL 16 LEVEL 17 LEVEL 18 LEVEL 19 LEVEL 20

EKItip
In multiplayer, you can use

€nchant to add fire dam-

age to the weapons of

your party members.
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C2 P1R£ Wall (Level 1 8)

This is a classic spell from the original Diablo. Fire Wall creates a barrier of flame th2 :

inflicts a huge amount of damage on any enemies that venture into it. You can use thi-

skill for many purposes, including creating a defensive ‘grid’ of Fire Walls that the
|

enemy must traverse in order to get at your position.

You can also cast Fire Wail multiple times in rows so that

every square inch of a room is left burning, thus killing any-

thing inside. Also, try standing in a doorway so that nothing j ijjflfr'f** \j\*

can pass; then cast Fire Wall repeatedly in rows moving

away from your position so that it’s impossible for an enemy

to approach you without getting caught in the flames.

Fire Wall is a powerful spell that lasts longer and grows
~

Fire wall is similar to Blaze,

wider with each level that it attains. It’s highly recom- except that it mflicts consider-

. aWv more damage. When chow-

mended that any Sorceress put as many points into Fire
ing which Fire skill to develop

Wall as possible. Note that at Level 10 Fire Wall causes put this one at the top of the list

200 points of damage per second ! (See Appendix for Mana

Cost and Radius of Effect.)

DAMAGE (PER SECOND)HC
Level. 1 LeveL s Level * LEVEL 4 LEVELS LEVEL 4 LEVEL 7 LEVEL a LEVEL 9 LEVEL IG
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x DURATION (SECONDS) nr
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*6,6
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Meteor (Level 24; Mana Cost = 1 7)

This spell summons a meteor to drop from the sky a short time after it is invoked, car

ing massive fire damage and leaving a wide area of scattered flames. It can be used i

enemies in other rooms, on groups, or anywhere you have a line of sight. Meteor ofte

takes the targeted monsters with it, and is often used to clear out rooms or areas whe

the Sorceress would not want to venture without a preliminary Meteor strike. Ma

Cost for this spell ranges between 17 and 36.

DAMAGE
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL* LEVEL S LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL £ LEVEL 9 LEVEL It
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IRE DAMAGE (PER SECOND) I1
/ELI LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 6 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 9 LEVEL IO

m Fire Mastery (Level 30)

K Mastery is of critical importance because it increases the amount of damage caused

all Sorceress fire spells. Putting just two extra skill points into Fire Mastery will boost

j damage bonus from 18 to 43 percent. When you factor that into spells like Fire Wall

Meteor, it means you’ll be able to inflict massive damage on the enemy!

IKSFIRE DAMAGE (+%)

.-VEL i LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL S LCVgl 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 9 LEVEL 10

.evil II LEVEL 12 LEVEL 13 level u LEVEL 15 LEVEL 16 LEVEL 17 LEVEL 13 LEVEL 19 LEVEL 20

r • a, E?ar ^ v cw qb 97 9° 99 1 IUU 1

_ Hydra (Level 30)

sure favorite among those who piny as the Sorceress, the

;dra spell creates a multi-headed beast of flame that

oots fire bolts at nearby enemies. It’s great to use when

i must defend an area from advancing enemies while

nultaneously healing your character, dealing with inven-

rv, or simply avoiding combat. Hydras act as sentinels

at stand guard and attack any enemy that comes within

eir range. Although the damage they do is not substan-

i\, a grid of five or six Hydras in a crossfire can handle

ost enemies. (See Appendix for Mana Costs.)

The Hydra makes a great

defensive sentinel .

DAMAGE
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Lightning

These spells allow the Sorceress to use lightning to destroy her enemies. They also

enable her to use the energy of lightning to engage in telekenesis and teleporting. Like

Fire and Cold, Lightning is an important form of elemental damage, so develop this skill

tree in at least a limited way to take advantage of the damage it deals.

TIP.

Since Charged Bolt is a

relatively inexpensive spell

in terms of mana, it can be

used to search out" areas

you cannot yet see.

Sometimes it's a good

idea to send a few

Charged Bolts into a room

or area that's off-screen,

thus doing some prelimi-

nary damage to any ene-

mies that might be lurking

ahead.

_ Charged Bolt (Ievel 1)

This spell fires multiple, randomly moving bolts of electricity toward the target. Each

bolt does a small amount of electrical damage when it hits an enemy, with more bolts

(which do more damage) being released at higher levels. At level 20 you unleash ar

impressive 22 bolts, but the amount of damage that each bolt does is not substantia,

enough to make the kind of impact that’s necessary later in the game. For this reason

Charged Bolt is best used early in the game—avoid spending skill points on it after the

first Act.

DAMAGE
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£ Static Field (Level 6; Mana Cost = 9)

Static Field is very powerful as an initial way to greet any

group of enemies because it will cause each target in a

radius around your Sorceress to lose one-third of its current

hit points. This is especially helpful when you’re in a group

and are fighting a powerful enemy with a large number of hit

points, because two hits with a Static Field will chop that

foe’s hit points in half. Each successive hit of Static Field

’-.is is an incredibly powerful causes the target to lose one-third of its current hit points,

ypeii because it reduces the makjnp it easy to damage your opponent, but less effective

enemy’s hit points by one- & 1

third ,
no matter how strong for ultimately killing them with this spell alone.

your adversary is!

EO&tip.
If ijou are so inclined,

ijou can kill enemies with

Static Field, but it takes

numerous castings to get

the enema s health low

enough. It's much better

to use the spell a few times

and then simply attack the

enem^ with i^our staff or

wand when it is weakened,

rather than wasting

precious mana.

RADIUS (YARDS)
level 6 level 7LBVfiL 4

LEVEL IS LEVEL Id LBVBL 17 LBVfiL 1» LBVBL »» 16VEL 20
level 12 level is level u

Telekinesis (Level 6)

This skill allows the Sorceress to pick up items, open doors and crates, and attack mon-

gers and players from a distance. The primary use for Telekinesis is for opening crates

. t stashes from afar to avoid taking any hits or damage from a trap. Telekinesis is also

ery useful in combat—it is comparable to how the Paladin uses Smite. When cast on

enemy, it will shove the target back, do damage to it, and stun it for a short

reriod of time!

‘ MANA COST ~

1

&
JUgaw'iyiT1"

n

LBVBL 1 LBVfiL 2 LBVfiL 3 LBVfiL

.

i LBVBL 5 LBVfiL d LBVfiL 7 LEVEL » LBVfiL 9 LfiVfiUO

i , m , 7 H 7 7 7 7 7 H 7 H
.6VEL II IfiVEL 12 LBVBL 13 LEVEL I4 LBVfiL IS LBVfiL Id LBVfiL 17 LBVfiL 15 LBVBL 19 LBVfiL 20

fr&TiP
Telekinesis can be used to

pick up objects on the

other side of a grating or

blocked passage, or to

grab a valuable item

before it can be reached

by anyone else. Also, t^ou

can use this spell to acti-

vate a town portal from a

distance—ver^ effective

when there is a pack of

monsters between i^ou

and i^our onkj wa^ out

DAMAGE
LBVBL S LBVfiL 9 LfiVeL 10
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Q[ Nova (Level 12)

Nova is an awesome spell that generates an electrical shockwave that spreads out in all

directions around your Sorceress, causing substantial lightning damage to all targets

within its range. It’s a superb choice for the first two Acts of Diablo 11, but it can t com-

pete with the higher level monsters and their resistance to elemental damage later in tht

game. For this reason, Nova is well worth investing in, but is not the only spell you want

to develop.

DAMAGE
LBVf I. I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 4 LEV EL 5 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 9 LEVEL S©

TIP.

tUhenever the enemies are

stacked two or three

deep, you should use

Lightning to btaw through

them with raw electrical

power This is a spell that

deserves its own hot hey

for easy access.

13 Lightning (Level 12)

Lightning sends out a bolt of pure electrical energy that goes right through all targets

inflicting a healthy dose of damage to each one. As you approach level 20 in this skill

the amount of damage being done is huge, and because it passes through one enemy

and onto the next, it offers an excellent means for attacking groups of enemies that are

j

stacked in tight hallways or narrow canyons.

MANA COST~ uvelT levels level/ LEVELS LEVEL 4 Ljmj LEVEL » LEVEL* LEVEL,®

Ss 9S *°-5 If.* 12
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Chain Lightning (Level 18)

'airt Lightning sends out a streak of lightning that will

:unce and jump through several targets, doing damage to

rrerything it hits along the way. As skill points are added to

rain Lightning, the amount of damage that its five hits

ike grows. Remember that it will even bounce off of walls,

put it to good use when you're in a cramped dungeon!
Chain Lightning is a great

spell for taking out large num-
bers of enemies in a wide area

of occupation .

MANA COST 12
liyii i Lev el , LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 7 LEVEL £ LEVEL 9 LEVEL 10

|

'* i * >M 1 1 '?

CVEL It LEVEL 12 LEVEL 13 LEVELS LEVEL IS LEVEL IS LEVEL I? LEVEL 1 6 LEVpi IS LEVEL 20

DAMAGE mm
-EVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 level 4 Level s LEVEL 6 LEVEL 1 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 9 LEVEL 10

1 1-32 m ?"3 6 S 19
-
5° HI 2y V'b2 PH A 43-N SB m 55"6d 1

level 11 LEVEL 12 LEVEL 13 level 14 LEVEL 13 LEVEL 14 LEVEL 17 LEVEL 14 LEVEL \9 LEVEL 20

|^J 3
[| Teleport (Level 18)

Report instantly moves the Sorceress to the area you’ve targeted with your mouse.

!r’s a very powerful spell that can get you out of trouble or transport you over vast

expanses in the blink of an eye, but it is not without its limitations. For example, you

:annot teleport to any area that you would not otherwise be able to walk to, which in

: *eas like the Lost City leaves some ridges off limits. Still, when you’re in trouble and

^:e taking a beating from some persistent monsters, you can often simply teleport to

ttiigh ground or to the other side of a wall to get your Sorceress out of trouble*

MANA COST

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 9 LEVEL 10

22 H 21
[
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]
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» Energy Shield (Level 24; Mm Cost = 5)

nergy Shield creates a defensive shield that’s based on your mana supply. This shM

.sorbs some physical and all magic damage through mana instead of hit POmt^thiJ

sending vour life considerably in hairy situations. You can add to your hfesp. •

sino the Energy Shield and then drinking both life and mana potions to keep your Lm

nd Energy Shield topped off. Use this spell only when you have plenty of mana or an

! desperate need of extra ‘life
1

since your mana will drain quickly as you take hits, leav

ig you with no way to employ other skills.

Thunder Storm (Level 24)

This skill creates a thunderstorm that will periodically hit a nearby enemy with a bolt o

lightning. It is much more powerful and effective when you've been able to put a few

Skill points into it. The level 1 Thunder Storm has a minimum damage of 1, whereas

level 2 has a minimum damage of 1 1 ,
so lust one skill point makes a 1 100 percent .

fere nee!



DURATION (SECONDS)

El I LEVEL 3 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 level * LEVEL 7 level a level ? LEVEL 1®

44 E92 240 288 336 J84 432

• Eiii level 12 mu level u tfvu is levels level 17 Level is level 1 ? level

672 1
2 912

Lightning Mastery (Level 30)

ghtning Mastery is a passive skill that reduces the mana cost of lightning spells with

rh point that you put into the mastery. If you are going to develop the Lightning skill

». it is imperative that you invest skill points in Lightning Mastery because it will ulti-

;;ely save you hundreds, or even thousands, of mana points over the course of an

eire game.

MANA COST (-%)

ELI level; LEVEL 4 LEVEL 4 LEVELS LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL * LEVEL > LEVEL

Cold

""is skill tree gives the Sorceress control over the realm of cold and ice. Cold is an

iportant element because it naturally slows enemies, but more than that it can some-

- nes freeze enemies and shatter them into tiny shards of ice that melt away. An enemy

r.at's been destroyed in this manner cannot be resurrected. Like the other elemental

i.-mage spells, Cold is an important skill tree to invest in, even if it’s in just a limited

ray.

2 Ice Bolt (Level 1; Mana Cost = 3)

This is the base-level spell that not only inflicts cold damage on the target, but also

s ?ws the enemy for a period of time. How much damage is inflicted and how long the

eremy is slowed depends on how many skill points you’ve put into this spell. Invest at

east one skill point here because the slowing of enemies can be an important ability

ater in the game, and of course Ice Bolt is a prerequisite for Ice learning Blast and

Glacial Spike.

DAMAGE
- r. - ——
LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVELS LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 6 LEVf L 7 LEVEL * LEVEL ? LEVEL 10

Slowing your enemies with

cold is something that

shouldn't be underestimat-

ed. This is an excellent sped

to haw hot-heyed in the

first two ttets of Orablo II

because it can delay a

tough enemy long enough

for you to take them out

or run away.

m m



DURATION (SECONDS)
Vr:. - ^ V~C

LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVELS LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVEL & LEVELS LEmiC

LEVEL II LEVEL 12 LEVEL 13 LEVEL U LEVEL IS LEVEL 16 LEVEL 17 LEVEL 13 L*^*^*®

Frozen Armor (Level 1; Mana Cost = 7)

Frozen Armor is a long-lasting defensive spell that will improve your defensive rating,

while freezing any enemy attacker that lands a hit on your character. The duration c

Frozen Armor (two minutes at level 1, and almost six minutes at level 20) is the reai

bonus because you can simply invoke it and move on. It’s most effective when you

Sorceress is involved in a great deal of melee fighting.

DEFENSE BONUS (%)

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

level 11 LEVEL 12 LEVEL 13 LEVEL M

80 1 r 85 9°
1

95
1

105

DURATION (SECONDS) S^O ...... j
• -

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 level 3

mm
LEVEL 4 level s level 6 LEVEL 7

KB
LEVEL 8 LEVEL 9 LEVEL ic

level m level 12 LEVEL 13 LEVEL U level is LEVEL Id LEVEL 17 LEVEL 18 LEVEL 19 LEVEL 2e

FREEZE DURATION (SECONDS)

LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVI

2 -<* *5

gg Frost Nova (Level 6)

Frost Nova generates an icy shockwave that spreads out in

all directions around your Sorceress, freezing all targets it

hits as it travels outward from your position. For this rea-

son, the Frost Nova is an excellent skill to use when you

are in an area that’s tightly packed with enemies.

By putting just two extra skill points into Frost Nova, you

can double the length of time that it slows enemies with cold

and nearly double the damage it does. Put at least three skill

points into Frost Nova for best use in Acts I and II.

The Frost Nova freezes

anything it hits.



1ANA COST
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? Ice Blast (Level 6)

his spell creates a bolt of ice that freezes and damages the enemy target. In short, it’s

more powerful version of the Ice Bolt. It’s unique quality is that it doesn t just slow

;e enemies, it freezes them for a short time while dealing significant damage. The

mount of damage climbs quickly with just a few skill points invested. Augmenting Ice

last to level 3 will give you the power to freeze enemies for over three seconds and still

o more than 20 points of damage for a relatively small mana cost.

MANA COST

eveL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL i LEVEL 7 UVEM0

Remember that a frozen

enemi^ can sometimes be

smashed b^ taking another

Ice Blast or b^ taking a hit

from a melee weapon. One

bonus of freezing and

then smashing i^our ene-

mies into ice shards is that

their destroyed bodies

cannot be resurrected b^

magical enemies.
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|BDAMAGE
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H Sh/ver Armor (Level 12; Mana Cost = 1 1; Cold Length - 4 seconds)

This is an armor that will not only cause damage to the enemy when they hit you, but

will also hit them with a cold blast that slows them for four seconds. The ‘offensive

nature of Shiver Armor masks the fact that it also increases your defense rating when

active, making it a ‘three-in-one’ tool that can hit, protect, and slow your enemies ail at

once. Shiver Armor is effective at level 1, so you don’t necessarily have to put a lot of

skill points into it for it to be effective. Obviously, this is a spell that’s best used when

your Sorceress is involved in melee combat situations*

45
bi

105
*35 141

gg Glacial Spike (Level 18)

Glacial Spike is one of the most powerful cold spells in the

game because it freezes a group of monsters rather than

just one. Its damage is so substantial that enemies often

simply smash into a hundred shards of ices and melt away

after they take a single hit. Glacial Spike is a must-have

skill that becomes considerably more powerful with just a
Glaciai Sp^€ seVerdy puni

few skill points. Use it against any group of enemies and « *"£
watch them all freeze or shatter with just a few shots.

,Vif/ be slowed by the cold,
j

Unfortunately, the radius of effect (2.6 yards) for Glacial

Spike does not change when more skill points are added,

but this is offset by the increased attack value and length

of cold effect that the enemy must endure with each

successive skill level.
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Blizzard (Level 24)

Blizzard creates a massive hailstorm that damages all ene- Ull”a,d 15 * 9fe~ sPe 0

^ invoke multiple times in a

mies caught beneath its fury with a cascade of icy may- specific area, giving ^our

hem. More skill points in this skill means a longer duration enemies nowhere to run

of effect and more damage done from each ice shard that
hauc summoned flom

falls from the sky. Needless to say, this is a show-stopper above. This technique of

when you're lacing a large group ol tightly packed ene-

mies. Blizzard also works well indoors, and is probably
indefinitely as long as you

Blizzard is the most visually

impressive of the cold skills,

hut along with t/ie great eye-

-andy it also packs a massive
punch.
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gg CH/tifWG Armor (Level 24; Mana Cost =17)

Chilling Armor is another multipurpose spell that both attacks and defends. It offers you

an armor bonus while also launching an Ice Bolt at any enemies that hit you, thus dam-

aging and slowing your attacker. This spell is most useful when you're alone facing three

or four enemies at once.

DEFENSE BONUS (%) ^Esl ^
Level i level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level s Level * Level 7 level & level * Level 1®

WYfi.li LEVfLii level. !i ievn u level is level n level it uveii* level » uve^e

DAMAGE J mmmmm
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DURATION (SECS.) mmui
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Q Frozen Orb (Level 30; Mana Cost = 25)

Frozen Orb is a very powerful spell that serves multiple purposes. When cast, it ser

out a large orb of ice that flies out in a straight line while spinning out Ice Bolts in

directions. This is a great weapon for a narrow hallway where there’s a lineup of er

mies, but it is also of great use in places such as a Carver camp because the bolts

everywhere. It is an impressive display when you can eliminate the Shaman in a Car. j

Camp with the Frozen Orb (preventing him from resurrecting his minions) while the Id

Bolts literally carve up the Carvers.
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Cold Mastery (Level 30)

("rule Cold Mastery doesn’t reduce the mana cost of your Cold spells, it does lower

jr enemy’s resistance to cold-based damage by a percentage. Just two extra skill

:ints nearly doubles the effectiveness of any of your damaging cold spells, so it’s well

:rth the investment.

ENEMY RESISTANCE (%)
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Barbarian Skills
The Barbarian is a pure fighter, and most of his skills augment these core abilities. H:a

iree skill sets are Combat Skills, Combat Masteries, and Warcries. As with the other,

characters, the skills that are developed in each area will ultimately affect the abii’j

ties of the Barbarian as he progresses through Diablo II.

Out of the Masteries, the higher level weapons that the Barbarian is likely to find ard

swords. Therefore, if you’re looking to create an uber-barbarian, it is usually prudent td

put points into sword mastery.

Combat

This skill tree is the main attack skill tree of the Barbarian, and includes the critka

skills of Bash and Leap Attack. Although the Barbarian’s Masteries are very important

he’d be hard pressed to succeed without having at least a few of the skills in the Comta

skill tree.

The BarbariAH
The Barbarian is usually a member of any of several tribes living on the fringes

of civilization. These tribes refuse the influence of those they see as soft ana

weak, and the Barbarian is no different. Ceaseless clan warfare and the corn;

stant struggle to survive in the hostile wilderness are reflected in the.

Barbarian’s sturdy and powerful frame.

Perhaps lacking the sophistication of the other characters, the Barbarian has

acute awareness of his surroundings. Because of his shamanistic belief in!

the animal powers with which he identifies, the Barbarian is sometimes assc-j

ciated with stories of lycanthropv. In fact, he believes he can call upori

totemic animal spirits to infuse him with supernormal strengths and abilities

but these abilities only work to improve his already superb battle tactics.

u Bash (Level 1 ; Mana Cost = 2)

This skill delivers a powerful smashing blow that knocks

the target back, stuns it, and inflicts a substantial amount

of damage. Bash not only adds additional damage, it also

increases the damage and attack modifiers, thus giving

you a powerful hit that knocks back the enemy and stuns

it for a brief time. Bash is a skill that is great to use against

monsters that are exceptionally tough, because it will get

them out of your way while providing a brief period of time

for you to attack again, run, or switch skills.

Hash is a Level I skill, but \

can use it far effect

the entire game.



2 Leap (Levee 6; Mana Cost = 2)

brhaps the Barbarian's most versatile and important skill. Leap enables him to jump

. er obstacles. Leap not only moves you around the map nicely, but it enables you to do

•rigs that other players cannot do. For example, you can leap over rivers or cut corners

iver areas that the other party members or monsters must walk around. With the Leap

till, you can access places you otherwise couldn’t such as in the Arcane Sanctuary, or

se it to escape a scarv situation from which you normally couldn’t run.

DDITIGNAL DAMAGE
lcv«l 7 level a level * Limi®level 4.
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NOTE.

In multiplayer action, you j r

can often use Leap to \ 1

1

reach an item before a

party member. This is just

one of the advantages of

being a Barbarian.

course, to get the kind of distance that will reaf/y make a difference, you must put

x or seven skill points into this skill. As an added bonus, when you land after perform'

a Leap there’s a small amount of ‘knock-back’ that occurs against enemies. Although

is doesn’t damage the enemies, it gives you a cushion of space when you land.

RADIUS (YARDS) _ j
LEVEL! LEVELS LEVEL3 LEVEL 4 LEVELS LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVELS LEVEL? jgUJ
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Double Swing (Level 6; Mana Cost - 2)

Jus skill provides a quick double attack that enables you to use weapons held in both

rands in the space of a single attack. For example, if you have an axe in one and a

sword in the other, Double Swing quickly swings both weapons and causes damage

rith both. However, this isn’t the only benefit of this skill. It also provides a bonus to

Dur attack rating that makes each attack a little better.

The

BARBARiAn
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Oftentimes it’s a good idea to make Double Swing your standard attack for your left

mouse button. Therefore, each lime you anach. you're performing a Double Swing an

getting the attack rating modifier. This will enable you to cause more damage faster, plus

it’s a great technique to use throughout the game

The drawback to using Double Swing is that it costs two mana each time it is uatL ^s

skill is best used when you have a mana recharge item or if have additional man

potions to keep up your mana reserve.

6o

Stun (Level 12; Mana Cost = 2)

This skill not only stuns the enemy that you’re attacking, it also increases the attac

rating for that attack. Similar to skills like Bash and Smite, Stun is great for keeping

enemy stunned and unable to retaliate against your attacks.

If you consistently use Stun against an enemy, your foe won’t be able to respond to you

attacks because it will be perpetually stunned until its death. When you put a few sL

points into Stun, the duration of the stun increases so that you can have more i

j
between attacks. This provides more time to choose how to finish off the enemy, -

another enemy, or run if you need to.

5°

2.<J

<»•<»

Q Double Throw (Level 12; Mana Cost = 2)

Like Double Swing, Double Throw simply allows you to quickly throw two weap

(one from each hand). In addition, it increases the attack rating of each thrc

weapon. The importance of the attack rating increase cannot be overstated. A

adding just a few skill points to Double Throw, the attack improves by 50 percent.

Tu
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Leap Attack (Level 18; Mana Cost = 9)

is a skill that allows you to leap onto a target and then immediately attack. The

Attack is a very powerful attack because you cannot be hit while you’re in the act

aping. After adding just a few skill points, you can leap about 10 yards and increase

; damage inflicted by nearly 200 percent. Many Blizzard employees use Leap Attack

jmp in and out of melee fighting so as to avoid taking hits while still causing sub-

:iai damage.

Leap Attack is also useful because you can leap further at

level 1 than with the standard Leap skill at the same level,

and can use it to leap from place to place, regardless of the

presence of enemies. For example, there are enemies in

the Arcane Sanctuary on nearby platforms that attack

you. In this case, you can simply Leap Attack over and

take out the enemies rather than looking for the proper

teleporter usually required to transport you to the action.
his may be the Barbarian's

\ sfcrJJ—use it for attacks or

getting around!

The only downside to

Double Throw is that you

must have weapons that

you can throw, GJhen

Fighting lots of enemies,

you need plenty of throw*

ing weapons at your dis-

posal, If not you'll run out

of weapons and be left

without a weapon with

which to fight.

ATTACK RADIUS (YARDS) • A
1 i
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[? Concentrate (Level 18; Mana Cost = 2)

Vith this skill, your attack can be uninterrupted, which for the Barbarian can be criti-

al. When surrounded by enemies, having your attack interrupted by being hit is a com-

r.on occurrence. However, when using Concentrate, your attack will finish regardless

>f any damage you take.

:oncentrate is also a handy skill because it improves your attack and defense rating

chile you’re attacking the enemy. It’s nice to have at least one point in this skill just in

:ase you get surrounded by a pack of creatures.

TACK DAMAGE MODIFIER <+%)
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_ Frenzy (Level 24; Mana Cost = 2)

When this skill is invoked, a successful hit increases the attack speed and velocity fad

each successive hit. After placing a few points into this skill, the duration of action u

long enough that you can deliver many consecutive, faster, and more powerful h;a

because Frenzy also increases your attack rating.

This skill is considerably more powerful after adding six or seven skill points into it,

even then it’s most effective against enemies that require several hits to kill. For example!

if you use Frenzy on an enemy that requires only one or two hits to kill, then the cuir^

lative effects of Frenzy will be lost. Therefore, Frenzy is best used against tougher enemie

that require many hits to take down and is not as useful against run-of-the-mill fodder

DURATION (SECONDS) &Hi
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IP Whirlwind (Level 30)

As the folks at Blizzard like to say, "Think Tasmanian

Devil.” With this skill, your Barbarian’s weapons actually

go into a ‘whirlwind’ and hack away at anything in the

path. It's important to note that in the first few levels it

actually penalizes you by decreasing the damage it causes.

However, after you get past Level 4, Whirlwind not only

increases the damage you inflict (substantially), but it also

increases the attack rating as well.

Whirlwind is a skill the

been likened to watchi

the Tasmanian Devil i

cartoon fame.

Chapter 2: The Characters



i-at tactic for Whirlwind is to click on an area behind a group of enemies and have

Barbarian clear a path as he chops them into little pieces.

ANA COST
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Berserk (Level 30; Mana Cost = 5)

is a powerful skill that makes your Barbarian go berserk. You attack with a greater

£ :k rating and a greater magical damage rating. You must remember that when you

:

points into this skill and receive the huge attack bonuses, its duration actually goes

n rather than up. This is because the effect of the skill is so great that any duration

tr than 1.5 seconds at higher levels would make the skill too powerful.
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Combat Masteries

A Barbarian who’s mastered the six arts (mace, axe, sword, pole arm, throwing, an

spear) is be a force to be reckoned with. Unfortunately, putting many points into all c

the Masteries is not feasible, so the best thing to do is choose a Mastery and run wit

it. Oftentimes, gamers will wait and hold onto skill points until they pick up a weapo

that they like, and then put the skill points into the area that matches that weapon

Master/bs (An Available at Level 1)

This set of skills adds to the damage inflicted by the class of weapons that you’ve p

the skill points into. The masteries include Sword, Axe, Mace, Pole Arm, Throwing, ai

Spear. When points are added to these skills, the damage inflicted by the improve

weapon class increases dramatically. For example, if you want to use swords throuc

out the game, then Sword Mastery is the skill to put your skill points into.

The player that puts points into the Masteries will always be more successful than tl

player that puts their points into other Barbarian skills exclusively. The reason \\1

Masteries are so powerful is that they dramatically improve the performance of groir

of weapons. Therefore, no matter which weapon in that class you’re using, you’ll ahva

have the benefit of the Mastery.

If a Barbarian invests heavily in Axe Mastery, the benefits of the Mastery will always!

there, no matter which axe he uses as he passes through the game. No casting

required to utilize Masteries. You only need the kind of weapon that will benefit frj

Dereh Simmons, Senior Oft

Analyst at Blizzard, sug-

gesb that you saue shill

points that you have ear-

marked for Masteries until

you find a weapon that

you'll want to keep and

use throughout the game.

Usually around Act II, you

will haue found a few

desirable weapons, and

one is probably a fauorite.

©hen you’ve decided on

the class of weapon you

are going to keep, you

can put your points into

that Mastery so that you

can best use the great

weapon youVe found!
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jjjP Ikon Skin (Level 18)

Iron Skin is a skill that improves your overall defense rating. With a few points adu

to it, this skill becomes very powerful because the Barbarian often has a high defer

rating since his strength allows him to wear massive armor.

Iron Skin modifies the defense rating by a percentage. So, if you put in eight skill pom

your Barbarian’s defense rating will double, which is an impressive boost to a \ -

important statistic. For example, if your Barbarian has a defense rating ol 200. ai

nur pioht skill nnints into Iron Skin, then your Barbarian will have a defense ..

VPOLEAKM MASTERY ATTACK MODIFIER i+%)
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Increased Speed (Level 24)

i skill increases the speed at which the Barbarian walks

runs. Having the ability to walk and run faster has

s;t implications in Diablo II. If you can walk faster, then

. don’t have to rely on Run to escape from certain ene-

cs, thus sparing your Stamina. Likewise, if you can run

r.er. you can escape from fast enemies that you would

have been able to previously elude. Even in the first

eurle of levels, it’s well worth adding a point or two into

ib skill.

Having increased speed can

make running away from ,

or catching up to, enemies

much easier.

mmVALK/RUN SPEED BONUS (%)
— <c.
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Natural Resistance (Level 30)

L the higher levels of Diablo II, one of the main dangers to your character comes from

igiral attacks (fire, cold, poison, and electrical). Natural Resistance is a skill that

.-.creases your resistance to these attacks, thus making your Barbarian considerably

ess vulnerable at higher levels.

The benefit you receive from putting skill points into this skill may seem small; howev-

even a 12 percent protection from a magical attack can mean the difference between

Tie and death.

ALL RESISTANCES (+%)
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Warcries

The skills in this area are great tools for the Barbarian at any time. However, many of

.hem, like Taunt and Battle Command, really shine when used in a multiplayer team

situation.



Battle Command, for example, gives each party member who’s close to you an extra

skill point in every skill they have for a brief period of time. The first skill in this set is

Howl, which forces the enemies to run away from your position. This skill is handv

whether you’re in the Blood Moor of Act I or the deepest recesses of Hell.

TIP.

You can use Howl to make

a group of enemies more

manageable, for example,

if a pack of monsters runs

at you, you can invoke

Howl and send the first

row of enemies away,

leaving only those that

weren't affected by Howl

to fight you. This can

reduce the number of

enemies you must face at

once, thus making your

task easier.

H Howt (Level 1 ; Mana Cost = 4)

This skill frightens monsters into retreating from your posi-

tion. Howl works within a specific radius around your

character which you can see when Howl is used. Upon

using this skill, enemies will run for a set distance or a set

amount of time, depending on how many skill points have

been put into Howl. This skill works just as well in Act IV

as it does in Act I, so it’s valuable to use at any time dur-

ing the game.

Hmvf is a very handy skill

that wilt send your enemies

running!

ENEMY RUNS (YARDS)

[ LEVEL 2 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 6 LEVEL 7 LEVELS LEVEL* LEVEL W

ENEMY RUNS (SECONDS)

L£VIU w.: wv.lV otl* ""'"wn± L«vn« urn*. wilt wmw

LEVEL 11 LEVEL 12 LEVEL I 3 LEVEL I* LEVEL IS LEVEL 16 LEVEL 17 LEVEL IS LEVEL 19 LEVEL 2:

Find Potion (Level 1; Mana Cost = 2)

With this skill, there’s a chance that you may find a potion on a dead body. The potu

you find is generated randomly, but the most common potions are Health Potions .

Mana Potions.

As a rule, this skill doesn’t need more than one or two skill points added to it. Even w

I

a 15 percent chance of getting a Health Potion, this usually creates enough potions t.j

your Barbarian won’t have to worry about buying potions in town. This is a great skill

multiplayer action as well, because you can search the bodies of the dead and turn

Health Potions for your party members that may be in need of healing.

CHANCE TO FIND (%) P HH ^p |P
LEVEL t U^L 2 Lev EL 3 LEVEL-* LEVEL S LEVEL 4 LEVEL 7 LEVEL * level * LEVELm
LEVEL II LEVEL 12 LEVEL 13 LEVEL 14 LEVEL IS level is level n level is LEVEL 1* LEVELD

. .



Taunt (Level 6; Majva Cost = 3)

skill taunts a monster to approach and fight. Although this may not seem like a

ou’d use often (because enemies come to you anyway), there are uses for this skill

.•ill help your Barbarian in single and multiplayer mode.

ngle-player combat, you can use Taunt to bring ranged-weapon enemies directly to

rather than having to run them down yourself. Also, you can bring enemies out of

rm where they may be lurking (for example, when you want to pull minions away

their controller, such as the Countess in the Tower). Lastly, you can use Taunt in

riplayer mode to pull an enemy off a party member that’s taking a beating, thus

sring them from death in certain situations.

VRGET’S DAMAGE (-%) nil
-'ELI LEVELS LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 7 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 9 LEVEL l© I

j 3

£Vel It LEVEL 12 LEVEL 13 LEVEL U LEVEL IS LEVEL 14 LEVf L 17 LEVEL l« LEVEL I? LEVEL 20

RGET’S ACCURACY RATING<-%),

=V£U LEVEL 2 LEVELS LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 7 LEVEL* LEVEL » LEVEL 10

7 n '9 *3

.EVIL 11 LEVEL \2 LEVEL 13 LEVEL 14 LEVEL IS LEVEL IS LEVEL U LEVEL 14 LEVEL 1? LEVEL 2®

It should be noted that

Taunt also decreases the

attach and defense rating

of the eneim^ so it has

value beyond simply

drawing enemies toward

you.

*5 35 37 39

J Shout (Level 6; Mana Cost = 6)

Shout is a skill that dramatically increases the defense rating of your Barbarian and any

i ;ies. Even a level 1 Shout skill adds 100 to your defense bonus for 16 seconds. When

: laying multiplayer, this skill will attach to any ally that’s close enough to you, so they

«il] also enjoy the greatly enhanced defense rating. This skill is excellent to use just

rstore you move into a heavy melee battle.

DURATION (SECONDS)
.
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H n j mm ;

3 s

»•' in melee combat.

This skill is best used when fighting in tight quarters or against several enemies that an

in close proximity. The duration of this skill is the most important part of Battlecr

especially when you’re facing tough monsters that may take more than a minute to k:.S

To increase the duration of this skill, just add more skill points.
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Settle Orders (Level 24; Mana Cost = 7)

skill is especially powerful in multiplayer situations because it gives you and your

boosts in Life, Stamina, and mana for a relatively small mana cost. The downside

[tie Orders is that it costs one-third of your hit points to invoke! You should use

Orders only when it can benefit your party in multi-

;r. or when you have a life-stealing piece of equipment

vill compensate for the lost you as you attack.

:e the Barbarian can use Find Potion to scrounge up

s ing potions, you may want to use the extra potions you

to counteract the life lost when you use this skill. On

upside, the benefits this skill bestows on you and your

V are very worthwhile, and the more points you put
categories 0f stats for you and

this skill, the longer the effects Will last. your nearby party members.

11URATION (SECONDS) HBE2
-IVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL ft LEVEL * LEVEL 7 LEVEL t LEVEL * LEVEL 1©

1
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Ge/m Ward (Level 24; Mana Cost = 4; Duration = 40 sec.)

iis skill turns a fallen enemy into a gruesome totem that frightens away enemies and

events them from coming near the area where the ward stands. When you use Grim

^ard, the enemies will not pass the area near the ward until it disappears, thus giving

3U extra time to regroup or create a town portal. It is especially effective when you

eed to run from enemies and there are bodies in your path.
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i STUN DURATION (SECONDS)

level * level tLevel 4 levelslevel % Lev el sLevel

Level ra level (? level i* level 19
LEVEL 11

B Warcrv (Level 30)

This is a powerful and useful skill that damages and stuns nearby monsters. The

amount of damage and the length of the stun effect is limited by the number of ski!

points in the skill. However, even at level 1, Warcry packs a substantial punch.

The stun effect from Warcry should provide ample time to prepare another attack while

the enemy recovers front the effect. It costs between 1 7 and 36 man a points to ca?. I

Warcry, but in the right situations it’s a skill that's worth having. Use Warcry to slot*

|

down the pace of a frenzied battle by stunning or killing all the enemies near you.

MANA COST mm
L«V«L I UVSL 2 LEVEL 5 1LEVEL 4 LEVEL £ level * LEVEL 1 LEVEL & LEVEL 9 LEVEL JO
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DAMAGE spi
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m Hattie Command (Level 30)

This is a very powerfu and, important skill for use with a party in multiplayer ga~ .

Battle Command increases all of your skills (and those ot nearby allies) by one le

This means that each party member that was within the radius ot your Battle Comma -

when it was cast has an additional level of each skill they have, regardless of the r
-

of character they are.

In a tough battle against formidable opponents, this skill can turn the tide in

party’s favor. As you add skill points to Battle Command, you receive only one be

time. The more points you add, the longer the duration of this skill’s effect. Having

ability to fight for 30 seconds with a higher skill level for a party of six players amt -

St DURATION (SECONDS) wm ___
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are meant as skele

T
he quest walkthrough:

tal guides to help you to find qour waq and complete

each of the quests. Because the distances that qou must

travel in Diablo II, the random nature of manq of the maps, and

the randomness of monsters, items, and shrines, it would be

verq cumbersome and ineffective to provide a detailed walk-

through. Instead, this section is designed to give qou the high

points and keep qou going in the right direction. Also, when-

ever there is a monster that's in the same place euerq time the

game is plaqed (Unique Monsters), we mention them so that

qou know what to expect when qou get there.

The other aspect of Diablo II that affects this chapter is the vari-

ance within each character’s skill classes. The number of possi-

ble strengths and weaknesses For an individual character maq

have is enormous, making it impossible to give specific advice

about fighting individual battles. Rather than discussing that

strategq here, the detailed information about how to use each

skill is covered in the Chapter 2 : The Characters. !37e recommend

that qou review the tactics for each skill qou chose to develop

for qour character class before using them in qour quests.



ict 1: Hie Sightless Evje

Rogue Encampment
|"*l non-player characters or NPCs in the Rogue Encampment play important roles in

efforts to complete Act I. Here is a list that points out each character’s role in terms

I raving, selling, identifying, and repairing items. Knowing just who to go to can save

kU : when you’re in a rush to buy a particular item or heal your aching wounds. Keep

[

- ~:nd that any NPC who sells items will buy any type of saleable item from you.

Warriv: A caravan master who is involved in the first two acts and helps to

advance Diablo IPs story. He stands near Your Private Stash in the Rogue

Encampment.

Charsi: A blacksmith who repairs, buys, and sells Weapons, Armor, and

Arrows/Bolts. Charsi seems to have an affinity for Barbarians.

Akara: Not only is Akara important for some of the quests, she also fully replen-

ishes your health and mana when you talk to her. This spiritual guide of the

Rogues buys and sells Scrolls, Tomes, Potions, Wands, Staffs, and Scepters.

Kashya: The leader of the Rogues is willing to hire some of her warriors out to aid

you in your quests.

Deckard Cain: Your guide from the original Diablo, he is available to assist you

after you complete the Cairn Stones quest. Apart from sagely advice and informa-

tion, Cain will identify items free of charge for the rest of the game.

Ghced: A slick salesman who deals in Armor, Weapons, Magic Items, and Keys.

You can also Gamble on his unidentified magical wares and possibly gain Rare,

Unique, or even Set Piece items.

Mercenaries

iercenary names and attributes are randomly assigned at the beginning of the game,

v it*s not possible for this book to list which of the mercenaries will match up with a

articular set of stats. Therefore, we supply the important information about the range

abilities a group of mercenaries will have so that you can decide whether it’s worth

: ire I ling out the gold for their services or not. The mercenaries in the Rogue

Encampment can be hired from Kasha, and will have attributes that are within the

; . Sowing ranges:

Level: 3-10 Life: 30-60

Gold (cost): 150-490 Defense: 15-45

Damage: 1-3 or 2-4

WARRIV

CHARSI

AKARA

KASHYA

CAIN

GHEED



AKARA

Quest: Den of Evil

As you would expect from the first quest of the game, this one begins near the Rogue
|

Encampment in the Blood Moor and is meant to help you cut your teeth and get a feel

for your character. Before you begin this quest, move around the Blood Moor and figh-

until you gain a level. This will earn you a skill point and some more attribute points to

improve your character. Akara will now give this speech to begin your first quest.

“There is a place of great evil in the wilderness. Rashida’s rogue scouts have informed

me that a cave nearby is filled with shadowy creatures and horrors from beyond the

grave.

1 fear that these creatures are massing for an attach against our encampment. If you

are sincere about helping us, find the dark labyrinth and destroy the foul beasts. May

the Great Eye watch over you."

Move through the Blood Moor and keep an eye out for a

cavern entrance. When you discover the entrance, you

can descend into the Den of Evil.

The Den of Evil consists of

only one level, and the com-

pletion of the quest requires

you to dear it of all monsters. Descend into the Den of Evil-

The Quest log (which can be ZtoXT
accessed by pressing the let-

ter ‘Ql) will inform you of your progress. Toward the end

the quest, it will tell you just how many enemies remr

for you to destroy.

The Den of Evil is a one-level

cavern that must he chared of

all monsters

.

As you work your way through the Den of Evil, you will

meet one Unique monster by the name of Corpse Fire

whose special attack (Spectral Hit) does massive damage.

When the all of the enemies

have been defeated, you will

have completed the quest. At

this point, you can visit Akara

who will give vou a rare extra Vou will meet one Unique;.
b

'

, ster in the Den of Evtl.

Skill Point to put into one of

your character’s skills.

When the quest is complete,

the sun will shine into the

Den of Evil



iest: Sisters’ Burial Grounds
t quest is triggered by either talking to Kasha after completing the Den of Evil quest or

stumbling across the Cemetery. When it’s over, Kasha will then offer you the option to

Rogue mercenaries from her.

“My Rogue scouts have reported an abomination in the Monastery graveyard!

Apparently Andarial is not content on taking only our living. Blood Raven, one of our

finest captains in the battle against Diablo at Tristram, was also one of the first to be

,HYA corrupted by Andariel, Mow you’ll find her in the Monastery graveyard raising our

dead as zombies! U?e cannot abide this defilement! If you are truly our ally you will

help us destroy her.”

he battle to kill Blood Raven occurs in the Burial

•rounds, located off the Cold Plains. Fight your way

rough the Cold Plains, gaining experience and money

ong the way—an extra level of experience never hurts

nen facing an adversary like Blood Raven.

When you enter the Burial

Grounds you 11 encounter a you must cross the Cold Plains

multitude of undead mon- to reach the Burial Grounds.

sters. Kill off all of the enemies you see and work your way

toward the Cemetery in the central area.

Eventually you’ll see Blood

.... . . . , . Raven. She’s fast and raises
There will he plenty of undead
to deal with as you approach new zombies Straight OUt of

the Cemetery. ^ grQund tQ fight for her

cause! Blood Raven fights with a bow and likes to run

r.vay if she takes any hits. Because she’s so fast, you’ll

reed to run to catch up to her. It’s also important to

-emember that Blood Raven does fire damage with fire

arrows, so she’s one tough customer.

Blood Raven will put up a
good fight!

Don't follow Blood Rauen

in a straight line because

shell turn and shoot

yuicMif and most certain-

ly hit you if you>e right

behind her.

if you’re a character class that can fight hand-to-hand battles, it’s best to pin Blood

Raven in a corner to fight her; otherwise, she’ll repeatedly run away, and then fire

arrows at you when she stops. Her ‘run and shoot’ approach can result in you taking a

lot of damage without hitting her much.



TIP.

using an Amazon

against Blood Raven,

attack bt| thf owing

javelins, Thi& is a wise tac-

tic because it provides

your best chance to do a

lot of damage from a dis-

tance, As a necromancer,

Amplify Damage is a key

spell to use on her. fflhen

you're a Barbarian, Bash

can knock Blood Raven

off her rhydm

When Blood Raven is dead, descend into the Crypt and

Mausoleum—there’s some great loot and cool items in

these areas. Both the Crypt and Mausoleum are designed

to raise your character's level and give them wealth, so it

could hurt you not to explore these areas.

The Mausoleum and Crypt

are not cakewalks, however,

so expect to see a couple

Unique monsters (which are

random) and plenty of other

beasts when you venture to

these areas.

The Crypt and Mausoleum are

both worth exploring to boost

your experience and wealth.

When Blood Raven dies,

she'll often drop a magic
item or two!

Quest: The Cairn Stones
Your character should be between level 6 and 8 to approach The Cairn Stones quc

This quest is enabled either by completing the Blood Raven quest or discovering

Tree of Inifuss. Once the quest is enabled, you must talk to Akara, at which time she!

tell you to get the scroll from the Tree of Inifuss (unless you’ve already been there).

i
AKARA I

‘It is clear that we are facing an €vil difficult to comprehend, let alone combat. Th«

is onlq one Horadrim Sage, schooled in the most arcane historq and tore, who cow

help us... his name is Dechard Cain. You must travel to Tristram. I praij that he still lives

The Tree of Inifuss is in the Dark Wood. To get there, you must enter the Stony Fi=

and find the Underground Passageway.

You will face plenty of enemies In the Underground

Passageway, so be ready to fight. When you exit, you’ll be

In the Dark Wood. Here, you must explore and attempt to

find the Tree of Inifuss. Once again, your task is seriously

challenged by a host of monsters.

The Underground Passage

is found in the Stony Field I

the side of a cliff



nr iffBTMiffmr rrjTfa

you reach the Tree of Inifuss, you must fight a

.e Gargantuan Beast that is extremely strong and

as well as his minions. Once they are disposed of, you

dick on the tree to get the Bark Scroll, then use a Town

or Waypoint to get back to the Rogue Encampment

Akara's help In deciphering your new-found artifact.

the Scroll has been deciphered, you'll be able to visit

Taim Stones and open the Portal to Tristram. A Unique Gargantuan Beast,

Treehead Woodfist, guards the

Tree of Inifuss.

he Cairn Stones are in the

ony Field. They're guarded
by Rakanishu, a Unique
monster that's Lightning

Enchanted and returns

damage to you every time
you hit him.

A fight against Rakanishu and his minions awaits you at

the Cairn Stones. Once he’s dead, touch the stones in the

order written on the scroll by right-clicking its image in

your inventory to open a red portal that transports you to

Tristram.

Tristram is swarming with

enemies. Release Deckard

Cain from his prison in the

middle of Tristram to open a

Portal back to the Rogue

Encampment.

After Cain is released you can , .
' When the stones are touched

fight Griswold—a Unique m the correct order, a portal to

monster who’s cursed.
Tristram opens.

Griswold puts up a tough fight, but he's relatively slow

—

a ranged attack should take him out fairly easily.

In the far (left) side of

leasing Cain will satisfy this Tristram you’ll see Wirt. Pick

rest, but there's more to do in up his leg, which can at the
refrain than releasing Cain . . . T

very least be used as a

weapon and may have other

uses (hint, hint!). When you

take Wirt's leg, his corpse will

spew out all that gold he

bilked you out of in the first

game like a slot machine giving up a jackpot!

EX™
You can run to Tristram, hit

the cage Cain is in, then

run out guichly and get

out; but if you do this, you

will miss a lot of monsters

and you wont get tPirt

s

Leg. GPhile this may or

may not be of any signifi-

cance, it’s not within the

scope of this booh to milh

it any further, even if the

results might be moving.

Griswold is cursed and will

fight you fo the death.

Take Writ's leg and collect all

of the money he dishes out

Return to the Rogue Encampment and Deckard Cain will

thank you. From this point forward hell identify items for

free.



Quest: The Forgotten Tower
Finding the Moldy Tome in the Stony Field activates this quest. Your character shout

be between levels 6-9 character to undertake this quest. When you read the Tome you 1

learn this:

TOME

‘Y.&nd so it came to pass that the Countess, who once bathed in the rejuvenatinc

blood of a hundred virgins, was burned alive, And her castle in which so many erne

deeds took place fell rapidly to ruin. Rising over the buried dungeons in that god-for-

saken wilderness, a solitary tower, like some monument to €vil, is all that remains.

The Countess s fortune was believed to be divided among the clergy, although son

say that more remains unfound, still buried alongside the rotting skulls that bear mute

witness to the inhumanity of the human creature."

The Forgotten Tower is in the Black Marsh, which can be

reached by traveling through the Dark Wood. Needless to

say, there will be all kinds of monsters getting in your way

as you move through these areas, so keep a Town Portal

scroll on hand at all times, and remember to activate any

waypoints you come across on your travels.

You must find this book in \

Stony Field to activate the

Forgotten Tower quest.

As you trovei through the

Dark Wood and the Black
Marsh, youll face a lot of
opposition , so be prepared

to fight

,

When you reach the

Forgotten Tower you'll soon

realize that the tower has

been razed and the real adventure lies underground. E

and be prepared to hack through five levels before '

reach the Countess (the boss for this quest). Each level

the Forgotten Tower has at least one Unique monster

Champion group that you must face. These monsters

generated randomly so we can’t tell you for sure w

you’ll face, but it’s safe to say that these five Tower le

will keep you busy.

There are a few things you need to know about the

Countess before you meet her. First, she’s Fire Enchanted,

so she’s capable of dealing fire damage. Specifically, the

Countess likes to conjure up Fire Walls in your way, so be
^

prepared to do some fancy footwork to avoid the flames.

You may face a group ofj

Champions or a Unique \

ster on every level of the

ForgoHen Tower.



Formidable minions also

guard the Countess, and it’s

important to take them out

first or you’ll never be able to

successfully fight her. The

Barbarian's Taunt skill is

excellent for this situation

because the Countess won’t

leave the room she’s in,

swing you to use Taunt to pull her minions out one at a

and kill them individually. After her servants are out

tie way, move in and fight the Countess one-on-one.

Eltip

The Countess is a

formidable foe ,

Once the Countess has been

defeated
,
you'll discover all the

riches to be had!

The Fire UMs used by the

Countess are to be reck-

oned with. If you have an

item that reduces the

effect of an enemy's magic

or some fire resistance,

you can endure the flames

without taking much dam-

age.

iest: Tools of the Trade
;
quest is enabled after completing the Forgotten Tower quest and having a conver-

3n with Charsi. Upon completion Charsi will imbue one of your items with magical

perties, making this a significant accomplishment in your on-going adventure. To

^in this quest you should be around level 10 before you talk to Charsi.

“When I fled the Monastery 1 left behind my Horadric Maius, an enchanted

smithing hammer. If you can retrieve it for me, I will use its magic to strengthen your

equipment."

must now visit the Outer Cloister (be sure to hit the

joint marker there). Follow this path to get there:

ee from the Dark Wood to the Black Marsh to the

roe Highlands to the Monastery. This is a long and

iuous journey that will require you to be victorious in

sny battles.

Eventually, you'll work your

way into the Barracks. As you

fight through, you’ll notice a

small image on your map that looks like a hammer—this

is where the Maius (and The Smith) are located.

The Smith is a Unique monster that’s extra strong. There’s

Barrack, will provide lots a Devilkin and his minions in with The Smith, as well, so

monsters for you to fight take them out before you go toe to toe with this beast.
e you actually meet up
with The Smith

*

TIP.

You f

ll have many battles to

fight as you move toward the

Outer Cloister

In Multiplier, every player

that is in the party of the

character that returns the

Maius to Charsi gets the

reward, so make sure you

are grouped before com*

pleting the quest!!
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TIP.

There are two important

things to know about

Charsi imbuing items. First,

she does this only once in

the game, so choose your

item carefully. Secondly, if

you imbue things like

gloves or belts (items not

normally chosen to be

imbued], you can often

acyrire good attributes

such as increased statistics

or health regeneration.

When you’ve finished off The

Smith, grab the Malus and

return it to Charsi; she'll

imbue something for you.

Charsi can imbue any non-

magical, non-thrown, non-

socketed, non-jewelry item,

making it a rare item in the

process by granting it 3-5

minions out first. Keeping your maajca l attributes. Many

attacks is always a good idea, players hold off on imbuing an item until they find a pa(

ticular weapon or piece of armor that’s especially goo

They then journey back to Charsi to get their rare item.

TTie Smith is a powerful

enemy, hut you should be able

to handle him ifyou take his

You only once chance

to imbue an item, so choose

carefully.

Quest: Sisters to the Slaughter
This is the last quest of Act I, and is given to you by Deckard Cain. When you face th

quest, your character should be between level 12 and 16. After you’ve completed :*

five other quests of Act I, talk to Cain in the Rogue Encampment and he’ll give you

quest while passing along some words of wisdom.

“It is certain that we face the demon queen Andariel, who has corrupted the roq^e

sisterhood and defiled their ancestral monastery This does not bode well for us, mj

friend.

CAIN
Ancient Horadric texts record that Anderial and the other lesser evils once overthre

the three prime evils—Diablo, Mephisto, and Gaal banishing them from Hell to

world.

Here, theq caused mankind untold anguish and suffering before theq were finalw

bound within the Soulstones.

Andariel’s presence here could mean that the forces of Hell are once again aligre

behind Diablo and his brothers. If this is true, then I fear for us all. You must kill hr

before the Monastery becomes a permanent outpost of Hell and the waq east o

forever."

To reach your destination, you must travel to the Barracks, down three levels of the

onward to the Inner Cloister, then to the Cathedral, and finally into the Catacombs. ’.

battles in the Jail will be difficult. Often you’ll take damage from enemies behind Lv-

you cannot immediately reach them, but they can still use ranged weapons against



TIP.

Take a Mercenary or

Golem [if yoif're a

Hecromancer) down with

you to use as a decoy

when you face ftndarieh

then use a bow or some

other ranged weapon to

hit Andariel while she

attacks your sidekick.

There’s a small room in the Catacombs level 4. Clear it and

the surrounding area, then open the double doors to face

Andariel. Andariel is tough,

scary, and a vicious oppo-

nent. In addition to her other

attacks, she throws out a lot

of poison, so anything you

have that can give you poison

resistance will help consider-

ably. Some items have Poison

distance, and the Paladin's Cleansing Aura is excellent

—

: .’ill help everyone in your party in Multiplayer.

The Catacombs are full

of Unique and Champion
monsters.

Andariel is a ferocious crea-

ture, but you can defeat her!

After passing through the three Jail levels, you’ll find your-

self in the Inner Cloister where you’ll face a Unique Spike

Fiend by the name of Flame Spike the Crawler. Eliminate

the creature and then proceed to the Cathedral.

Fight your way through the

Cathedral to the Catacombs

entrance, then descend and

to fight. get ready for a rough ride,

are plenty of randomly generated Unique and

ipion monsters to face in the Catacombs, so be sure

the Waypoint marker on level 2—you’ll probably

to use it.

“it

Expect ta ftght a Unique Spike
Fiend named Flame Spike the

Crawler in the Inner Cloister,
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Act 11: Tlic Secret ofthe Vizjcrci

Lut Gholein

CAIN

GEGLASH

GRIEZ

WARRIV

LYSANDER

ATMA

DROGNAN

PMfS

ELZ1X

MESHIF

As in the Rogue Encampment, the NPCs in Lut Gohlein play important roles in yoi

efforts to complete Act II. This list gives a brief description of each characters role ir

this act.

Warriv: After providing your transportation from the Rogue Encampment, he

now setting up trade routes in Lut Gholein.

Lysander: This addled alchemist buys and sells Potions, Keys, and various othe

items.

Fara: A former Paladin, she automatically replenishes your health and mar

when you deal with her. Fara also repairs and sells Armor and Weapons, bo:^

mundane and Magical.

Deckard Cain: Coming with you from the Rogue encampment, he continues

identify your needs as well as any items you may find.

Atma: The owner of the public house, she is looking for a hero to avenge her mi

dered husband and son. Atma gives you the Radament’s Lair quest.

Geglash: The town drunk who offers a few laughs and some cryptic informal

on the current state of affairs.

Drognan: This aged sorcerer buys and sells Staffs, Scepters, Wands, Scroll

Tomes, and Health Potions.

Griez: In charge of guarding the city, he also hires out his well-trail

Mercenaries*

Elzix: His days as a renowned bandit behind him, he buys and sells Weapons

;

Armor. He is also willing to let you Gamble on his unidentified magical items.

Jerhyn: The troubled young leader of Lut Gholein.

Kaelan: A Guard of the Palace.

Meshif: The captain of a ship that will be your eventual transport to the next

Mercenaries

As in the Rogue Encampment, mercenary names and attributes are randomly assii

in Lut Gohlein. Therefore, we supply the important information about the range ot.

ities a group of mercenaries will have so that you can decide whether it s worthwhii

hire them or not. The mercenaries in Lut Gohlein can be hired from Griez, and wi

attributes that are within the following ranges:

Level: 9-17

Gold (cost); 300-700

Damage: 2-6 or 3-8

Life: 120-180

Defense: 25-60

Special Attack: None/Jab Attack/Poison

Resistance (ability)



iest: Radament’s Lair
Atma has a personal stake in Radament being destroyed, she is the one who

r t~s you this quest. Your character should be between level 16 and 18 by the time

tach this quest. She provides you the following valuable information:

HA

“In the sewers below our city, there lurhs a horrid creature that hungers for human

flesh. The creature has hilled many, including my son and my husband. If you destroy

it, I will reward you. Please be careful though, that beast has taken enough from us

already. The sewer entrance is through the trap door just up the street."

:e you enter the Sewers, you must pass through sever-

; /els before you reach the area where Radament is

sted. Be sure to hit the Waypoint marker on Level 2 of

Sewers in case you die, This will make your Journey

:k much quicker. There are plenty of new enemies in the

twers; you’ll typically face Burning Archers and Burning

ad, so ready an item that gives you fire resistance.

The trap door to the sewers
below Lut Gohlien is easy

to find .

When you reach Radament,

you'll have a tough fight

indeed. Radament can poison you, and he’s also magic

resistant, which can make life hard for the Sorceress. He's

also surrounded by his minions, which he can resurrect

after you’ve killed them.

Using cold based or freezing

: Sewers teem with new and attacks is an excellent way to
ferocious enemies. ^^ Radament because

ou can shatter one of his servants, it’s gone forever and

mnot be resurrected. Likewise, when the Necromancer

uses Raise Skeleton on a

fallen minion, it means that it

can no longer work in

Radament’s favor.

Radament can resurrect bis

minions after you kill them

.

Vhen Radament diesr you cun
get the Horadric Scroll and

take it to Cain.

When Radament is dead, pick up the Book of Skill that he

drops and read it to get an extra skill point! Then, search

for the Horadric Scroll in a nearby chest. Take this Scroll

to Cain and you’ll receive an important new quest.



Quest: The Horadric Staff
Once you have delivered the Horadric Scroll to Cain, he will send you on a quest fc‘

the Horadric Staff. He also reveals some important details when describing your quest

M
CAIN |

E^tip.
The Horadric Cube 1$ a

special item that you’ll

want to Keep throughout

the game. The cube can

be used to ‘transmute'

objects and create new

ones, Chech out Chape r i:

The Basics to learn more

about the Horadric Cube,

including a few recipes for

rushing interesting things.

“Ahh... The lost Horadric Scroll! ©hat a fortunate turn of events...

As the last living Horadrim, I alone have knowledge of its meaning. Mow, to read the

Horadric runes it bears... Hmmm...

The Horadric Mages, after binding Baal within Tal Kasha, magically sealed off his

Burial Chamber from the mortal realm. Those same Mages also crafted fearsome

Horadric Staves and imbued them with the special power to open the Chamber s hid-

den door.

After nearly losing one to die thievery of a rogue sorcerer, they divided all the

Horadric Staves into two parts-wooden shaft and metal headpiece-hiding then

separately to safeguard them.

The Horadrim foresaw our current plight and designed the hiding places to revea

themselves to worthy heroes like you.

Collect both parts of a Horadric Staff and unite them using a Horadric Cube. Then.

you may enter Tal Rasha's Burial Chamber.

This quest is the longest and most involved you’ve unde

taken thus far in Diablo U . The three items you need

obtain are the Horadric Cube, the Horadric Shaft, and v

Viper Amulet, (top or the Horadric Staff)- The first pie

you need to find is the Horadric Cube, which is sor

where on level 3 in the Halls of the Dead, located in f

Dry Hills.

Yi»u must venture through the

Dry Hilts to reach the Halls of When you get to level 3 of the

the Dead.
Halls of the Dead you'll find

a Unique Sabre Cat guarding the Horadric Cube, along

with a bevy of other monsters that would like nothing bet-

ter than to destroy you. Once these enemies have been

dealt with, pick up the Horadric Cube and put it in your
Mons(ers that do not }ikc

inventory, uninvited guests guard ihz

' Horadric Cube,



next item you’ll need is the Horadric Shaft, which

. 11 find on level 3 in the Sand Maggot Lair, located in

Far Oasis. The Shaft is guarded by a Unique monster

;d Cold Worm the Devourer.

Cold Worm the Devourer will

be only part of the enemy

equation in your quest to

obtain the Horadric Shaft, so

be prepared to fight long and

hard, and carry potions and

Town Portal Scrolls with you.

Cold Worm the Devourer
till put up a fight for the

Horadric Shaft.

Next
,
you’d need to enter the

Sand Maggot lair in the Far
Oasis.

The final item you must

acquire to complete this

st is the Viper Amulet. Youll find it on level 2 of the

V Viper Temple in the Valley of the Snakes, which is

t the Lost City, and then beyond the Far Oasis.

You must find your way
through the Valley of the

Snakes to the Claw
Viper Temple .

feti ff have to face Fang Skin
before acquiring the

Viper Amutet

You'll meet a host of enemies

in the Claw Viper Temple, and

when you come to the Viper

Amulet you must fight a

Unique monster named Fang Skin. This beast is extremely

fast and presents a challenging battle. Take along Plenty of

Thawing potions and some Cold resistance would be a good

idea, too. Once the last piece of the quest is in your inven-

tory, head back to Lut Gohlein and visit Deckard Cain to

have him identify both parts of the Staff. Then, follow his

directions carefully to restore it to usefulness..

[uest: Tainted Sun
oil finish the Horadric Staff quest, then the Tainted Sun

est Is already complete. If you haven't accomplished this

then Tainted Sun is a stand-alone quest. You are tasked

ih your new quest when you enter the Lost City. The sun

:s out and you must find the Viper Template and destroy

evil altar (thus releasing the Viper Amulet) to undo the

that has blackened the day.

Thrs quest overlaps with the

Horadric Staff quest. If you
are attempting The Tainted

Sun quest first t then go to the

Lost City to trigger it .



Quest: The Arcane Sanctuary
Drognan in Lut Gohlein gives you the quest to seek out the Arcane Sanctuary. After yc

kill Radament, Jheryn will give you the Seven Tombs quest. Drognan will activate tr

Arcane Sanctuary quest, which will allow you to enter the palace. You'll proce

through the Harem to the Palace Cellar, where you'll find the Arcane Sanctuary. Whe

accepting this quest from Drognan, he gives you some advice.

I3JLTIP.

tflhen moving in the

Arcane Sanctuary the

Barbarian and the

Sorceress have definite

advantages over the other

character classes. The

Barbarian s Leap is ver^

effective for bypassing

teleporters to get from

one ledge to another,

while the Teleport Shitl of

the Sorceress achieves the

same ends.

fue been researching the old records* trying to find the location of Tal Rasha’s Tomb

Though I haven't found the Tomb itself, I may have a good lead For you.

The great Vizjerei Summoner, Horazon, built his Arcane Sanctuary somewhere aroun

DROGAN
here He was a powerful spellcaster and kept demons as slaves within the Sanctuary

He kept a close eye on great events, too—such as the imprisonment of Baal within Ta

Rasha's Tomb.

If you could find Horazon’s Sanctuary, I’m sure that it would hold some clue as to th

Tomb’s location. Though I doubt Horazon is still alive, you must proceed with caution

There's no telling what could be waiting inside.

When I spoke of this with Lord Jerhyn, he asked that I send you to him. Perhaps I

knows of a secret entrance or the like."

In Lut Gohlein, go to the Palace and request entrance.

Once inside, descend to Harem level 1, then further to

level 2. Of course, the Harem is not easy; you’ll have ene-

mies to fight the whole way, so be prepared.

After the Harem you'll

descend through three levels

of Palace Cellar, eventually

finding the entrance to the

Arcane Sanctuary. Fire Eye, a

Unique Sand Raider, guards this passage. Destroy

monster to finish the quest, then enter the Arc,

Sanctuary.

The Harem is not a walk
fhe park—there will be man

battles to be fought

Take out Fire Eye to clear the

wav to the Arcaae Sanctuary.

Enter the Arcane Sanctuary and start working your way

through it. Be absolutely sure to hit the Waypoint in the

middle of the Sanctuary because it’s entirely possible that

you’ll die in this area and will need to get back quickly.

Be sure to hit this Waypoint i

the Arcane Sanctutity.



iuest: The Summoner
Is quest is activated when you meet the Summoner in the Arcane Sanctuary. During

encounter, he’ll taunt you with a tortured laugh.

“Muhuhahaha!"

MMONER

Summoner is impersonating Horazon. When you find

i, you must destroy him. Resistance to cold is important

-en fighting the Summoner because he uses Ice Blast.

Paladin’s Resist Cold aura is very useful in this situa-

un, and will not only help the Paladin, but also any party

embers (in Multiplayer), as well. As a rule, it’s best to use

nged weapons against the Summoner rather than getting

» hand-to-hand combat because he packs a substantial

ich.
The Summoner is tough , but

he must be taken out if you
are to proceed.

Iuest: The Seven Tombs
fiyn gives this quest. He tells you that you need to search for Diablo himself, and that

search will take you to Tal Rasha’s Tomb. Here, you must find the chamber with the

rcle of Seven Symbols, place the Horadric Staff into receptacle in its center, and kill

iriel. Thus begins the quest for the Seven Tombs. Jerhyn has some advice to give

jring this exchange.

,

IERHYN

“I have heard of your many deeds of skill and bravery I feel I can trust you with some-

thing I have been hesitant to speak of...

Orognan and I have concluded that the Dark Wanderer who passed through here

recently was Diablo, himself! Drognan believes that Diablo is searching the desert for

the secret tomb where the great Horadrim, Tal Rasha, keeps Baal imprisoned.

You must find Diablo and put an end to the terrible evil that has fallen upon our city!

Drognan is wise and is sure to have some helpful advice for you as to how Tal Rasha’s

tomb may be found.

It mai
i
take you quite some time to find The Tomb. May you be ready when you do."



T*TL t, P
When fighting DUriel, it helps to have

"" '— something that reduces freeze/cold dura-
Create a Town Portal as

, „ T ,

soon as Hou enter Tal tion, because Duriel will use this magic on

Rashas Tomb-once the you. it is important to note, however, that

SMTP'S Ms chilling

and get field a

Demonic power and

not an Elemental

magic, so resistances to cold are ineffective in staving

this attack. Keep Duriel at a distance and you’ll fair

better than if you engage him in dose combat. Duriel

Duriel is a powerful foe with es fast and has a powerful melee attack that will do b

plenty of hit points, so prepare stun ancj knock back. He also has a huge amount of

for a long battle.

points, so you'll have to pound away to take him out.

Chapter 3: The Quests

Take the portal to the Canyon of the Magi. When you

arrive, touch the Waypoint marker in case you need to go

back. You must now find the Tomb of Tal Rasha (by

matching the symbols).

Once inside the chamber,

place the staff in the Horadric

Orifice; this will blow a hole

in the wall and open a door-

way to the tomb of Tal Rasha.

You must then kill Duriel

Match (he Symbols to locate

the Tomb of Tal Rasha.

Placing the staff in the Orifice

will open a passage to the

Tomb of Tal Rasha.

The one exception for the ranged-weapon advice is the

Barbarian. His powerful abilities in Melee attack make it

best for him to go toe-to-toe and use Double Swing with

two weapons against Duriel. Once Duriel’s dead, click on

Tyrael the Angel to free him. Tyrael delivers a speech and

a portal to Jerhyn opens (near palace steps). Back in Lut

Gohlein, go to Meshif and head east.
Click on the Angel Tyrael to

release him and hear ahou:

ivhaf happened to Baal
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\ct 111: The Inferml Gate

URAST DOCKTOWN
n the Rogue Encampment and Lut Gohlein, the NPCs in Kurast Docktown play

-r.utant roles in your efforts to complete Act III. This list gives a brief description of

:h character’s role in this act.

Meshif: His ship stands ready to take a full cargo and you back to Lut Gohlein,

should you wish to return.

Deckard Cain: He continues to offer guidance and his skills as a master of iden-

tification as you continue your journeys here.

Ormus: An enigmatic figure, he automatically replenishes your health and mana
when you talk with him. He also buys and sells Masks, Scepters, Wands, Staffs,

Scrolls, and Tomes.

Alkor: Living in a small hut, this secluded fellow buys and sells Potions while

inviting the wayward adventurer to Gamble on his unknown magical treasures.

Hralti: An enchanter by trade, he buys, sells, and repairs Armor and Weapons of

many kinds.

Asheara: Leader of the Iron Wolves, she will gladly sell you the services of her

magic-wielding Mercenaries.

Natalya: A shadowy woman who offers advice cloaked in mysteries.

Mercenaries

be in the other two towns, mercenary names and attributes are randomly assigned, so

tr.n only the important information about the range of abilities a group of mercenar-

has is included. The mercenaries in Kurast Docktown can be hired from Asheara,

i will have attributes that are within the following ranges:

Level: 15-26 Life: 240-400

Gold (cost): 600-1285 Defense: 80-150

Damage: 3-8 or 4-10 Special Attack: None/Cold Spells/

Fire Spells/Lightning Spells/Fast Cast

NATALYA

Quest: The Golden Bird
This quest starts when you meet the first Unique monster

after leaving Kurast Docktown.

The quest is begun when you kill the first Unique monster

you meet. It doesn’t matter where; it’s simply the first one

you find. Destroy it and you receive the Jade Figurine as

your treasure. This item must be given to Meshif. In

exchange, he will present you with the Golden Bird. You

can now go to Alkor. He will take the Golden bird. Finally,

-; first Unique monster you
)eave Alkor and return for vour reward. Do this and you’ll

et in the wilds outside of the . , ... , . ,

. _ rust Docktown will be the get a Potlon of llfe that adds a permanent +20 to your life!

monster you must kill to

begin this quest .

Act

hi:

The

I

nFERriAL

Gate



Quest: Blade of the Old Religion

Find the Pygmy village in the Flayer Jungle. Hratli will then give you the quest to f:

an enchanted dagger called the Gidbinn. You must kill a Unique Pygmy in the villad

and return the blade to Ormus. Hralti gives you the quest and shares some advice.

“As I told you before. I placed an enchantment upon the dochside in order to keep

the demons at bay. But lately the enchantment seems to be weakening. If memor.

serves me correctly, there is a holy Skatsimi blade that could revitalize the enchan •

HRALTI ment. The blade is called Gidbinn. Find it, and our sanctuary here will remain safe.

Venture into the Flayer Jungle and move around until you

find the Pygmy Village. This area can be confusing to find
|

your way around. Just remember that you’re entering a

new area when you see two pillars.

- - )

You’ll find the Gidbinn in the

Pygmy Village. You must kill

the Pygmy with the Gidbinn

in his hand. To take the

Pygmy out, remember that he

will always charge you, so you don’t have to worry ab

chasing him down—even if he runs away briefly.

Navigating the Flayer Jungr,

isn't easy, especially when

there are enemies to face.

You must kill the Pygmy to get

the Gidbinn. Use a Town Portal to go back to Kurast Docktown and ta

to Ormus. He will give you a rare magical ring that!

random in nature, but always useful. As an additional reward, Asheara will make tn

hiring of her Iron Wolf mercenaries free!

m Quest: Khalim’s Will
Deckard Cain gives this huge, over-arching quest to you. He adds some words of wia

dom and a stern reminder as to your true purpose in Kurast for good measure.

“never forget that your ultimate purpose here in Rurast is to destroy Mephisto. The I

ancient Horadrim imprisoned the Lord of Hatred inside the Guardian Tower that &\

located within the Temple City of Travincal.

CA1N Rnow this, friend-the only way to gain entty to Mephisto’s prison is to destroy the!

artifact known as the Compelling Orb. Mephisto used this device to control th-cf

Zakarum Priests and their followers. The Orb can only be destroyed with an ancier

flail imbued with the spirit of the one incorruptible priest.

j
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Chapter 3: The Quests
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Soon after his imprisonment, Mephisto worked his evil corruption on the Zakarum

priesthood. All were turned to his dark ways, save one—Rhalim, the Que-Hegan of the

High Council.

Mephisto directed the other Council priests to slay and dismember Rhalim and then

scatter his remains across the Kingdom. The Priest Sanhekur succeeded Rhalim as

Que-Hegan, eventually becoming the embodiment of Mephisto here on the mortal

plane.

The corrupted High Council fashioned an Orb to control the rest of the Zakarum faith-

ful and used their powers to hide the lair of their master from mortals.

Your task is to collect the scattered relics of Rhalim—his Heart, his Brain, and his 6ye.

Then, using the Horadric Cube, transmute Rhalim s Flail with his relics. Once this is

accomplished, you must destroy the Compelling Orb with Rhalim's CDill to open the

way into the corrupt sanctum of Mephisto,"

w
this quest you must find three body parts and a Flail.

du will find the first body part, the Eye, in the Spider

avem, which is located in the Spider Forest. Be sure not

confuse the Spider Cavern with the Arachnid Lair.

After you defeat Sszark the

Burning, you can get the

Eye of Khalim

A Unique monster called

Sszark the Burning, a Fire

Spinner, guards the first body

part. When you've defeated You must journey to the Spider

Sszark (fire resistance is help-

ful when fighting him), you’11

be able to open a chest that

contains the Eye and some

other valuables; take them.

Cavern, which will require you
to move through the Spider

Forest and fight the creatures

that stand in your way.

You mast destroy Bndugu
the Fiaver Dungeon to get

at the Brain of Khalim .

The next piece to collect is the Brain of Khalim. It’s located

on the third level of the Flayer Dungeon and is guarded by

Witch Doctor Endugu (a Flayer Shaman). Once you defeat

him, the Brain is yours for the taking.

The third piece of the body, the

Heart, is in level 2 of the

Sewers. There are two

entrances in Upper Kurast and

two in the Bazaar, Once in the

Sewer, you'll find a lever that

opens level 2, Within this small

area is a chest containing the The Hmrt of Khalim « on

Heart. level 2 of the Sewers.

TIP.

The Flayer Dungeon is

located near the Pygmy

Village.
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The last thing you need to find

You must get the Flail by
fighting the High Council

in Travincal

is the Flail. It is held in

Travincal by one of the mem-

bers of the High Council, whom
you have to kill. You must put

the body parts and the Flail into

the Horadric Cube, and then

transmute them into a very

powerful Flail called Khalim's

Will

Put the body parts and thu

Flail into the Horadric Cube
and then transmute them

Khalim's Will

When fighting the High Council, hire an Iron Wolf Mercenary, if you don’t already have one.

Quest: Lam Esen’s Tome
This quest asks you to find the Book in a particular area of the city, then return it :s

Alkor, who impatiently gives you directions.

ALKOR

“It pains me to waste time with you, so I'll get right to the point. There is a very spe-

cial booh, which you must find for me. It was written long ago by a sage hnown a;

Lam €sen, who studied Shatsimi magic and the effects of the Prime Cvils on the mor-

tal world. The Black Booh was tost when the Children of Zaharum took over this land

liow, you must reclaim it without delay! Its knowledge may aid us in this dark time

ahead."

In Upper Kurast, the Bazaar, and the Causeway there are

staircases, which when clicked on descend into temples

below the surface. One of these is a ruined temple, and

this is where you need to go.

You must fight the Hattiemaid
Sarina to get Lam

Esen's Tome.

In the ruined temple you find

Lam Esen's Tome, which is

guarded by the Unique mon-

ster Battlemaid Sarina, a

Flesh Hunter. Defeat her to

get the book, then give it to

Alkor to earn five attribute

points.

Descend into a ruined temp

from one of these locations

S



Quest: The Blackened Temple
Sli is quest is given by Ormus. You must find the Temple City of Travincal kill the evil

High Council there, and smash the Compelling Orb with Khalim's Will Ormus con-

_ atulates you, then presents you with this new challenge*

Tou have done well, my mend. Tour courage and valor are an inspiration to us all.

But now the time has come to face those responsible for the evil that has stifled our

land. You must destroy the High Council of Zakarum! Long ago, these elders were

charged with the stewardship of Mephisto, the Lord of Hatred, who was imprisoned

within the Guardian Tower* Through the generations, these pious men slowly fell more

and more under the sway of Mephisto s malevolent power and the Council became an

evil mockery of its former glory

It is Mephisto s Hatred that has corrupted Zakarum and turned its devout followers

into paranoid fanatics* That is why you must travel to the Temple City of Tavincal and

slay the Council* Once they are gone, Mephisto's hold over this land and its people

will be broken!”

ORMUS

The three council members

are Unique monsters with

minions, which will make

them more than a handful to

battle* Once you take them

out, you’ll end up inside the

Travincal area and find a

Compelling Orb* Smash this

Orb to open the doorway to

the Durance of Hate.

NOTE
related io the

; council members are in the

Temple City of Travincal
Locate the Compelling Orb and
smash it with Khalim's Will.

Quest: The Guardian
r- s quest is given by Ormus after you smash the Compelling Orb in the previous quest*

V u must find the Tower and entrance, then race through to confront Mephisto and kill

~ _7i* Ormus explains the critical nature of your quest.

^j|
“Diablo and Baal have surely found the Temple City by now They seek to free their

* ^ brother, Mephisto, who was imprisoned by the Horadrim in the Temples Guardian

Tower. You must reach him before his brothers do and prevent them from releasing

. 7_\IUS Hatred upon the world.”



While in the Durance of Hate, you should hit the

Waypoint on level 2 for an easy way to return here should

you die or need to flee. If you don’t, you’ll regret it later.

Mephisto is well guarded by
Blood Lords and Council

Members.

When you reach Mephisto,

you'll see that he has many

Blood Lords and Council

Members defending him.

Meteors, Firewalls, and other

destructive forces will be flying at you as you try to take

him down. Obviously, fire resistance is is helpful when

you’re dealing with his minions, but Lightning resistance is

vital when dueling with Mephisto.

The Durance of Hate is

guarded welt

IS2

Take out Mephisto’s minions

prst or you’ll never bring

him down

Mephisto also inflicts poison, launches charged

bolts, and fires lightning bolts. In short, he’s your worst

nightmare. In order to be successful you must first kill all

of Mephisto’s minions, then go after him. Upon his defeat,

Mephisto drops his Soulstone and a rare or unique item!



Act IV: The ftarrowmg

Pandemonium Fortress
; Pandemonium Fortress is the last of the encampments that you will find in

:blo H, and there arc just four NPCs to interact with. There are also no mercenaries

- you to hire here, which adds to the pressure you’re no doubt feeling as the game

::hes its climax,

Deckard Cain: Following you to the very edge of Hell, his dedication to your

quest, as well as his continued help in identifying items, is well appreciated.

Tyrael: The Archangel who fought Diablo and Baal and the crafter of the

runeblade Azurewrath. What else needs to be said?

lamella: This Warrior of Light who outfits those making assaults upon Hell will

buy and sell Weapons, Armor, Scrolls, and Potions. She will also allow you to test

your hand against the fates by Gambling on the unknown items in her stock.

Halbu: Brother in arms to lamella, he buys, sells, and repairs Weapons and

Armor.

CAIN

(AMELIA

Quest: The Fallen Angel
7 real charges you with seeking out and destroying the Unique monster that harbors

spirit of the fallen Angel Izua!. Tyrael describes the perilous situation.

TYRAEL

“There is a dark, tortured soul who was trapped within this forsaken realm long age

He was called Izual by mortal men, and in ages past he was my most tn

Lieutenant Yet against my wishes he led an ill-fated assault upon the fiery Hellforge

itself.

Despite his valor and strength, Izual was captured by the Prime Evils and twisted by

their perverse power. They forced him to betray his own kind and give up Heaven’s

most guarded secrets. He became a corrupt shadow of his former self; a fallen angel

trusted neither by Heaven nor Hell,

For his transgressions, Izual’s spirit was bound within the Form of a terrible creature,

which was summoned from the Abyss* His maddened spirit has resided within that

tortured hush for many ages now*

It seems to me that he has suffered long enough. I implore you, hero, find Izual and

release him from his cruel imprisonment. Put an end to his guilt and suffering/’



In this quest you must kill Izual in the Plains of Despair

Izual is randomly wandering the area, so you must firs

search for him.

When Hephasto dies, you pick up the Hellforge Hammer.

This will be used to destroy the Soulstone on the Hellforge.

Equip the Hellforge Hammer, then click on the forge. The

Soulstone will leave your

inventory and arrive on the

Hellforge. Smash the stone

and you’ll get a large number

of high-quality Gems (just in

time to throw them into your

socketed items/ weapons).

Take a Town Portal back to the

Pandemonium Fortress and
In the Hellforge you’ll face off

f fh f
= i auest

against Hephasto. prepare tor tne nnai quest.

The Soulstone will be

destroyed on the Hellforge.

and you will get some high-

quality Gems for your efforts.
|

Search the Plains of Despair

until you come across the

wandering Izual.

Izual has a Frost Nova attack

and a sword, so cold resist-

ance will help. It’s also a

good idea to fight him from

afar so that you don’t feel the

wrath of his sword. When
Izual has been destroyed you

get two skill points to allo-

cate as you see fit.

As you would expect this late

in the game, you'll have your

hands full during your battle

against Izual.

Quest: The Hellforge
Cain tells you, “The time has come for you to destroy

Mephisto’s Soulstone!” and sends you to the Hellforge to

do the job. If you didn’t take the Soulstone earlier, he’ll

give it to you anyway (saying he picked it up for you).

To reach the Hellforge, cross

the Plains of Despair. When
you arrive in the City of the

Dammed, descend the large

staircase. Make sure to acti-

vate the nearby Waypoint!

At the bottom of the staircase, go into the River of

About halfway through, you’ll enter the Hellforge. This

Descend this staircase to get to where you will meet Hephasto, the Smith’s big brother.
T

the Hellforge.
must not only kill him, but all the other monsters, as well

this is no small task.

To reach the Hellforge, you

must cross the Plains of

Despair and enter the City

of the Dammed.



[uest: Terror’s End
' Tael gives you the final quest where you must find and kill Diablo. Tyrael has some

iportant things to say before you begin this enormous task.

“The time has come to hunt down and destroy Diablo himself. But beware, the Lord

of Terror is not to be underestimated. He single-handedly destroyed the town of

Tristram and corrupted the last noble hero who tried to stop him. This time, you must

TYRAEL defeat him for good. Only by destroying the Soulstone, which he carries, will his spir-

it be banished forever. Good luck. Though this be our darkest hour, it may yet be your

greatest moment!”

the end of the River of the Flame there’s a Waypoint.

You need to activate it because you’ll most certainly be

rrrting back.

au must open five seals in Diablo’s lair to trigger his

zrpearance. Move around the Chaos Sanctum and hit the

e seals to open them. Unfortunately, three of these seals

ill randomly spawn a Unique monster:

fi The Grand Vizier of Chaos (Burning Soul)

fi Lord De Seis (Oblivion Knight)

% The Infector of Souls (Venom Lord)

When you’ve broken all five

seals, Diablo shows up and

must defeat him to complete

the game. He has numerous

attacks, ranging from his awe-

some Flame Circle that

as a Fire Nova, to a

cial Bone Cage spell

that will imprison

you, to the

king Fire Serpent to his Lightning Inferno

t is a devastating stream of red death. On

p of this he has and a powerful melee attack and

charge that deals massive damage. He’s the toughest

my in the game, as he should be.

The Waypoint is important
because this is the toughest

part of the game , and it’s

likely that youV be working
your way back ,

This is one of the seals you
must open to make Diablo

appear;



Don't be afraid to 90 out

and trij to buLEd up your

levels more before ipu

face Diablo, and be sure

to take LOTS of Mana and

Health potions when i^ou

do take him on. There's no

magic waij to destroy the

Lord of Terror, so you’ll

have to use your wiles and

chip away at him. Use

Town Portal often; in fact,

open one up ahead of

time so that you can be

ready to run. finally, build

up your fire and lightning

resistances as these are

his main forms of magical

attach.

If there is more than one character in his lair (includ-

ing minions or mercenaries) and you try to run

from Diablo, he will try and imprison you in the

Bone Cage, You are then at the mercy of any

of his potent spells and death is a mere

heartbeat away. Therefore, in a multiplayer
j

situation, you’re better off standing and

fighting. W
The following are strategies for destroying

the final boss as each of the character classes.

Barbarian
Go toe-to-toe with Diablo, but run when he is about

to launch the Lightning Inferno (Diablo makes a certain gesture when this is about :;-j

happen), then go back and fight. Also use your Leap attack because you can’t be r

when you’re actively Leaping. Make sure you are stocked with healing or, better ye:

Rejuvenation potions.

Necromancer
Use a Golem to distract, then curse Diablo with Amplify Damage. The less:

Necromancer minions are largely wasted on Diablo, so only use a Golem to distract b

and then attack him with anything you’ve got. If you are using Poison or Bone spe..

be sure you bring along plenty' of mana or Rejuvenation potions.

Sorceress
Use the Meteor skill plus Static Field to knock down his hit points quickly. Remembe

the Static Field skill takes the enemy’s hit points down by 1/3 every time you use it.

Diablo’s case, that’s a LOT of hit points. Be sure to keep a good supply of mana or re-

venation potions at your fingertips.

Paladin
The Paladin should use Thorns for the same reason the Sorceress uses Static Fie.:

Every time Diablo hits the Paladin, the damage will be returned (many times over

Thorns has skill points in it). Make sure to keep a full belt of health and rejuvenat e
-

potions as well.

Amazon
The Amazon needs to put some points into the Decoy skill to keep Diablo distractec

she’s using a bow, then fire the Immolation Arrow with a Long War Bow or He: '

Crossbow. Her battle strategy can be summed up quite simply-—hit and run! Points :r
_

the passive skills such as Dodge, Evade, and Critical Strike are also crucial to sec.

victory. Having Health, Mana, Rejuvenation, and even stamina potions are all gc

:

ideas.
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T
his section of the book covers all of the enemy monsters you'll face in Diablo

including the Standard monsters, the Unique monsters, and the Champion ma-

sters. Every creature is examined thoroughly so that you can get a solid handle

just what to expect as you move through the game. For your convenience, much of

information is presented in table form, allowing you to glean just what you need quit

ly and then move on to playing the game.

The StevtiWb Monsters
These are the standard monsters of Diablo H. There is a multitude of enemies in :r=

game—you could play through an entire game and not see all of the monsters lis:

here—but you can rest assured that you’ll see most of them on your travels, lhis

tion tells you a little about each monster, shows you what the class of creature loe ;-l

like, and includes some important statistics about each one. The ‘Variant’ column

merely the name of the creature within the category. The Resistance tells you if ::

monster is resistant to any elemental or magical attacks or it it has increased resistar

to physical damage. This information is very important when deciding how to attack .

enemy. Any Special Attacks (such as Burning Arrows) have also been listed, as well

the range of Hit Points that you can expect from each beast. Lastly, the Act(s) where :

-

creature is found is identified—this location information is not set in stone, howe\ e
!

due to Diablo IVs random nature (sometimes, for example, you can find an Act I enc
~

in Act III, or visa versa).

Skeleton

The Bestiary

Poison None 6-9 Ad l/t!

Poison None 9-21 Ad I/ll

Cold/Poison None 9-30 Ad I/ll

Fi re/Poison/Physical Reining Hih It -30 Ad II

Magi c/Lightning/Poison Shocking Nils 30-45 Ad ll/lll

The enemies in the Skeleton class are the most common of the undead mon-

sters you’ll face in Acts I and II. Of course, any weapon you have that has

extra power against the undead will be of great value to you when you re fight-

ing these creatures. Therefore, skills like the Paladin’s Holy Bolt or Sanctuary

Aura are very useful when confronting these creatures.
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VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P®INT RANGE f®UND in

Zombie Poison None 5-9 Act

Hungry Dead Poison None 7-13 Act 1

Ghoul Poison None 28-51 Adi

Drowned Carcass Fire/Poison/Damage None 47-85 Act III

Plague Bearer Magic/Poison Poison 39-69 Ad II

The enemies in the Zombie class are also undead monsters and, like the

Skeletons, you’ll be seeing a lot of them. Again, any weapon with extra abil-

ities against the undead will be of great value to you when you’re fighting

them. The Sanctuary Aura or Holy Bolt of the Paladin is also very effective.

IAINTED

Afflicted

Tainted

Misshapen

Disfigured

Damned

Lightning Shoots Lightning Globe 28-40 Adi

Lightning Shoots Lightning Globe 26-37 Adi

Lightning Shoots Lightning Globe 13-19 Adi

Lightning Shoots Lightning Globe 20-28 Ad 11

Lightning Shoots Lightning Globe 60-84 Ad IV

»lood Hawk

Foul Crow

Blood Hawk

Black Raptor

Goud Stalker

As the above table suggests, having resistance to Lightning is important

when fighting any of these monsters. In a multiplayer game, the Paladin can

greatly aid his party by using the Resist Lightning Aura.

None None 2-5 Ad 1

None None 3-6 Ad 1

Poison None 7-15 Ad II

Fire/Lightning None 8-18 Ad III

These annoying creatures are spawned from nests that are dotted around the

wilderness areas. Blood Hawks perform quick attacks, then fly away.

Fortunately, these feathered foes are not particularly dangerous, as they don’t

do a great deal of damage unless they attack you in numbers. As a rule, it’s best

to go after the nests rather than slug it out with the individual creatures.

BESTiARY



Fallen Ones are small creatures that are very common throughout Act I.

They will always attack in numbers, but run away if they take a hit. Their

tendency to retreat can make them difficult to kill, but the fact that Fallen

Shamans can resurrect them makes them even more troublesome. If you

can’t get to the Shamans, the best way to deal with these creatures is to shat-

ter them with cold spells so that they cannot be resurrected.

Wendigo
HIAMTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P<&!NT RANGE JN

Gargantuan Beast

Crusher

Wailing Beast

These creatures are large and frightening when you first run into them and

they can do a heck of a lot of damage if you get surrounded by a group of

them! Your first encounter with Gargantuan Beasts will occur in the Den of

Evil (the first quest), so be ready to "face them down!

Sand Raider

X&sssssssa

VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P®1NT RANGE F0UND IN

Sand Raider None Flaming Sword Hite 38 59 Act {I

Marauder None Cold Charge 48 76 Act 11

Invader None Flaming Sword Hite 51 -BO Act II

Infidel None Cold Charge 6!-% Act 111

Assailant None Flaming Sword Hite 72-113 Act III

Sand Raiders are fearsome creatures that wield four swords at the same

time! Needless to say, with the fire damage they do it’s best to keep your dis-

tance from these enemies, but if you must fight them in melee it can help to

have some resistance to fire. The Paladin’s Resist Fire Aura is an excellent

defense in these battles.
,



VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT PAINT RANGE fAUND IN

Ghost Magic/Poison/Physical Drains Mana 14-28 Act!

Wrofth Mogic/Poison/Physical Drains Mana 19-38 Act i

Specter Poison/Physicol Drains Marta 34 69 Act

Apparition Poison/Physital Drains Mana 36 72 Act 11

t—* Dark Shape Poison/Pftyskd Drains Mana 41-32 Act III

Vn .

—m ™ ,,, ^

Wraiths are tough monsters, especially for the Sorceress, because they drain

mana with every attack. It is best to use your spells or skills that require

mana when fighting these horrors or they will drain away your reserves and

leave you without enough mana to finish them off. Keep Wraiths at a dis-

tance if possible, or slow them with cold.

Corrupt Rogue

Corrupt Rogues are melee fighters that like to mix it up in hand-to-hand

combat. Slowing them with cold or using a skill like Iron Maiden

(Necromancer) or Thorns (Paladin) that returns melee damage is effective

against these monsters. Beware that the Black Rogue and Flesh Hunter are

resistant to Poison, so skills like Poison Explosion (Necromancer) and

Poison Javelin (Amazon) are not as effective against these creatures.

jaboon Demon

|

VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P® 1 NT RANGE f©UND IN

Dark Hunter None None 4 1 Adi

Vile Hunter None None 843 Adi

Dark Stalker None None 12-20 Act 1

Black Rope None None 13-22 Ad!

Flesh Hunter Physical None 26-43 Act III

Dark Spear Woman None None 69 Ad!

Vile Lancer None None 11-16 Act!

Dark Lancer None None 16-24 Act!

Black Lancer None None 16-24 Act!

Flesh Lancer None None 34-52 Art III

Baboon Demons are huge, hulking monsters that are built exclusively for

hand-to-hand combat. Keeping these enemies at range is your best bet. They

lack resistances to any elemental damage, so use cold, fire, lightning, and



Goatmen
VARIA MTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P®lNT RANGE

Moon Clan None None 12-17

Nigh! Clan None None 17-2!

Blood Clan None None 19-23

Deolb Clan Magic/Fire None 26-32

Hell Clan Fire None 46 57

The Goatmen are large, axe-wielding nasties. Although they are tough, they

lack any magical or elemental resistances and are, therefore, susceptible to

any weapon that adds this variety of damage. Poison works on them as

well—a Rancid or Strangling Gas Potion is always great to have around if

you can’t create the poison yourself.

Fallen Shaman

V i v

I

Fallen Shaman

Carver Shaman

D&vifkin Shaman

Dark Shaman

Warped Shaman

Rre

Fire

Fire

Fire

Fire/magic

Raises Fallen/Fire

Raises Carver/Fire

Raises Devilkin/Fire

Raises Dark Ones/Fire

Raises Warped Ones/Rre

Spike Fiend

YAMANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P&3NT RANGE F®UND IN

The Fallen Shaman are a group of monsters that you need to target first and

foremost when you come across them. This is because they are capable of

resurrecting other monsters of their kind once they've been killed. Often the

best tactic is to wade through the Fallen (or Carvers, or whatever) and go

straight to the Shaman so that they won't be able to raise up their minions

again after you've killed them. When the Shaman is dead, the rest are easy

to eliminate,

VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT POINT RANGE F&UHD IN

Quill Rat None None M Actl

Spike Fiend None None 3-11 Act!

Thorn Beast None None 4-16 Act 1

Razor Spine None None 447 Act

jungle Urchin None None B 33 Act III
~

Spike Fiends are challenging beasts because they discharge thorns over great

distances, meaning they don't have to be nearby to hurt you. When they

travel in packs they can do plenty of damage in a short time. The Amazon's

Evade skill is excellent for avoiding the ranged attacks of these creatures* As

with other monsters that lack elemental resistances, any weapon that has an

elemental or magical attack is worth using on them.



and Maggot

Sand Maggot

Rock Worm

Devon rer

Gicml Lamprey

Blood Maggot

None

None

Nona

None

None

SPECIAL ATTACKS

toys Egg$/Spits Poison

Lays Eggs/Spits Poison

Lays Eggs/Spits Poison

Lays Eggs/Spits Poison

Lays Eggs/Spits Poison

hit point range

47-59

50-62

56-69

61-75

78 96

Sand Maggots are dangerous because they can not only burrow unden

ground to protect themselves from attack, but can also lay eggs to propagate.

Sand Maggots also have a Poison attack, so having a resistance to poison or

some Antidote potions handy will be necessary when fighting these crea-

tures* As a rule. Sand Maggots only inhabit caverns, but you never know
when you might meet up with one.

law Viper

RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS KIT POI NT RANGE

Tomb Viper

Claw Viper

Salamander

Pit Viper

Serpen) Magus

Mane

Cold

Cold

Cold/Poison

Magtc/Cdd/Paison

Freezing Charge Attack

Freezing Charge Attack

Freezing Charge Attack

Freezing Charge Attack

Freezing Charge Attack

16-26

21-34

25-41

27-45

30 49

AND LEAPER

VARIANTS resistance special attacks HIT POINT RANGE POUND

Sand Leaper None Nana 20-58 Act II

Cave Leaper None None 21-62 Act 11

Tomb Creeper Fire Nona 23-69 Act II

Tree Lurker Lightning/Fire Nona 23 85 Act 111

Cliff Lurker
|

Ughtning/Rfe/Physical Nona 37-111 Act IV

This creature’s Freezing Charge Attack can slow you down considerably, so

having some sort of cold resistance, like the Paladin’s Resist Cold, is of great

value in these battles. Claw Vipers are tough enemies to deal with, so don’t

take them lightly.

Sand Leapers are difficult to score damage on because they cannot be hit

when they’re in the act of leaping, and that is quite often. Skills that can pas-

sively affect these creatures, such as the Paladin’s Holy Fire, are great to use

when near groups of Sand Leapers; cold is also effective because it will slow

their scurrying and leaping enough for you to get in a clean hit.



Panther Woman
VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P®INT RANGE f&UND IN

Huntress None None 17-29 Act l!

Sabre Cat None None 18-31 Act II

High Tiger None None 21-34 Act II

Hell tut None None 23-38 Act 13

Slimgef None None 15 25 Act 11

Spear Cat None None 17 29 Act 13

High Slinger None None 20-33 Act 1!

Hell Slinger None None 21-34 Act II

Panther Women are half-feline, half-human creatures that are swift and

deadly. They travel in packs and will race after fleeing adventurers as they

seek to deliver the killing blow. Some Panther Women launch barbed

javelins, so it's always good to try and slow them down and focus your first

attacks against them. Use ranged attacks against any of these beasts and, if

you're an Amazon, put points into the Dodge and Evade skills,

Swarm
VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P©l NT RANGE

Ifchies Physical Drains Stamina 7-15

Block Locast Physical Drains Stamina 8-16

Plague 8up Physical Drains Stamina 919

Hell Swarm Ughtnin ^Physical Drains Stamina 10 21

A Swarm is, quite literally, thousands of hostile insects that move en masse

to attack you. Surprisingly, for a bunch of insects, Swarms can carry a sur-

prising array of items, which they drop when they die. They always attack in

bunches, so try not to get surrounded by them.

Scarab Demon
VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P^INT RANGE F®UND IN

Dung Soldier None Defend with Sparks 20-33 Act 11

Death Beetle None Defend with Sparks 23-38 Act 11

Scarab None Defend with Sparks 24-40 Act If

Steel Scarab None Defend with Sparks 27-44 Act 11

Bone Scarab None Defend with Sparks 32-53 Act III

Scarab Demons are tough little creatures that emit electrical sparks when

they sustain damage. Therefore, every time you land a hit, you can expect to

take a shock of lightning in return. Any resistance to lightning that you can

acquire will make the Scarab Demon's special attack manageable.
- "7,T7— ,
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Mummy

Mummies are part of the family of the undead, and will poison you when

they die. They are also resistant to poison, so using this form of magic

against them is ill advised. Your best bet is to use ranged attacks or, if you

are a melee class, be careful where you tread and make sure you have anti-

dotes at your disposal.

Greater Mummy

Poison tloud/Unholy Bolt

Poison tloyd/Unhoiy Bolt

Poison tloud/Unholy Boll

Poison (loud/Unholy Bolt

Hollow One

Guardian

Unravel ter

Humdrum Ancient

Greater Mummies are very tough, and are usually protected by many min-

ions. Like Fallen Shaman, Greater Mummies can raise slain enemies to fight

again. As a rule, it’s best to go after the Greater Mummies first so they can-

not create more undead followers. If you can’t get to them, destroy their min-

ions with cold, or use a Necromancer to raise the dead into Skeletons before

the Greater Mummy has a chance to the same.

Vulture Demon

Carrion Bird

(Indeed Scavenger

Vulture Demons are flying enemies that cannot be hit when they are air-

borne. You must be patient and wait until they land before you can deal

them a killing blow. Just to be fair, these birds cannot damage you if they’re

in the air; they must land first before they can attack.

SPECIAL ATTACKS KIT POU NT RANGERESISTANCEvariants

SPECIAL ATTACKS H FT P# I NT RANGEvariants

SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P&1NT RANGEresistanceVARIANTS

; Wedtorp5E Poison Poison 19 44 Ad II

Decayed Poison Poison 22-50 Ad 11

Embalmed Poison Poison 26-59 Ad 11

Preserved Dead Poison Poison 29-65 Act fl/lll

Cadaver Poison Poison 30-68 Act III

-—
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Mosquito Demon
VARIANTS RESISTANCE special attacks hit point RANGE f^UND m

fen

Sucker

feeder

1

None Drains Mono & Stamina 8 41 Act III

None Drains Mana & Stamina 9-45 Act III

While Mosquito Demons are not particularly tough, they will suck you dry

of all of your mana and stamina if you let them surround you. This can be a

major problem if you need to cast spells to run away from trouble, so keep

Mana and Stamina Potions on hand at all times.

WlLLOWISP
1 _1L U "I
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variants RESISTANCE special attacks HIT FEMNT RANGE

Gloom Lighlning/Physitol Drains Mana 19-38 Act 111

f ^ Swamp Ghost Lightning/Physical Drains Mana 21-41 Act III

Burning Soul Lightning/Physical Drains Mana 24-46 Act IV

Black Sou! Lightning/Physical Drains Mana 25-50 Act IV

=S —
Willowisps are a vicious enemy that consumes the mana from your reserves,

thus rendering any character that’s relying on mana helpless. The only way

to avoid this problem is to keep your distance from these pests, keep Mana

Potions handy, or kill them before they have a chance to drain away your

mana.

Evil Spiders

F9UM& INresistancevariants KIT PEHNT RANGEspecial attacks

When injured, these creatures are capable of spinning a web that, if you

move through it, slows your movement as if you were hit by a cold spell.

Fortunately, the duration of the Spider’s web is very short.

Arach

Poison Spinner

Flame Spider

Spider Magas

Spins Web

Spins Web

Spins Web

Spins Web

37-46

66 84

69 88

75-95

Act I

Act III

Act 111

Act 111



horned Hulk
RESISTANCE

Thorned Hulk

Bramble Hulk

Thrasher

Spike Fist

SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT PfclNT RANGE

None Stun 67-109 Act III

None Stun 70-114 Ad III

Hone Stun 73-119 Act III

None Stun 85-133 Act IV

Thorned Hulks are big, tough brutes that inflict a lot of damage and have
large number of hit points to back them up. Their basic attack is very simi-

lar to the Barbarian Frenzy skill. Don’t get caught in the middle of a group
of Thorned Hulks or you’ll end up dead.

Vampires

VARIANTS resistance SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P0INT RANGE f®UND IN

Banished Cold/Physical Sleds Lle/Cold/Rre 40 55 Act

Ghoul Lord Coli/Physica! Steals Life/told/Rre 63-84 Act If

Night lord Cold/Physicd Steals Life/Cold/Fire 64 BE Act III

Dark Lard Cold/I’hyskal Steals Life/Cdd/Fire 70-96 Act 111

Blood Lord Cold/Physicd Steals Life/Cold/Fire 76-105 Act III

Much like Vampires of classic mythology, these creatures of the night steal

life from your character when they come into contact with you. Vampires are

also resistant to both Cold and Poison, making them dangerous to deal with.

Keep your distance and attack with ranged weapons to destroy these fiends.

It’s also a good idea to keep some health potions on hand should they start

to drain your life.

>at Demon
RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT PtiMNT RANGE

Desert Wing Hone Shocking Hit 1448 Act II

Rend None Shocking Hit 18-16 Act III

Gloom Bat None Shocking Hit 19-66 Act III :

Blood Diver Hone Shocking Hit 21-72 Act])!

Dork FamilioF Hone Shocking Hit 24-84 Act IV

Bat Demons are a class of creatures that fly, and are thus difficult to hit. They
also deliver electrical damage when they hit you, and are fairly strong enemies.

Bfl



Fetish

RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT POINT RANGE

None Blow Dorts 14-24 Art 1

None Blow Darts 28-47 Act III

None Blow Darts 30-49 Act III

None Blow Darts 31-51 Act III

None Blow Darts 32-53 Act Ell——-

—

These monsters attack you with knives that are almost the size of their entire

bodies! They also are capable of firing at you with blow darts from a dis-

tance. Fetishes tend to attack, then quickly run away. The Shaman of their

tribes can resurrect them, so you must always be on the lookout for Fetishes

that you’ve already killed since they might be summoned back into battle.

Corrupt Archer

Dark Ranger None None 10-14 AcH

ViEe Archer None None 12-17 Art 1

Dark Archer None None 16-23 Artl

Black Archer None None 21-31 Ad!

Flesh Archer Physical None 40-58 Act 111

This is a group of enemies that you’ll be seeing plenty of as you wind your

way through Diablo II, All of these monsters specialize in ranged attacks,

so you need to keep your distance from them. As with other enemies that

launch ranged attacks, an Amazon skilled in Evade will gain an edge in

these battles.



keleton Archer

VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT POINT RANGE FOUND IN

Skeleton Archer

Corpse Archer

Bone Archer

Burning Dead Archer

Poison

Poison

Cofd/Porson

Fire/Poison

Lightning/Magic/Poison

None

None

None

fire Arrows

Lightning Arrows

4-28

4-23

21-42

Horror Archer 28-57

Skeleton Archers are undead that fire ranged weapons—and in the case of

the Horror Archer and Burning Dead Archer, Lightning and Fire arrows

respectively. All of these creatures have resistance to poison, so don’t even

attempt poison weapons or potions. Like all undead, skills such as

Sanctuary and Holy Bolt are very effective against them.

>and Maggot Young

Sand Maggot Young

Rock Worm Young

Devaum Young

Giant Lamprey Young

Blood Maggot Young

None

None

None

None

None

SPECIAL ATTACKS MIT PCH NT RANGE FOUND IN

None 7-22 Act II

None 8-23 Act II

None 8-26 Act El

None 9-28 Act III

None 12-36 Ad IV

This group of creatures is simply the young of the larger versions you see in

the game. When eggs hatch, this is what you get.

>LUNDERBORE

VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS MIT POINT RANGE

— 1
"'' c

FOUND IN

Blunder bore None Knockback Attack 41-73 Act II

Gorbelly None Knockback Attack 45-81 Ad II

Mauler None Knockback Attack 45-81 Adil

iirdar All Knockback Attack 62-111 Act IV

Be wary of the knockback attack of these huge beasts. They attack with a

skill that's similar to Smite or Bash, so keep your distance from them. You

might want to let Hirelings or the Necromancer’s Golems and/or Skeletons

fight it out while you provide support from a distance.



Zealot

variants RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT ffflINT RANGE f&UND m

Zokarumite None None 52-69 Act III

Faithful None Mane 57-75 Ad III

Zealot

l

None None 62 82 Ad III

—
These enemies are masters of the Pole-arm, and do massive damage when

they land a hit. For the Amazon, a skill like Dodge would be ideal when fac-

ing these monsters.

Swamp Dweller

Bog Creatare

Slime Prince

RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT (M&3NT RANGE f®UND IN

None

None

None

Spits fire Bob

Spits Fire Bolts

Spits Fire Bolts

During multiplayer games, be sure to have a Paladin with a Resist Fire aura

activated when you face these monsters. In single-player action, if you’re not

a Paladin, strive to have at least one item (ring, amulet, or piece of armor}

that offers some resistance to fire to dilute the damage dealt by their fire

bolts.

Cantor
VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS KIT PfclNT RANGE r®UND IN

Sexton None Lightning/leleport/Blizzord 54-72 Act HI

Confer None Ughtmng/Teleporl/BlizzG rd 60 79 Act III

Heirophan! None Lightnmg/T&l eport/Blizzord 65-86 Act III

If you let them get close enough ,
Cantors have either a Lightning Damage or

Cold Damage melee attack in addition to the special attacks above. These

creatures also can heal Zealots and other Cantors alike, so it is vital when

you meet a band of these misguided denizens that you take the Cantors out

fireH



Tentacle

Water Watcher

River Stalker

Stygian Watcher

Tentacles are a real challenge as they quickly slide out of the murky depths

to land vicious, whip-like blows upon the backs of the unwary and then

retreat back to their watery lair. Often it’s best simply to avoid these creatures

with all due haste.

Tentaclehead

Water Watcher

River Stalker

Stygian Watcher

Spits Poison

Spits Poison

Spits Poison

The head of the Tentacle creature spits a highly toxic poison, making them

an even more dangerous foe. Perhaps the best way to deal with them is to

move past them quickly and carry antidote potions in case they happen to

poison you during your escape.

keleton Mage

Returned Moge

Bone Mage

Burning Dead Mage

Horror Mage

Poison

Poison/Cold

Poison/Ligbtnmg

These Skeletal Mages are dangerous because they fire elemental attacks

from afar, much as the Skeletal Mages of the Necromancer, The Horror Mage
is especially deadly since there are four different types that cast Cold,

Lightning, Fire, or Poison spells. Every Horror Mage is resistant to Poison as

well as the specific type of magic that they wield. Facing a group of these

monsters requires resistances to all of the dements.

VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P0INT RANGE

variants RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT PGtHT RANGE

variants SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P^INT RANGE
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Fetish Shaman
VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P&INT RANGE FOUND IN

Fetish Shaman None Raises Felishes/lnferao 30-49 Ad HE

Flayer Shaman None Raises Flayers/Inferno 31-51 Ad HE

Soul Killer Shaman None Raises Soul Killers/Inferno 32-53 Ad HE

The Fetish Shaman raise the Fetishes, Ratmen, and Flayers from the dead.

Like the other Shaman, you must kill them first before you kill any of the

minions or you’ll just end up killing them many times over as the Shaman
resurrects them again and again.

Finger Mage
VARIANTS R EMSTA NCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT PfclNT RANGE FOUND IN

Doom Cosier Fire/Lrghtmng Homing Missiles/Drains Mono 57-81 Ad IV

Strangler Fire/lightning Homing Missiles/Drains Mono 60 84 Ad IV

Storm Caster Fire/Lightning Homing Missiles/Drains Mono 62 87 Ad IV

Always carry extra mana potions when facing Finger Mages. These creatures

of magic seek dominance over opposing users of the arcane arts by firing

homing missiles that drain mana upon contact! _____

Regurgitator

VAR IA HITS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT P©INT RANGE f®UND IN

Corpulent None Ents and spits corpses 57-81 Ad IV

Corpse Spilter None Eats and spits corpses 60-84 Ad IV

Mow Fiend None Eats and spits corpses 62-87 Ad IV

Regurgitators actually eat corpses and then spew the semi-digested remains

at their victims! Fortunately, you don’t usually see these monsters until Act

IV.
1 L " 1
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Indead Horror
SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT FfcIKT RANGE f®UND IN

Doom Knight All Hone 57-81 Act IV

Abyss Knight All All 60-34 Act IV

Oblivion Knight

*

All Bone Spirirt/Curses 62 87 Act IV

This group is really the royalty of the undead realm. Doom knights are tough

undead melee fighters that do a respectable amount of damage when hit.

Abyss Knights are slightly more resilient and cast an array of elemental

spells. Oblivion Knights can strike terror into the hearts of even the most

stalwart adventurer as they cast curses and Bone Spirit to slay those who
stand in their way. Use Holy Bolt if you’re a Paladin; there’s never a better

time than during a battle with Undead Horror.

lEGADEMON

Pit Loid

Venom Lard

VARIANTS RESISTANCE SPECIAL ATTACKS HIT POINT RANGE f®UND IN

Megademons are sword-wielding, fire-breathing beasts that absolutely look

the part of a creature that belongs in Hell. They are fearsome and often travel

in packs.

Bestiary



Champions
Champion Monsters are randomly distributed throughout

Diablo II, and appear in small packs. Champions are

much tougher versions of Standard monsters. When these

powerful monsters die, they usually give up a little more

loot than Standard monsters do. Because you never know

when you'll meet a pack of Champions, be ready for them

at any time.

Vnique Monsters
Champions and Uniques
random and can he found an

where in the game , so be rea

Unique Monsters usually have two-word names, like for them,

'Ooze Drool'. Occasionally this name is followed by an appellation, like 'the Hung

Uniques are randomly distributed throughout DfttWo /I, and they always appear with i

small pack of Standard Monsters, labeled as ‘minions'. Like Champions, they usua

give up a little more loot than Standard monsters do.

Super Unique Monsters
These are the preset ‘boss’ monsters that you’ll face as you move through the quests i

Diablo II. Each monster is listed below with their special abilities and the general loc

tions where they appear in the game. Keep in mind that most of these monsters w

appear with minions, making them extra difficult to defeat! For details about how

handle some of the trickier Super Unique Monsters, refer to The Quests chapter. Belc

is a table that shows you exactly what each of the attributes means so that you cs

judge what you’re up against when facing each of the bosses.

ATTRIBUTE EFFECT

EXTRA STRONG Min Dom x3 Max dm x3 To Hi! Plus 25%

EXTRA FAST Unique & Pack get Velocity increase: Attack Rate x2 (unique only)

MAGICAL RESISTANCE Resist All 75% (Eire, Cold, l lightning)

CURSE 50% Hits, an Amp 0am Curse (MLVL / 4) on ottacker

FIRE ENCHANTED Fire Min Dam +(min dam) Fire Max Dam +(max dam) x2 To Hit Eire Resist 75%

COLD ENCHANTED Cold Min +(min dam) Cold Max +(max dam) Cotd Length +20 To Hit x2 Cold Resist 75%

LIGHTNING ENCHANTED Eight Min Dam Kmin dam) Light Max Dam +[max dam) To Hit x2 Lighi Resist 75%

MANA BURN Mona Min Dam -Km in dam x4) Mana Max Dam +(max dam x4) To Hit x2 Magic Resist 75%

SPECTRAL HIT Fire, light, & Cold Resist 20% To Hit x2 (Fandom fire, cold, lighi, magic, & poison do Element hit) +(min dam) Kmcx dr

STONE SKIN Dam Rssisl +80% AC x3

MULTI-SH 0T 2 more missiles of the same type are shot

TELEPORT {health <33%) or (ranged monster & someone is dose) Teleport if {health <33%) add +25% of max. hit points to heo +

AURA ENCHANTED Might (al monster level 4) Holy Fire (at monster level 2) Thorns (at monster level 4) Holy Freeze

(at monster level 2) Holy Shock (at monster level 2] Conviction (at monster level 4) Fanaticism (at monster level 4)

THIEVING Monster steals potions out of the Belt (Potions drop down to proper slot)

POISON STRIKE Hit Poisons target

POISON CLOUD Damages ond poisons as Poison Javelin skill of the Amazon

FI RE ARROW Dama ges as Fire Arrow skill o( the Amazon



Andariel
(SPECIAL)

Special Attributes: Poison

Strike, Poison Cloud

Found in: Act I, Monastery

Bishibosh
(FALLEN SHAMAN)

Special Attributes: Magic

Resistance, Fire Enchanted

Found in: Act I, The Cold

Plains

Bonebreak
(SKELETON)

j

Special Attributes: Extra

j
Strong, Magic Resistant

* Found in: Act I, The Crypt

Blood Raven
(CORRUPT ROGUE
ARCHER)

Special Attributes: Fire

Arrow

Found in: Act I, The Burial

Grounds

COLDCROW
(DARK RANGER)

Special Attributes: Cold

! Enchanted

Found in: Act I, The Cave

Rakanishu
(CARVER)

Special Attributes:

Lightning Enchanted, Extra

Fast

Found in: Act I, The Stony

Field

Treehead
WOODFIST

(BRUTE)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong, Extra Fast

Found in: Act I, The Dark

Woods

Griswold
(CHARACTER FROM
DIABLO)

Special Attributes: Cursed

Found in: Act I, Tristram

The Countess
(j
(DARK STALKER)

Special Attributes: Fire

Enchanted

Found in: Act I, Forgotten

Tower

Pitspawn
Fouldog

(TAINTED)

Special Attributes: Cursed,

Cold Enchanted

Found in: Act I, Jail Level 2

Bestiary



Flamespike

the Crawler
(RAZOR SPINE)

Special Attributes: Fire

Enchanted, Cursed

Found in: Act I, Inner

Cloister

Bone ash
(BURNING DEAD MAGE)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong, Cold Enchanted,

Magic Resistant.

Found in: Act I, Cathedral

Bloodwitch
the Wild
(HUNTRESS)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong, Cursed

Found in: Act II, Halls of

the Dead Level 3

Fangskin
(SALAMANDER

Special Attributes: Light

Enchanted, Extra Fast

Found in: Act II, Claw

Viper Temple Level 2

The Smith
(SPECIAL)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong

Found in: Act I, Barracks

CORPSEFIRE
(ZOMBIE)

Special Attributes: Spectral

Hit

Found in: Act I, The Den

of Evil

RadAMENT
(GREATER MUMMY)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast

Found in: Act II, The

Sewers Level 3

Beetleburst
(SAND WARRIOR)

|i Special Attributes: Magic

Resistant

1 Found in: Act II, Far Oasis

COLDWORM
THE BURROWER
(SAND MAGGOT QUEE?

Special Attributes: Cold

Enchanted, Magic Resistar

Found in: Act II, Maggot

Lair Level 3

Fire Eye
(INVADER)

Special Attributes: Fire

Enchanted, Extra Fast

Found in: Act II, Palace

Cellar Level 3



Dark Elder
(PLAGUE BEARER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Magic Resistant

Found in: Act II, Lost City

The Summoner
(SPECIAL)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong, Extra Fast

Found in: Act II, Arcane

Sanctuary

Ancient Kaa
the Soulless
(UNRAVELER)

Special Attributes: Magic

Resistant, Extra Strong,

Lightning Enchanted.

Found in: Act II, Tal

Rasha's Tomb

Creeping

Feature
(DECAYED)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong, Cold Enchanted

Found in: Act II, Stony

Tomb Level 2

Witch Doctor
Endugu
(SOUL KILLER SHAMAN)

Special Attributes: Magic

Resistant, Fire Enchanted

Found in: Act III, Flayer

Dungeon Level 3

Stormtree
(THRASHER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Lightning Enchanted

Found in: Act III, Lower

Kurast

Battlemaid

Sarina
(FLESH HUNTER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Spectral Hit

Found in: Act III, Ruined

Temple

Icehawk
Riftwing
(GLOOM BAT)

Special Attributes: Cold

Enchanted, Teleportation

Found in: Act III, Sewers

Level 1

SSZARK

the Burning
(FLAME SPIDER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong, Cursed

Found in: Act III, Spider

Cavern

Ismail Vilehand
(COUNCIL MEMBER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Cursed

Found in: Act III, Travincal



Geleb

Flamefinger
(COUNCIL MEMBER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Strong, Fire Enchanted

Found in: Act III, Travincal

Toorc Icefist
(COUNCIL MEMBER)

Special Attributes: Cold

Enchanted, Stone Skin
'

d Found in: Act III, Travincal

Wyand
VOIDFINGER
(COUNCIL MEMBER)

Special Attributes: Mana

Bum, Teleportation

Found in: Act III, Durance of

Hate Level 3

Maffer
Dragonhand
(COUNCIL MEMBER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Extra Strong,

Teleportation

Found in: Act III, Durance

of Hate Level 3

Infector

of Souls
(VENOM LORD)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Spectral Hit

Found in: Act IV, Chaos

Sanctuary (seal)

Hephasto
the Armorer
(OVERLORD)

Special Attributes: Aura

Extra Strong, Cursed, Magic

Resistant

Found in: Act IV, River of

Flame

Grand Vizier

of Chaos
(STORM CASTER)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Thieving, Aura

Enchanted

Found in: Act IV, Chaos

Sanctuary (seal)

Bremm
Sparkfist
(COUNCIL MEMBER)

Special Attributes: Aura

Enchanted, Lightning

Enchanted

Found in: Act III, Durance

of Hate Level 3

Lord De Seis
(OBLIVION KNIGHT)

Special Attributes: Extra

Fast, Aura, Thieving

Found in: Act IV, Chaos

Sanctuary (seal)



EAPOnS a ARtoOR
’.hen you move the mouse over an item, the name of the item is color-coded. This is

inform you, even before an item is identified, what the class of the item is:

White = Standard Yellow = Rare

Gray = Socketed Gold = Unique

Blue = Magic Green = Set Item

Standard Weapons
[Choosing a weapon often depends on what kinds of weapons you pick up or purchase as

ou work through the Diablo II world. Ideally, you’ll want to use magical weapons, but

' tandard weapons will be the usual fare early in the game. Even the rarest of enchanted
can vari< a great dea)

|

terns are created from these basic types and, indeed, it must be a standard weapon that depending on item hjpe,

t'U ask Charsi to Imbue after you return the Hordric Malus to her near the end of Act I.
nu,nb« r of *Pec,al alb,b‘

, ... . . , . .
utes III ami], and how

. he following list of basic weapons and armor will show you just what awaits you in much of the items dura_

I Diablo II. You will undoubtedly come across each of these items at some point in the bility is remaining,

[game, but what you use will depend on your preference. The kind of character you have

pill also play a role in this decision (a Barbarian with many skill points in Sword Mastery

prill naturally be attracted to swords), as well as the enemies you’re facing within each Act.

Axes

Throwing Axe

Balanced Axe

LNOTE
The costs of these items

Hand Axe Large Axe

Axe Broad Axe

Double Axe Battle Axe

Military Pick Great Axe

War Axe Giant Axe

WANDS

Wad

Yew Wand

Bone Wand

Grim Wand

CLUBS

Club War Hammer

Spiked Club Maul

Mace Great Maul

Morning Star Scepter

Flail Grand Scepter

War Scepter





HAND PROTECTION

Gloves

Heavy Gloves

Chain Gloves

Light Gauntlets

Gauntlets

)T PROTECTION BELTS

Leather Boots

Heavy Boots

Chain Boots

Light Plate Boots

Greaves

Sash

Light Belt

Belt

Heavy Belt

Plate Belt

Magic Weapons & Armor
in the original Diablo, there are plenty of magical items to be found as you work your

iy through the game. And once again a series of prefixes and suffixes determines the

alities of the items. For example, you might pick up a Cobalt Sword of The Titan. This

,ord would give you an added cold attack (21-30), as well as increased strength (21-

|o). In this way, literally hundreds-of-thousands of unique magical weapons and armor

in be created in any given Diablo II game. Because of the vast complexity of this sys-

ctn it’s possible to never see the same magical

:em twice, even if you’re a frequent player!

'/henever you find an item and identify it (either

v talking to Cain or by using an Identify Scroll),

u will be able to see exactfy what it does by sim-

y moving your mouse over the weapon in your

rventory. For this reason you will not need to refer

these tables when playing; the purpose of these

Bbles, however, is merely to show you what’s pos-

ble when different prefixes and suffixes combine!r Magic Items are always worth picking

up, even ifyou intend to simply sell

them

,

ttK NOTE
You don’t need to access

these tables when i^ou

find an hem in the game;

indeed, you can simply

move 4 our mouse over the

item to find out what it

does.



SUFFIX EFFECT SUFFIX EFFECT SUFFIX EFFECT

of Beolth

of Protection

of Absorption

of L'fe

of Warding

of die Sentinel

of GiHtrding

of Negation

of Piercing

of Baling

of Puncturing HH

of Thorns

of Spikes

of Readiness

of Swiftness

of Quickness

of Blocking

of Deflecting

of the Apprentice

of the Magus

of frost

of the Glacier

of Thawing

of Flame

of Burning

of Shock

of Ughtning

Damage reduced by 1

Damage reduced by 2

Damage reduced by 3

Damage reduced by 4

Magic damage reduced by I

Magic damage reduced by 2

Magic damage reduced by 3

Magic damage reduced by 4

Ignores target defense

Htt reduces monster defense

by 25-40

HH reduces monster defense

by 10-20

Attacker takes 1-3 damage

Attacker takes 2-6 damage

Attack speed increased by I

level

Attack speed increased by 2

levels

Attack speed increased by 3

levels

Attack speed increased by 4

levels

+10% Glance of blocking

+20% Chance of blocking

Fast cast rate

Fastest cast rale

Adds 1-4 Cold damage

Adds 4-12 Cold damage

Half freeze duration

Adds i minimum to 2-6

maximum Fire damage

Adds 2 minimum to 6-11

maximum Rre damage

Adds 10 minimum to 10-20

maximum fire damage

Adds 1-8 lightning damage

Adds 1-16 Lightning damage

of Craftsmanship

of Quality

of Maiming

of Slaying

of Gore

of Carnage

of Slaughter

of Worth

of Measure

of Excellence

of Performance

of Blight

of Pestilence

of Dexterity

of Skill

of Accuracy

of Precisian

of Perfection

of Balance

of Stability

of Regeneration

of Regrowth

of Vileness

of Greed

of Thunder Adds 1-32 lightning damage

of Energy

of the Mind

of Brilliance

of Sorcery

of Wizardry

Adds 1 -2 la max damage

Adds 2 to max damage

Adds 3-4 to max damage

Adds 5-7 to max damage

Adds 8-10 to max damage

Adds 11-14 to max damage

Adds 15-20 to max damage

Adds 1 to min damage

Adds 2 to min damage

Adds 3 to min damage

Adds 4-5 to min damage

Adds 2-7 poison damage

over 3 seconds

Adds 4-14 poison damage

over 3 seconds

Adds 12-28 poison damage

over 4 seconds

Adds 1-3 to dexterity

Adds 4-6 to dexterity

Adds 7-10 to dexterity

Adds 11-1 5 to dexterity

Adds 16—20 to dexterity

Fast hit recovery

Fastest bit recovery

Replenish life +3

Replenish life +5

Prevents monster heal

40%-60% more gold when

footing

8Q%-1 20% more gold when

looting

1Q%-19% better chance of

finding a magic item

20%-35% better chance of

finding a magic item

Adds 1-5 to Mona

Adds 6-10 to Mono

Addsll-15to Mono

Adds 16-20 to Mona

Adds 21-30 to Mona

of the Bear Causes knockbadc

of Light Light radius +1

of Radiance Light radius +3

of the Sun Light radius +5

of Life Adds 5 to Life

of the Jackal Adds 1-5 to life

of the- Fox Adds 5-10 to Life

of the Wolf Adds 11-20 to life

of the Tiger Adds 21-30 to Life

of the Mammoth Adds 31-40 to Life

of the Colossus Adds 41-60 to life

of She Leech Steals 4-7% of damage r

and adds it to your Life

of the Locust Steals 8-10% of damage

done and adds it to yourL

of the Bat Steals 4-8% of damage l

and adds ft fa your Mono

of the Vampire Steals 9-12% of damage

done and odds it to year

Mona

of Defiance Parson length reduced by

75%

of Amelioration Poison length reduced by

50%

of Remedy Poison length reduced by

25%

of Simplicity -40% to Requirements to -

of Ease -20% to Requirements sc -

of Strength Adds 1 -3 ta Strength

of Might Adds 4-6 to Strength

of the Ox Adds 7-1 Ola Strength

of the Giant Adds 11-15 to Stre#

of the Titan Adds 16-20 to Street

of Pacing Fast run/walk

of Haste Faster run/walk

of Speed Fastest run/walk



R EFiX EFFECT PREFiX EFFECT PREFiX EFFECT

** Defense is 120-1 30% of normal Fine +21-40 to Attack rating, Crimson +5-10% to Fire Resistance

Defense is 131-140% of normal Damage is 1 21-1 30% of normal Burgundy +1 1-20% to fire Resistance

mm Defense is 141-1 50% of normal Warrior's +41-60 to Attock rating, Garnet +21-30% to Fire Resistance

Defense is 151-160% of normal Damage is 131-140% of normal Ruby +31-50% to fire Resistance

Defense is 1 61-1 80% of normal Soldier's +61-80 to Attack rating, Ocher +5-10% to Lightning Resistance

Defense is 181 -200% of normal Damage is 1 41-1 50% of normal Tangerine +1 1-20% to Lightning Resistance

-mm Magic damage reduced by 1 Knight's +81-100 to Attack rating, Coral +21-30% to Lightning Resistance

-fed Magic damage reduced by 2 Damage is 151-165% of normal Amber +31-50% to Lightning Resistance

mi Damage is 1 1 0-1 20% of normal Lord's +101-120 to Attack rating, Beryl +5-10% to Poison Resistance

^

f

Damage is 121-130% of normal Damage is 166-180% of normal Jade +1 1-20% to Poison Resistance

mm Damage is 131-140% of normal King's +121-150 to Attack rating, Viridian +21-30 to Poison Resistance

wd Damage is 141-150% of normal Damage is 181-200% of normal Emerald +31-50 to Poison Resistance

3* Damage is 151-165% of normal Howling Hit causes monster to flee Fletcher's +1 to all Amazon skills

Damage is 166-180% of normal Fortuitous +10-1 5% better chance of finding Archer's +2 to all Amazon skills

~iess Damage is 181-200% of normal a magic item Monk's +1 to all Paladin skills

mm 10% damage taken goes to mana Glimmering Light radius +1 Priest's +2 to all Paladin skills

ns Stamina recovery +150% Glowing Light radius +2 Summoner's +1 to all Necromancer skills

aed Base Stamina +3-5 Lizard's +1-5 to Mana Necromancer's +2 to all Necromancer skills

mt +10-20 to Attack rating Snake's +5—1 0 to Mana Angel's +1 to all Sorceress skills

m +21-40 to Attack rating Serpent's +11-20 to Mana Arch-Angel's +2 to all Sorceress skills

* +41-60 to Attack rating Drake's +21-30 to Mana Slayer's +1 to all Barbarian skills

mm +61-80 to Attack rating Dragon's +31-40 to Mana Berserker's +2 to all Barbarian skills

idi +81-100 to Attack rating Wyrm's +41-60 to Mana Triumphant +1 Mono after each kill

nn *
+101-120 to Attack rating Prismatic +15-25 to All Resistances

nric +121-1 50 to Attack rating Azure +5-10% to Cold Resistance

ay +10-20 to Attack rating, Lapis +11-20% to Cold Resistance

Damage is 1 1 0-1 20% of normal Cobalt +21-30% to Cold Resistance

Sapphire +31-50% to Cold Resistance

nique Items

ique weapons and armor are not random in their creation, but are specific items that

ndomly appear in the game. These Unique items have more modifiers than even the

gic weapons, and usually have a different graphic, either in your inventory or on

ur character. Not all Unique items are spectacular in their abilities, but if a Unique

m pops up, it’s always worth picking up, even if you just plan on selling it. You can

"\vays tell Unique Items from other types since their names are displayed in Gold.

riAHl E TYPE EFFECT i EFFECT 2

za s Bonnet Cap Enhanced damage +15 to mana

+30 to attack rating +15 to life

-«lm Skull Cap 75% extra gold from monsters +1 to all skill levels

25-50% better chance of getting magic items (varies)

d Glory Helm Attacker takes 4 lightning damage; Hit blinds target Lightning resist 15%; +25 defense vs. missile

iieep Full Helm •2 to light radius; Domoge reduced by 3 All resistances +5; +8 to max damoge

^isk Great Helm 35% damage token goes to mono; Enhanced defense Magic damage reduced by 2; Attacker tokes damage of 3

eod Crown Crown Half freeze duration; 4% life stolen per hit Poison resist 50%; +8 defense

Foce of Honor Mask 1 50% damage to undead; Hit causes monster to flee All resistances +5; +20 to strength

Tffocm Quilted Armor 5% life stolen per hit; Magic damoge reduced by 3 fire resist 20%; +10 to dexterity

Cold resist 20%



Howkmail

Sparking Mail

Bi

Leather Armor

Hard Leather Armor

Sludded Leather

' HAITI E TYPE EFFECT i

Blmkbul's Form Leather Armor fast run/wtilk; Adds 34 fire damage

The Centurion Hard Leather Armor Replenish life +3; Damage reduted by 2

+30 defense

+25 to attack rating

Mchlhrae Studded Leather Increased diemce of baking; Slightly intreused artotk speed

+1 0 lo dexterity

Barkglciw King Moil +3 to light radius

5% to maximum poison resist

5% to maximum told resist

5% lo maximum lightning resist

Hawkmail Scale Mail Co nnot be frozen; 1 5% to maximam raid resist

Sparking Mail Chain Mail Attacker lakes lightning damage of 1-1 0 (varies)

Adds 1 -1 0 lighlni ng damage

Venom Word Breast Plate +2 to light radius; Adds 7-9 poison domage aver 3 seconds

15% to maximum poison resist

Iceblink Splint Moil Freezes target; +4 to lighl radius

Baneflesh Plate Mail 5% life stolen per hit; +35 defense

Rorkfleece Field Plate Requirements - 1 0%; Damage reduced by 3

Parson resist 50%

Railhage Gothic Plate 25% chance of crushing hk% Hit causes monster to flee

Geldskin Full Plate Mail +2 la light radius

Attacker takes domage of 1-10 (varies)

Silks of the Victor Ancient Armor +2 to light radius; +1 to all skill levels

Heavenly Garb Light Plate Enhanced defense; Regenerate mono 25%

I
Pehn Lunota Buckler +40 defense; + 1 0 lo mono

tlmbral Disk Small Shield Hit blinds targel; 2 ta light radios, +18 defense

Stormguil d Large Shield Magic damage reduced by 1

Lighlni ng resist 25%

Steeldash Kite Shield Increased chance of blacking; +3 fa light radios

Sverrit Keep Tower Shield Magic domage reduced by 4; Fire resist 25%

The Ward Gothic Shield increased thante of blocking; Magic domage reduced by 2

The Hand of Erec Gloves 3% life stolen per hit; 3% mono stolen per hit

Blaodfist Heavy Gloves Fastest hit recovery; +40 to life

Chance Girards Bracers 24% heiter chance og getting magic items

200% extra gold from monsters; +25 lo attack rating

Mogefist Light Gauntlets + \ to fire skil Is; faster cast rote

Frastbum Gauntlets Enhanced damage; Maximum mana 40%

Hotspur Leath er Bools ) 5% to maximum lire resist; Fire resist 15%

Go-refoot Heavy Bools faster ran/walk; 2% mano stolen per hit

Treads of Clhon Chain Boots 50% slamino drain; fastest run/walk

Goblin Toe Light Plate Boots 25% chance of crashing blow; - 1 lo light radius

Domage reduced by 1

Tearbaunch Plate Bools Faster run/walk

All reliances +10; +10 defense

Lenymo Sash +t to light radius; Regenerate mana 30%

Snakerard Light Bell Adds 44/7/8 poison damage over 3 seconds [varies]

Poison resist 25%

Nighlsmoke Belt 50% damage taken goes to mana

Damage reduced by 2

Goldwrap Heavy Belt Slightly increased attack speed

30% better chance of getting magic items

Blodeburkle Girdle Damage reduced 1 by 3; +20 defense

+10 to dexterity

Woraiskull Bone Helm +1 to necromancer skills; 5% life stolen per hit

Wall af the Eyeless B one Shield + 5 to mana after each kill; Foster cast rale

Swordback Hold Spiked Shield Attacker takes damage of 3/4/5 ( varies)

Increased chance of blocking

The Gnasher Hand Axe 2D% chance of crushing blow

I Silks of lb Victor

[Heavenly Garb

IFeho Lunota

tlmbral Disk

Slormguild

Steeldash

Sverrit Keep

The Ward

The Hand of Eror

Bloodfist

Chance Guards

Mogefist

Frastburn

Hotspur

Gorefoot

Treads of Clhon

Goblin Toe

Gothic Plate

Full Plate Mail

Ancienl Armor

Light Plate

Buckler

Small Shield

Large Shield

Kite Shield

Tower Shield

Gothic Shield

Gloves

Heavy Gloves

Bracers

Light Gauntlets

Gauntlets

Leather Bools

Heavy Bools

Chain Boats

Light Plate Boots

Nighlsmoke

Bladebuckle

Woraiskuli

Wall al the Eyeless

SwoFdbock Hold

Bone Helm

Bone Shield

Spiked Shield

EFFECT 2

+1 6 defense vs. missile; +25 defense

+1 5 te mono; +15 to maximum stamina

+15 ta life

+10 to strength; +15 defense

5% to maximum fire resist

All resistances +10

+25 defense vs. melee

+20 to attack rating

Cold resist 1 5%; +1 2 defense

+40 defense

Parson resist 1 5%; Enhanced damage

Magic domage reduced by l; Cold resist 30%

+35 ta ELtteck rating

+25 defense; +5 ta strength

+45 defense; +45 to attack rating

+75 defense

All resistances +30

5% mono stolen per hit

All resistances +10

+10 lo life; +2 lo strength

+20 la life; +3 Ota dexterity

Adds 14 lightning damage

+15 defense

+1 to peladin skill levels; Damage reduced by 3

+20 defense; +5 to strength

+40 defense; +10 to strength

Poison resist 10%; +20 to mana

+5 to minimum domage

+2 to light radius

+15 defense

Regenerate mono 25%; Adds 1 -5 fire damage

Adds 14 cold damage; +30 defense

Adds 3-6 fire damage; + 1 5 to life

Attackei takes domage of 2

+50 defense vs, missile; +10 to life

Magic damage reduced by 1; +5 defense

+5 to dexterity

+5 to strength

All resistances +5; +1 5 to mano

Replenish life +5

-t-1 1 defense

All resistances +10

+20 lo mana

+2 te light radius

+40 defense

+5 to strenglh; Attacker lakes damage of B

Faison resist 25%; + 30 to mm
3% mana stolen per hit; Poison resist 20%

50% chance of open wounds

+30 lo attack ratiEig50% chance of open wounds

Chapter 4: The Lists



nAHiE TYPE EFFECT i EFFECT 2

othspade Axe -1-2 points of mono after each kill Hit Winds target

15% bonus to attack rating +8 to minimum damage

liebojie D ouble Axe +40 la attack rating against ended +20 defense

200% damage to undead

Adds 4-7 fire damage

Increased attack speed

* si Splitter Military ?kk Hit blinds target; Regenerate moron 20% Adds M2 fighting damage; +50 to attack rating

jrescaF War Axe Poison resbt 50%

Adds 1 8-26 poison damage over 3 seconds

+50 to attack rating

* jf Fedirnar Large Axe Freezes target; +2 la light radius Enhanced damage; Cold resist 30%

^BQvet Broad Axe 60% chance of open woods

Greatly increased attack speed

+25 ta strength

jvftsiR Bottle Axe Enhanced demerge; Poison resfsf 30% lightning resist 10%; fire resist 10%

Slightly increased attack speed Cold resist W%

•saw Great Axe +4 to light radius; 10% maroa stolen per bit +25 ta mana; +14 to minimum damage

-^T§OU$ Giant Axe 33% chance of crushing blow Adds 8-15 damage

Requirements 20% +10 to strength

^ifiro Wand +1 to necromancer skill levels; 6% life stolen per hit Adds 5-9 fire damage

-i*wn Yew Wand Half freeze duration Adds 1 -9 lightning damage

Foster cast rale

lightning resbt 40%

+13 ta mana

rapine Bane Wand 5% mana stolen per bit; Adds 4-8 cold damage +1 0 to dexterity; +10 ta strength

e 5 Lament Grim Wand Nil causes monster to fiee Faster cast rate

+2 to necromancer skill levels +40 ta mans

*dt Club Lightning resist 60%; Fire resist 20% Adds 6-8 lira damage; Knackback

d Striker fceptar 25% chance of crushing blow +35 ta attack rating

Poison resist 20%

Fire resbt 20%

+15 ta mana

candle Grand Stapler +1 to paladin skill levels; 3% life stolen per hit Magic damage reduced by 1; Adds 37 damage

Teye War Scepter Adds 1-6 lightning damage; Adds 3-5 cold damage Replenish life +10

Spiked dub Magic damage reduced by 2 Enhanced damage

Attacker takes damage of 1-10 ivories) +15 ta life

affange Mare +2 to fight radius; fire resist 50% +15 ta strength; Knackback

jdjrse Morning Star 50% bonus to attack rating Enhanced damage

Slightly increased attack speed +2 ta light radius

- jenerol's. Flail Slows target by 50% +25 defense

3o Li Ga 5% mana stolen per hit Adds 1-20 damage

^om War Hammer Enhanced damage; Adds M0 lightning damage +BQ to attack rating; -5 ta dexterity

-sawp Maul 40% chance of crushing blow; Enhanced damage told resist 30%; Fire resist 30%

^driver Great Maul Heal stamina plus 25%; Greatly increased attack speed Requirements -50%

-3ts Keen Short Sward 25% chance of crushing blow +25 defense

20% bonus to attack rating

+2 to Eight radius

+5 ta minimum damage

:.xl Crescent Scimitar +4 to light radius; Enhanced damage All resistances +15; +15 to life

i wer ef Krintlz Saber Ignore target's defense +10 ta dexterity

3% mana stolen per hit

Enhanced damage

+10 ta strength

samscylhe Falchion +3 to light radius; Increased attack speed +20 defense; +30 to mana

-jrewtalh Crystal Sward Adds 3-6 cold damage

10% better chance of getting magic item

30% deadly strike

; swokfsEdge Broad Sword Adds B/9/10 ta 1 2/13/14/1 S/16 fire damage Knackback

Slightly increased attack speed +40 ta attack rating

riSplogue Lang Sward 5% fife stolen per hit

Adds 23-56 poison damage over 6 seconds

5% mono stolen per hit

[ufotn's Point War Sword Poison length reduced by 50% +1 ta all skill levels

faster black rate

Faster hit recovery

+60 ta attack rating

sdowfang Two-Handed Sword 2 to tight radius; 5% mana stolen per hit Cald resist 20%; Adds 5-10 cold damage

rjIFtqy Claymore 4% life stolen per hit; 410% mana stolen per hit Enhanced damage; Alf resbtances +5

} •



Chapter 4: The Lists

HArnE TYPE EFFECT i EFFECT 2

KinemiFs Aw! Giant Sward Adds 6-12 fire damage; +45 to attack rating +20 to mono

EJarktonguc Bastard Sword Prevent monster heai

Adds 14-18 poison damage over 3 seconds

-10 fa life

Paisan resist 50%

Ripsaw Flamberge 50% chance of apen wounds; 6% mana stolen per hit +15 to maximum damage

The Patriarch Great Sward Magic damage reduced by 3;

IMS extra gold from monsters

Hit blinds target

Damage reduced by 3

Gull Dogger Adds 1 -IS damage

50% heller chance of getting magic item

-5 to mnna

The Higgler Dirk Enhanced damage; +10 tn dexterity

Greatly increased attack speed

Cold resist 25%; Fire resist 25%

The Jade Tan Do Kris +75 to attadc rating; Adds 7-14 poison damage aver 3 seconds. Cannot be frozen

Spectral Shard Blade Fastest cast rate; Alt resistances +10 +55 la attack rating; +50 to mana

The Dragon Chang Spear 200% damage la undead; +10 to minimum damage +2 to light radius; +35 To attack rating

Raznrline Trident Slows target by 25%; 50% target defense

Greatly increased attach speed

+8 to dexterity; +15 to strength

Bloadthief Brandistack 35% chance of open wounds; 8% life stolen per hit +26 to life; +10 to strength

Lance of Yaggai Speluni Adds 1 -40 lightning damage; Attacker takes damage of 8 All resistances +15

The Tonne Gorerod Pike +3 to light radius; 15% to maximum fire resist

Fire rasist 15%

Adds 1 2-1 8 fire damage; +60 1o attack rating

+30 la life

Dimaak's Hew Bardiche Enhanced damage; Increased attack speed -8 defense; +15 to dexterity

Sleelgaad Voulge 30% deadly strike; Hit causes monster Do flee All resistances +5; +30 to attack rating

Soul Harvest Scythe 30% chance of open wounds

Adds 15-23 poison damage aver 5 seconds

All resistances +20

+45 to attack rating

The BoHlebrancb Poleaxe 7% life stolen per hit; Enhanced damage

Greatly increased attack speed

+40 to attack rating; +1 0 to dexterity

Woestave Halberd Slows target by 50%

Adds 7-28 poison damage aver 3 seconds

1 5% to maximum poison resist

Poison resist 15%

+2 to light radios

The Grim Reaper War Scythe 50% deadly strike; Prevent mender heal 5% mono stolen per hit; -20 to life

Bane Ash Short Staff Fire resist 50%; Adds 4-6 fire damage +30 la mana; Increased attack speed

Serpent Lord Lang Staff Adds 2-37 poison damage over 3 seconds

4 10 toman®

-1 to Eight radius

Poison resist 50%

Spire of Lazarus Gnarled Staff Magic damage reduced by 3; All resistances +30

Adds 7-12 lire damage

+20 to mana; +9 to strength

Increased attack speed

The Salamander Battle Staff Adds 1-10 fire damage; +50 to attack rating +2 to fiie skills; Fire resist 20%

The Iran Jang Bang War Staff 50% bonus to attack rating; Foster cast rale

+1 to sorceress skill levels

Adds 1-25 lightning damage; +25 defense

Pluckeye Short Bow +2 to Eight radius

3% mono stolen per hit

Enhanced damage

+28 to attock rating

+10 to life

Withering Hunter's Bow Adds 1-3 damage; Greatly increased attack speed Fires magic arrows; +50 to attack rating

Raven Claw Lang Bow Fires explosive arrows; 50% bonus to attack rating +3 la dexterity; +3 to strength

Rogue's Bow Composite Baw 30% deadly strike; 200% damage to undead All resistances +10; +60 to attack rating

Stormslrike Shari Battle Bow Piercing attack; Lightning resist 75%

Adds 1-10 lightning damage

+28 to attack rating; +8 to strength

Wizendraw Long BotiEe Bow Fires magic nrrows; Cold resist 26%

+36 to attack rating

+30 to mana; Increased attack speed

Hellclap Short War Baw Fire resist 40%

Adds 6-? fire damage

Slightly increased attack speed

+20 fa attack rating

+12 ta dexterity

Blastbark Lang War Bow +1 to amazon skill levels; 3% mnna stolen per bit Enhanced damage; +5 la strength

Leadcrow Light Crossbow 25% deadly strike; Enhanced damage

Poison resist 30%

+40 to attack rating; +10 to life

+10 to dexterity

Ichorslrng Crossbow Piercing attack; Adds 7-'? poison damage over 3 seconds +50 to attack rating; +20 to dexterity

helkast Heavy Crossbow Fires explosive bolts; 1 5% to maximum fire resist

Fire resist 15%

+70 to attack rating; Increased attack speed

Doomslmger Repeating Crossbow Herring attack; Greatly increased attack speed +1 to amazon skill levels; +15 to life

l
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re Weapons & Armor
re weapons and armor are ultra-magical items that can have as many as four magical modi-
rs. These weapons are randomly generated in the game and vary widely in quality- You might
a powerful weapon that will help you to crush your enemies, or you may pick up a Rare item

at is more or less worthless* Basically, Rare items (weapons and armor) allow a wider possk
e range of modifiers, which means that any one item has the potential to be exceptional! The
1 lowing is a list of the Prefixes (which are genera!) and the Suffixes for each class of item that

used when generating the specific name of that item. While these names have no bearing

the specific abilities of the item, they do serve to make them special in their own way.

PREFIXES

! least Dread Kune Empyrinn Hailstone Armageddon

bqk Doom Hague Bramble Gale Havoc

taven Grim Stone Pain Dire Bitter

fiper Bone Wraith Loath Saul * Entropy

Ghoul Death Spirit Glyph Brimstone Chaos

Skull Shadow Demon Imp Corpse Order

Hood Storm Cruel Rend Carrion Rift

Corruption

BLADE SUFFIXES AXE SUFFIXES

bite thirst

scratch razor

cleaver

sever

Weapghs

ft

Artror



BIUNT OBJECT SUFFIXES ARMOR SUIT SUFFIXES

crusher

breaker

mallet

knell

crack

SPEAR SUFFIXES

BOW SUFFIXES

bolt nock thirst

quarrel horn branch

fletch stinger song

flight quill

star breaker song

blow grinder call

smasher crack cry

ram mallet spell

crusher knell chant

HELM SUFFIXES

visage hood visor

crest mask cowl

circlet brow horn

veil casque

STAFF SUFFIXES

goad coll

branch cry

spire spell

song chant

weaver

gnarl

jock

mantle

SHIELD SUFFIXES

lance scourge dart stinger

spike wand scratch goad

impel er wrack fang branch

skewer barb gutter

prod needle thirst

ward

tower

mark

emblem

wing

GLOVE SUFFIXES

SCEPTERS & WAND SUFFIXES

weaver

gnarl

i hand grip finger

^^3
fist grasp knuckle

d°w hold

clutches touch

BOOT SUFFIXES

~^hm§tY greaves brogues

v 1 B spur blazer track

hIB tread nails slippers

|> stalker trample

BEIT SUFFIXES

clasp fringe lash

|j
buckle winding cord

chain

L lock strap

RING SUFFIXES

knot spiral grip knu»!

i
circle coil grasp nails

'

j
loop gyre hold

B^^B eye band touch

1 turn whorl finger



[AMULET SUFFIXES

talisman collar

heart beads

noose tore

necklace garget

Finding an entire item set is a
time to celebrate; its very rare!Sets

Sets are groups of items that can function independently, but gain superior effectiveness

vhen they are used in combination. The key is getting every single item in a set togeth-

er, because sets are all or nothing-having five of six pieces won’t cut it. The benefits,

however, are substantial and make sets worth striving for. Set items are rare enough that

t would be unlikely for you to put an entire set together in a single-player game, but in

a multiplayer game (where there’s plenty of other warriors fighting), you can trade with
other players for pieces of the set that you need. If you find a set piece, put it into your
Private Stash in case you find other pieces later, or come across another player that

wants to trade something for it. The tables below include information on each individ-

ual item, as well as the bonus you’ll get for having all of the items in a set equipped.

ANGELIC RAIMENT (4 ITEMS)
Ite th ruihE Type i

n

dividual iTEfh Effect *
f

Anpfa Halo Ring Replenish life +6; +20 Life

Angelic Mantle Ring Moil Enhanced defense: Damage reduced by 3

Angelic Sickle Sabre 350% damage to undead; +75 attack rating

Angelic Wings Amulet 20% damage taken goes to mana; +3 light radius

Complete Set Attributes: Half freeze duration, All resistances +25, +40% chance of
getting a magic item.

ARCANNA’S TRICKS (4 ITEMS)
Iteih CTaRiE Type InoiviDUAL Ite m Effect

Arcannas Deathwond

Arcunna's Ffesh

Arc anna's Head

Arcanna's Sign

War Staff

Light Plate

Skull Cap

Amulet

25% deadly strike; +20 life

+2 light radius; Damage reduced by 3

Replenish life +4; Attacker lakes damage af 2

Regenerate mana 20 %; +1 5 % mana

Complete Set Attributes: Faster cast rate, 5% mana stolen per hit, +25 mana.

ARCTIC GEAR (4 ITEMS)
[T£ ftl MaIUE Type i hd! vi dual irMm Effect

Arctic Binding

Arctic furs

Arctic Horn

Arctic Mitts

Light Bell

Quilted Armor

Shari War Bow

Light Gauntlets

Cold resist +40%, +30 defense

Enhanced defense; All resistances +10

20% bonus la attack rating; Enhanced damage

+20 life; Slightly increased attack speed

Complete Set Attributes: Cannot be Frozen, Adds 6-14 cold damage.

gjpi



BERSERKER’S ARSENAL (3 ITEMS)

1 Iyeth rUme Type i bdividual Iteut Effect

Berserker's Hatchet Double Axe 30% bonus to attack rating; 5% mana stolen per hit

Berserker s Hauberk Splint Mail +1 Barbarian skills; Magic damage reduced by 2

Berserker's Headgear Helm Fire resist +25%; +15 defense

'

over 3 seconds.

CATHAN S TRAPS (5 ITEMS)

iTEm n ArnE Type inDiviatiAL ITEm Effect

Carbon's Mesh

Cathan's Rule

Cathons Seal

Cotharfs Sigil

Cothan's Visage

Chain Mail

Battle Staff

Ring

Amulet

Mask

Requirements 50%; +15 defease

+1 fire skills; +10 max fire damage

6% life stolen per hit; Damage reduced by 2

Attacker takes 5 lightning damage; Fast hit recovery

Cold resist +25%; +20 Mona

Complete Set Attributes: Fast cast rate, Magic damage reduced by 3, +20 mana, +60

attack rating, Ail resistances +25.

CIVERB’S VESTMENTS (3 ITEMS)

iTEln riAlhE Type Individual iTEm Effect

Gverh's Cudgel Grand Scepter +75 attack rating; +17 to +23 max damage (varies!

(iverb's Icon Amulet Replenish life +4; Regenerate Mana +40%

Civerb's Ward large Shield Increased black; +15 defense

Complete Set Attributes: 200% damage to undead, +15 Strength.

CLEGLAW’S BRACE (3 ITEMS)

iTEltt HAlnc Type in.DiviDuAt IteUi Effect

(ieglow's Claw

Cleg law's Pinters

Cleglnws Tooth

Small Shield

Chain Gloves

Long Sward

Poison length reduced by 75%; +17 defense

Slows target by 25%; Knockhack

50% deadly strike; 30% bonus to attack ruling

Complete Set Attributes: 35% crushing blow, 6% mana stolen per hit, +50 defense.

DEATH S DISGUISE (3 ITEMS)

Individual Iteei Effect

Death's Guard Sash Cannot be frozen; +20 defense

Dealh's Hand Leather Gloves Poison length reduced by 75%; Poison resist +50%

Death's Touch War Sword 4% life stolen per hit; Enhanced damage

Complete Set Attributes: 40% bonus to attack rating, All resistances +25, +10 mini-

mum damage.



t

[SARU’S TRIM (3 ITEMS)

fTEilt rUmE Type inDiviDUAL Itejis Effect

Hsnru's Iron Fisl Buckler Damage reduced by 2

+ 10 Strength

Hsnro's Iron Heel Chain Beals Fast run/walk

fire resist +25%

Hsdiu's Iron Stay Belt Cold resist +20%

:omplete Set Attributes: Cannot be Frozen, Lightning resist +25%, +5 maximum
image.

IFERNAL TOOLS (3 ITEMS)

Ite Hi HAln E Type i no iviDUAL Iteiji Effect

Infernal Buckle

Infernal Cranium

Infernal Torch

1

Heavy Belt

Cap

Grim Wand

+25 defense; +20 Life

20% damage la ken goes to memo; All resistances +1D

+1 Necromancer skills; +8 min damage

1

omplete Set Attributes: 20% open wounds, 20% bonus to attack rating,

1 Necromancer skills.

IRATHA S FINERY (4 ITEMS)

Ite\h TIapie Type inDiViDUAL iTEltl EFFECT

Jrathas Coil Crown Lighlnrng r&sist +30%; Fire resht +30%

kalha
J

s Collar Amulet Poison lenglh reduced by 75%; Poison resist +30%

Iratha's Cord Heavy Belt +25 defense; +5 min damage

Iratha's Cuff Light Gauntlets Half freeze duration; Cold resist +30%

Complete Set Attributes: 10% to maximum poison resist, 10% to maximum
cold resist, 10% to maximum lightning resist, 10% to maximum fire resist, All

resistances +20%, +15 Dexterity.

ISENHART'S ARMORY (4 ITEMS)

Individual Ite

H

i Effect

Isen hart's Cose Breast Plate Magic damage reduced by 2; +40 defense

Isen hart's Horns Full Hefin Damage reduced by 2; +6 Dexterity

Isenharfs Lightband Broad Sword +3 light radius; +10 min damage

Isenh art's Parry Gothic Shield Attacker takes 4 lightning damage; +40 defense

Complete Set Attributes: 35% bonus to attack rating, 5% life stolen per hit, All

resistances +20.



MILABREGA’S REGALIA (4 ITEMS)

IteUi tlAmE Type inmvrpuAL Itf

+

i Effect
:• .. . ••• •

Milabrega's Diadem

Milahrega's Orb

Milabrega's Robe

Milabrega's Rod

Crown

Kite Shield

Ancient Ar mor

War Scepter

+15 Mana; +15 Ofe

+25 defense; +20% chance of getting a magic Hem

Damage reduced by 2; Attacker takes damage of 3

+1 Paladin skills; Enhanced damage

Poison resist 15%.

SIGON’S COMPLETE STEEL (6 ITEMS)

j t

e

m flAniE

Sigon's Gage

Sigon's Guard

Sigao's Sabot

Sigon's Shelter

Sigon's. Visor

Sigon's Wrap

Gauntlets

Tower Shield

Greaves

Gothic Plate

Great Helm

Plate d Bell

iflDiVlDUAL tTEm EFFECT

+20 attack rating; +10 Strength

Increased black; +1 all skills

Foster run/walk; Cold resist +40%

Enhanced defense; Lightning resist +30%

+3 light radius; +30 Man a

Fire resist +20%; +20 life

Complete Set Attributes: Damage reduced by 7, adds 12-24 fire damage, attacker

takes 12 damage.

TANCRED’S BATTLEGEAR (5 ITEMS)

Iteth PlAtnE

Toncred's Crowbill

Toncreds Hobnails

Tanaed's Skull

Tancred's Spine

Tancred's Weird

Type
L.Sh?igr' i

Military Pick

Boots

Bone Helm

Full Plate Armor

Amulet

inDiviDHAE iTEfh Effect

Enhanced damage; +75 attack rating

Heal stamina plus 25%; +10 Dexterity

Enhanced damage; +40 attack rating

+40 life; +15 Strength

Damage reduced by 2; Magic damage reduced by 1

Complete Set Attributes: Slows target by 35%, 5% mana stolen per hit, All

resistances +10, 75% extra gold from monsters.

ITElJii riARlE

Vidu let's Ambush

Viduta’s Barb

Vidala's Fetlock

Vidafa's Snare

VIDALA'S RIG (4 ITEMS)

Leather Armor

Long Battle Bow

Light Plated Boots

Amulet

InaiviDUAL Iteui Effect

+50 defense; +11 Dexterity

Adds 1-20 lightning damage

Fastest ryn/walk; +150 max Stamina

Cold resist +20%; +1 5 life

Complete Set Attributes: Piercing attack, Freezes target, Enhanced damage.



+6-8 !o Maximum Life

+9-1 1 ro Maximum Life

+12-1510 Maximum Life

+1 6-20 lo Maximum Life

+21-25 lo Maximum Life

+ 0-12% Resist Fire

+ 3- 6/0 Resist Fire

+17-20% Resist Fire

+2 -25% ResistFEre

+26-30% Resisl Fire

Shield Effect rf ELm Effect

+10 -12% Resist Cold

+13-16% Resist Cold

+17-20% Resist Cold

+21-25% Resist Cold

+26-30% Resisl Cold

+6-8 to maximum Mono

+9-11 lo maximum Mona

+12-15 to niDximum Mono

+16-20 to maximum Mono

+21-251o maximum Marta

HELm Effect

+7-9% trance

to Bod Magic Items

+ll-!3%dmoce

lo Bod Magic Items

+14-17% Chance

to Bod Magic Items

+18-20% Chance

to Find Magic Items

+21-25% Chance

lo Find Magic Items

+10-12% Resist Lig hiring

+13 -16% Resist Lig hiring

+17-20% Resist Lighting

+21-25% Resist lightning

+26-30% Resist Lightning

Socketed Items NOTE.

~ese Items have sockets built into them that can hold gems. By placing gems in these items, you Once a gem has been

cn add special abilities and create your own specific magic item. The names of Socketed items Ptac^ m art ,tem ' can"

.ppear gray when you move your mouse over them, so you should have no trouble identifying not he removed, so

:ne. When you place a gem into one of the sockets you'll gain magical properties. Below is a list
choo

j
e careful1

^
before

f all of the various gems (and their effects) that you can place into Socketed items. ^ou *°P 0 !n ‘

;uby

Helih EffectUfEAFon Effect

Chipped Ruby +3 4 Fire Damage

flawed Ruby +3-5 Fire Damage

+4-5 Fire Damage

Flawless Ruby +5-6 Fire Damage

Perfect Ruby +6-10 Fire Damage

SAPPHIRE

+1-3 Gold damage (1 sec}

+2-3 Cold damage (1.5 sec]

+2-4 Cold damage (2 sec]

+3-5 Cold damage (2.5 sec]

+3-7 Cold damage (3 sec]

Flawed Sapphire

Sapphire

Flawless Sapphire

Perfect Sapphire

OPAZ

U/eapoti Effect

+16 Lightning Damage[hipped Topaz

+1-7 Lightning Damagefrwed Topaz

+1-8 lightning Damage

%wless Topaz +1*10 Lightning Damage

?
erfec! Topaz +M5 Lightning Damage



EMERALD

elNOTE.

G em Weapoh Effect Shield Effect HELm Effect
-vP*JL;>JV-n .£££§63383 E-i-cre -re ;/rererere- Ti':i . %1

Chipped Emerald +2 Poison damage (3 set) +10-12% Resist Poison +3 to Dexterity

Flawed Emerald +3 Poison damage (3 sec) +13-16% Resist Poison +4 lo Dexterity

Emerald +4 Poison damage (3 sec) +17-20% Resist Poison +5-6 lo Dexterity

Flawless Emerald 4-4 Poison damage [3 sec) +21 -25% Resist Poison +7-8 to Dexlerity

Perfect Emerald +5 Poison damage f3 sec) +26-30% Resist Poison +9-10 to Dexterity

AMETHYST

For weapons with multiple

emeralds, the time over

which the poison damage

is applied *s cumulative.

That is, 2 Emeralds poison

over 6 seconds and $

Emeralds over 9 seconds.

' Gem
Vr

* ~^-3 S- 1 -

1

f- -tl. i j

Weafott Effect Shield Effect H ELm Effect

Chipped Amethyst +15 19 to Attack Rating +5-6 to Defense +3 to Strength

Flawed Amethyst +20-29 to Attack Rating +7-0 to Defense +4 to Strength

Amethyst +30-39 to Attack Rating +9-1 0 to Defense +5-6 to Strength

Flowless Amethyst +40-49 to Attack Ruling +11-13 to Defense +7-8 to Strength

Perfect Amethyst +50-60 to Attack Rating +1 5-17 te Defense +9-10 to Strength

DIAMONDS

SKULLS

^ G Em U/eapoh Effect Shield Effect Heltti Effect

Chipped Skull Steals 2% life Attacker takes Replenish life +2

Steals 1%Mana 2 Dorn age Regenerate Marta 8%

Flawed Skull Steals 2% life Attacker takes Replenish Life +3

Steals 1% Mona 3 Damage Regenerate Mona 8%

Skull Steals 3% life Attacker takes Replenish life +3

Steals 2% Mono 4 Damage Regenerate Mena 12%

Flawless Skull Steals 3% Life Attacker takes Replenish life +4

Steals 3% Mono 5 Damage Regenerate Mono 12%

Perfect Skull Steals 4% Life Attacker takes Replenishes Life +4-5

Hit Steals 3% Mann 6-7 Damage Regenerate Mono 16-20%

w*
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ItlULTiPLAYER

The original Diablo game presented a multiplayer experience that was unique in the

world of computer games. Indeed, Diablo encouraged players to cooperate, trade, anc

depend on each other to gain the most from the game. It has always been possible tc

simply kill each other, but the most profitable way to play in a multiplayer Diablo game

is to help your fellow adventurer. With the assistance of your friends you can find more

weapons, armor, spells, and potions than you could on your own, and you can gang-up

on the toughest monsters using tactics that would make a seasoned war general proud

Diablo II follows this tradition very closely. Although it is possible to play the game sim-

ply to kill other players, it is most beneficial to cooperate in quests and follow the game

as it unfolds. As with its predecessor, you can collect experience, items, and wealth ir.

greater quantity as a group than as a single player.

more time looking at real-life Battle.net multiplayer tactics—many of them gatherer

from insiders at Blizzard Entertainment!

Diablo II is an extremely engrossing and com-

pelling single-player game that can capture its

audience for literally hundreds of hours o;

gameplay. As if the massive and captivating sin-

gle-player gameplay isn’t enough, the inclusion

of a complex and rich multiplayer format fc:

D/aWo II makes it a game that will be played by

chapter covers some of the intricacies of multi-

For many fans of the game, Multiplayer

Dttibfo II is where it's at basics of getting connected to Battle.net an

TCP/IP connections, so this chapter spen
‘



Attle.Nct
Battle.net launched in 1997 with the release of Diablo (the

redecessor to this game). Since its inception, Battle.net

has registered literally millions of users, and there are as

many as 70,000 distinct players logging on to the service

on a daily basis! Battle.net has truly set the standard for

gaming-only services. Remarkably, Battle.net is entirely

free of charge for all users, bringing the world of games like

Diablo, WarCraft ,
StarCraft, and now Diablo II to millions Battie.net is a great place to

of players who (through Battle.net’s magic) can find an people from around the planet.

unlimited number of new adversaries or allies every time

they log on!

Indeed, with a single click you can log on to Battle.net and do battle against Diablo with

other players (up to eight), or even choose to battle against other players. Battle.net also

gives you the opportunity to chat, trade items, set up your own games, or join games

created by other adventurers. For Diablo II, Battie.net includes some cool new features

o NOTE
Diablo II Batlle.net Realm

characters are a little dif-

ferent than characters

from the original Diabto.

Information about Realm

such as Hardcore characters. These new features are discussed in detail in the manual, characters is now stored

but well still touch on them in this chapter just to make sure that you are getting every-
0f youHolJ hard

|
thing you can out of multiplayer Diablo II. disk drive. This makes it

impossible to cheat by

manually editing a charac-

ter-protection that helps

most players who prefer to

build a Diablo character

the old fashioned way.

The big advantage to

using Diablo II characters

on Battle.net is that they

are available to you from

any computer connected

to the internet—so you

can play the same charac*

ter at home and at worh.



Ladder
The Ladder system provides a great way to see just how

you stack up against the best Diablo II players in the world*

Diablo II and Battle.net offer this service, which rates both

regular and Hardcore characters. The Ladder system is based

on experience, and applies to only one Realm—each Realm

ranks and lists only the top-ranked players, so you’ll have to be

on your toes to make the cut on one of the ladders. When it

comes to Hardcore players, they’re listed on their ladders even

if they die, but can still be removed from the ladder if other

players exceed their experience level and bump them off.

The Ladder system in Diablo H
keeps track of the top players

in each Realm .

Trading
Trading in Diablo II must occur within the boundaries of a

town; it cannot occur anywhere else outside of a player

dropping an item that you may want to pick up. The

Trading feature in Diablo II is a way for you to ‘officially’

trade with another player in a sanctioned way that protects

both players from cheating or other less than honorable

activities. Any time you wish to make a trade on a partic-

ularly valuable item or you want to be sure that an unre-

lated player doesn’t hop in and pick up an item you’re

dropping for someone else, use the secure trading method to be absolutely safe. It may

take a little more time to portal back to a town, but if you’re dealing with high-pricec

items, it’s worth it.

The trading screen is a secure

place to conduct business.

Parties
When you join a multiplayer game, you can select other players in the game to form a

team. When in a party, you and the other members of the team will work together with

the common goal of getting through the quests in Diablo II. You will share commor

goals, as well as experience with other party members during the course of your adven-

ture. The method that Diablo II uses to share experience amongst many players c:

different levels is complicated, but suffice it to say that a level 3 character will not be

receiving gobs of experience just by hanging around with level 25 characters. Indeed,;

there is somewhat of a sliding scale (based on the levels of the party members) tha:
1

manages the disbursement of experience. The higher your level, the bigger is your share

of experience. Gold, on the other hand, is divided up equally among the members c:

the party with any gold that doesn’t divide equally into the party number going to thi

character that picked the gold up. Members of your party appear as allies along the to

screen.



lOSTILITY
1 in mind that when you become hostile toward someone, any skeletons, Valkyries,

ferns, or Mercenaries will also immediately become hostile toward your enemies

I vice versa). To go hostile with another player, you must be in town, and if you used

™ portal to get there, your portal will disappear. Also, you cannot use a town

ral of a player against whom you are hostile.

[ap

map displayed over the game screen shows you the location of the other players in

game when they are nearby. Each player’s marker is labeled with their character

te. Additional markers are displayed for any NPCs that are fighting for you or your

rmates. When you team up with more than one Necromancer, you can expect the

sp display to be crowded!

NOTE.
When you aflij with anoth-

er placer, ijou can see a

small picture of bjour

teammate and a read-out

of their hit points. This

allows ifou heep trach of

how euergone is doing

and rush to the aid of

someone who gets too

busij to send a message

for help.

Members of your party
ppear as allies along the top

ofyour screen >

Remember that when you are

hostile toward someone, you
will have more than one enemy

if they have summoned
minions or mercenaries under

their command*

The Automap shows where each

ofyour party members is (if

they're close enough to you).

HAT
re chat feature of Diablo II multiplayer games works

I much the same as in the original Diablo. You can press the

Enter key to bring up a prompt, then type in a message to

[send to everyone. Diablo II also lets you select players

i :'rom whom to block messages received or sent, which is a

j

good way to filter out distractions from other players not in

i vour area. Refer to the manual for details on Chatting.

Chatting is important in

Diablo U because its

the primary method of
communication for you and

your party.



Multiplier Tactics

ttiiLNOTE
One of the problems with

staging in the pack is that

you must share the spoils

of victory with whoever

else is fighting in the same

screen. It’s sometimes

frustrating when you

come up against a partic-

ularly fierce opponent,

finally manage to kill it.

and then miss picking up

the magic item it dropped

because your teammate

grabbed it first. Because it

is more effective to play

closely together, sharing

is recommended.

Diablo II has much more open space than the original

game (in the original Diablo ,
the dungeon hallways and

doors were sometimes too narrow for more than one play-

er to fight monsters at a time), so staying together is more

practical. In fact, staying together can be very beneficial.

Many skills, especially most Paladin auras and some

Barbarian yells, will affect the party members as long as

they are within range of the skill’s effect. Even the

Necromancer with his many skeletons will not feel crowd-

ed in most of the areas in Diablo II. Indeed, for the most

part there’s plenty of room to move around and attack parties of monsters from differ-

ent angles.

In order to keep comrades happy and your inventory full, it is a good practice U

venture into Diablo II multiplayer games in small groups. You can select a central spe;

to collect unwanted items if you want. You should also try to work in the same genen- .

area—when someone needs help, they won’t want to wait for you to find a Waypoir .

and jog around looking for them.

More space means that man-
aging larger parties is easier

in Diablo II.

IS&NOTE.
There are plenty of tips

relating to many of the

skills’ multiplayer attrib-

utes in Chapter 2: The

Characters where each

skill is examined in detail.

Tips From the Experts

This section provides a collection of great tips straight from the mouths of the Blizzan.

QA (Quality Assurance) department. Keep in mind that these folks have literally ahead

being playing Diablo II for months (and in some cases, years) even at the time of this

writing (before Diablo II 's official release). These tips are well worth reading over

because they come from the masters themselves! Each member of the QA departmer

is mentioned by name above each tip so you know where each kernel of knowledge

originated.

Daw Fried

The Paladin s Auras are

critical for party play in

multiplayer Diablo II.

. Chapter 5: Ftl u LTi

p

lay e

r

The Paladin: This is one of the best characters to par.

with. All of his aura skills have a radius that shows how far

a fellow party member can be from the Paladin and still be

under its effects. A group consisting of multiple Paladr.-

can be very effective if they each specialize in a differer’

aura. Holy Bolt has the ability to heal other party mer

bers. Simply select Holy Bolt as your right-cl::-

(Command + left-click on the Mac) skill, target a parr

member, and then right-click (Command + left-click) cti

them to fire healing bolts of energy.



ie Sorceress: Area effect spells are of prime importance with the Sorceress, You can

rrten turn the tide of a large battle by using Frost Nova to slow the enemies.

ie Barbarian: This character's Warcries are often overlooked in lieu of the direct

amage skills. However, it is important to remember that when grouped with others,

eamwork is critical and Warcries can have a huge impact. You can use Shout to

icrease the defense of party members within the range of Its effects.

ie Amazon: When playing the Amazon, remember that ranged attacks are her

xcialty. It's often better to stand back from combat while others get into melee range

?i the enemies, and then fire from a distance into the crowd. Remember that missiles

*ill not harm allies, even if you aim directly at them,

)sh Kurtz

IWhen playing as a Sorceress in a group, one of your best spells is the Frost Nova. Run

into a group of monsters, let the Frost Nova fly, and then retreat. Watch your tnelee

I
buddies walk through the frozen creatures with ease.

Also, I cannot stress enough the importance of the Town

[portal scroll, or how effectively these can be used by

i full group. Make sure someone has a full supply of Town

Portal scrolls so that when you get in trouble they

m open one up and allow everyone in the party to get to

afety. The whole team can run through, get fully healed

and mana restored in town, and be back in the fray fairly

iwiftly, It's like a full rejuvenation potion for the whole

team, just make sure the person who casts it is the last one

?ack from town or the portal will closel Always have Town

Portal assigned to a hot key to make invoking this scroll

quicker.

The Town Portal scroll is

essential If a group sticks

together, you can make one
player the keeper of the

Town Portals.

Hake sure your melee fighter is carrying as many health potions as possible. This char-

ter is the one who takes the brunt of the attacks by leading the charge into battle"

ne Barbarian is a good choice because he is much better at absorbing damage than the

peeress or the Necromancer—so make sure he stays alive.

:onner Brandt

jolcm, Amplify Damage, and Corpse Explosion are a great combination against large

roups of monsters in big multiplayer games. Necromancers working in concert can be

[

deadly when using combinations of these skills.



Pete Underwood

Paladins and Necromancers using Zeal and Ampli:

Damage in a group are a force to be reckoned with. Auras

such as Thorns in conjunction with a Necromancer’s mir

ions is also an incredibly potent combination.

Thorns is a powerful aura
that t when used wfth a

Necromancer's minions, is an
awesome weapon ,

A Paladin with Holy Fire or Holy Shock can draw the

attention of the monsters to him while remaining e_:

of melee range. Other characters may then attack thosj

monsters with ranged weapons. These skills provide a

great ‘distract and damage’ combination.

NOTE.
The difficulty of a multi-

player game is dependent

on how many placers are

participating. For example,

a six-player game wifi fea-

ture monsters that are

much tougher to defeat

than a two-player game.

This scaling of difficulty is

a great feature that

ensures that placing

through Diablo U will he

challenging enough even

if there’s a large party

working in unison.

John Lagrave

Barbarians grouped together should each specialize in a different weapon class

(one with Sword Mastery, one with Axe Mastery, etc.). This way, when it comes ..

weapons that the enemies give up, they can divide the loot and conquer their enemies

more effectively without squabbling over who gets the unique item.

The Sorceress is the character you need in every party. Static Field can weaken even t. s

toughest opponents quickly, allowing the melee class characters to mop up (rememb--.

that Static Field reduces the enemy’s hit points by one-third). This is especially impor-

tant in large multiplayer games because Diablo's minions are that much tougher. I =

importance of Hirelings/Mercenaries should also not be overlooked; they can prov e -

distraction, or even the backup to turn the tide of the battle.

Derek Simmons

Stick Together. The more players that are in the game, the tougher the monste

become—regardless of where the players are. Sticking together as a unit is the best wa

.

to survive and conquer your enemies. Diablo’s minions will have a difficult time defer

ing a party of adventurers who support each other with

auras, missile fire, and heavy armor.

Carlos Guerrero

Rancid Gas potions are very effective for taking out large

groups of monsters in the Blood Moor, Cold Plains, or

Stony Field. The key is to get the monsters to chase you

and bunch into large groups, then simply throw a potion

at them and they will ail take substantial (if not fatal) poi- „

son damage, thus quickly boosting your (and your party s)
excellent means for kiliiian excellent means for killing

experience points. several enemies while rack it:;

r 1 up experience points ,
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Boneash, 176

Bonebreak, 175

Bremm Sparkfist, 178

Cairn Stones quest, 134-136Akara, 131

Alkor, 148

Amazon, 18

multiplayer, 201

skill sets, 42-61

Andariel, 175

antidote potions, 1

4

Arcane Sancturary quest, 145

armor, 12, 181-182

magic, 182-186

rare, 186-189

Armor shrine, 15

Asheara, 148

Atma, 140

baboon demon, 161

Barbarian, 19

multiplayer, 201

skill sets, 98-112

bat demon, 167

Battle.Net, 197-199

Battlemaid Sabrina, 177

Beetleburst, 176

belt, 13

bestiary

monsters, champion, 174

monsters, standard, 158-173

monsters, super unique, 175-178

big head, 159

Bishibosh, 175

Blackened Temple quest, 153-154

Blade of the Old Religion quest, 149-150

blood hawk, 159

Bloodwitch, the Wild, 176

blunderbore, 169

cantor, 170

character classes, 18-19

character development, 20

characters, major characters, 10

Charsi, 131

chat, multiplayer, 199

choking gas potions, 14

claw viper, 163

Cold skill set, Sorceress, 91-97

Coldcrow, 175

Coldworm the Burrower, 1 76

Combat shrine, 15

Combat skill set

Barbarian, 98-103

Paladin, 62-68

Corpsefire, 176

corrupt archer, 168

corrupt rogue, 161

Countess, 175

Creeping Feature, 177

Dark Elder, 177

D-E
1

DeckardCain, 131, 140, 155

Den of Evil quest, 132

difficulty levels, 16

Drognan, 140

Elzix, 140

Ephasto the Amorer, 178

evil spiders, 166
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Experience shrine, 15

exploding potions, 14

Exploding Shrine, 15

Fallen Angel quest, 156

fallen shaman, 162

fallen, The, 160

Fangskin, 176

Fara, 140

fetish, 168

fetish shaman, 172

finger mage, 1 72

Fire Eye, 176

Fire shrine, 15

Flame Spike the Crawler, 1 76

Forgotten Tower quest, 136-137

frog, 170

Geglash, 140

Geleb Flamefinger, 178

Gem Shrine, 15

Gheed, 131

goatmen, 162

Golden Bird quest, 149

Grand Vizier of Chaos, 178

greater mummy, 165

Griez, 140

Griswold, 175

Guardian quest, 154-155

Halbu, 155

Hardcore mode, multiplayer, 197

Harrowing, 155-156

healing potions, 14

Health shrine, 15

Hellforce quest, 156-157

Horadric Cube recipes, 12

Horadric Staff quest, 142-144

Hralti, 148

Icehawk Riftwing, 177

Infector of Souls, 178

Infernal Gate, 148-154

inventory, 11-12

Ismail Vilehand, 177

Jamella, 155

Jechyn, 140

Kaelan, 140

Kasha, 131

Khalim’s Will quest, 150-152

Laddering system, multiplayer, 198

Lam Esen's Tome quest, 153

Lightning skill set, Sorceress, 86-91

Lut Gholein, 140

Lysandcr, 140



Maffer Drangonhand, 178

magic

armor, 182-186

poison and bone, Necromancer,

21-28

mana potions, 14

Mana recharge shrine, 15

Mana shrine, 15

maps, multiplayer, 199

Masteries skill set, Barbarian, 104-107

megademon, 173

mercenaries

Infernal Cafe, 148-149

Rogue Encampment, 131

Secret ofVizjerei, 140

Meshif, 148

Monster shrine, 15

monsters. 158-178

mosquito demon. 166

mouse cursor, 12

multiplayer information, 196-202

mummy, 165

Necromancer, 19,21-41

Oemus, 148

Offensive Auras skill set, Paladin, 68-73

oil potions, 14

quests, 132-154

Radament, 176

Radament's Lair quest, 141-142

Rakanishu, 175

rancid gas potions, 14

Recharge shrine, 15

Refill shrine, 15

regurgitator, 172

rejuvi nation potions, 14

Resist Cold shrine, 15

Resist Fire shrine, 15

Resist Lightning shrine, 15

Resist Poison shrine, 15

Rogue Encampment, 131-140

n-o

Paladin, 19

multiplayer, 200-201

skill sets, 62-79

Pandemonium Fortress. 155

panther woman, 164, 173

parties, multiplayer, 198

Passive & Magic skill set, Amazon, 49—

61

Pitspawn the Fouldog, 175

Poison and Bone skill set, Necromancer,

21-28

Poison Shrine, 15

potions, 14



sand leaper, 163

sand maggot, 163

sand maggot young, 169

sand raider, 160

scarab demon, 164

scrolls, 13

Secret of the Vizjerei, 140-148

sets, weapons, 189-193

Seven Tombs quest, 147-148

shrines, 15

Sister’s Burial quest, 133-134

Sisters to the Slaughter quest, 138-140

skeleton, 158

skeleton archer, 169

skeleton mage, 171

skill sets, 19

Amazon, 42-61

Barbarian, 98-112

Necromancer, 21-41

Paladin, 62-79

Sorceress, 80-97

Skill shrine, 15

Smith, 176

socketed weapons, 193-194

Sorceress, 19

multiplayer, 201

skill sets, 80-97

spike fiend, 162

Sszark the Burning, 177

stamina potions, 14

Stamina shrine, 15

Stormtree, 177

strangling gas potions, 14

Summoner, 177

Summoner quest, 146-147

swarm, 164

Tainted Sun quest, 144

Warriv, 131, 140

weapons, 12

armor, 179-181

magic, 182-186

rare, 186-189

sets, 189-193

socketed, 193-194

standard, 179-181

wendigo, 160

WillOWisp, 166

Witch Doctor Endugu, 1 77

wraith, 161

Wyand Voidfinger, 178

zealot, 170

zombie, 159
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